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VERY FINE and EXTRA MILD.

Senator Beck Declares the Cooyrlgh
Bill Protection Cone
And Draws a Terrible

J. V.

CIGARS.

HAVANA
Ale

ry business in the Senate today, the interna
tional copyright bill was taken up. Tin i
amendment offered by Senator Morrill, as ti ,

don’t buy tills brand;
better risk for life In-
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POWDER

in IN I.'I.

All kinds of property insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American aud Foreign.
»ntf

oct20

‘FINE

OFFICES TO LET

Pure.

Absolutely

Thu powder never varies.

A marvel of purity
and wlioiesomeuess. More economical
cannot be sold in
and
Hie
kinds,
than
ordinary
impetltion with the multitude of low test, short
Sold only in
or
alum
powders.
phosphate
weight
Koyai. Baking Fowdkb Co., 106 wall
v nr.
iySd&wtf
N
N. Y.

strength

in flic First National
Hank Building.
BANK.

THE
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APfLY

Are You Faiiilliarwitli liie Plans

Preparation,

Bread

THE HEALTHFUL AND NUTRITIOUS

Baking Powder,

OF TKK

—

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Restores to the flour the strength-giving
phosphates that are removed with the bran,
and which are required by the system. No
other baking powder does this. It costs
less and is stronger and more wholesome
than any other powder.
mar!3
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OF POKTLAND, JIE!
you realize dial tins old and sterling com
a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
in 1848 under the laws of Maine?

GKATEFIIL-COMFUKTINV.

DO pauy is

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?

ARE
IT

to-day more than SIX MILLION DOIc
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUN
has

DRE1) THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.
pays Its losses promptly. Its policies after
three years arc tree from all limitations as to
Residence, Travel, Suicide and Occupation.
Military and Naval Service excepted.

IT

has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
managed by Its Board of Directors and Ofllcers, whose integrity and ability are unquestioned.

IT

wise provisions of the Maine Nou-Fortelture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, and under It extended Insurance Is
provided for In ease of lapse after the payment of
three or more annual premiums In cash.

THE

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information in regard to the Company
and Its plans.

THE

residents of
UNION MUTUAL appeals
Maine for their especial patronage, because
it is a HOME COM PAN Y, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.
to

THE

EPPS’S COCOA.

BKEAHFANT.
lawe
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural
wbleti govern the operation of digestion and nutrition, and Ivy a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast, tables with u delicately
flavored beverage which inay save us many heavy
doctors’ hills. It is by the judicious use of suen
art Icles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame."
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAM EM tCPPM A- €!»., HOMCEOPATIllC
TAS&wly CHEMISTS, l.oudou. E■gland.

BOOTS and SHOES
CHESAF* !

OFFICER*.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
FRANK LANG, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

Superintendent

of

mar22TliS&TnH

Shipping for

and offer for sale the

Mav, Daisy,
Hattie Maud; one thirty-second of
Young, Henrietta Frances and
George Washington; and one-fourth of tlie Lucy
W. Dyer and Idella Small. For price and terms
of payment apply to MATTOCKS, COOMBS &
NEAL 80 Exchauge St.
Fori land, April 4,1888.apr4W&Slm
B. Fernald and
the Gracie C.

Manager for (Aty Agency, Portland.
"odU
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Box

97

Exchange Stkket,
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New England are
The indications for
rain or snow in the northern portions, slight
rise in temperature, fresh to hiisk north-

easterly winds, becoming variable.
PORTLAND, Me., April 30, 1888
|7 A M I 3 P M 111) P

Humidity
Wind
Velocity

....

Jewelry, j "*T

Paper by the Pound,

daily ther...44.0
daily d’wpt.39.3
dally hum. 80.3

indicates trace ot

(April 30,1888. ll.OO.P.M.)

ot time
Observations taken at the same moment
,t all

Tiierm’ etor

515 COMESS STREET.
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Caucus.

ri'lHE Party Prohibitionists of Portland are in
1- vited to meet In Reception Hall, on
to
Wednesday Even log, May 2d, at 8 o cock,
choose delegates to State and District conveutlous.
»Pr3od3t

rerordlf’F. PEARSON.
Committee,
chairman City

d
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Pars?®
Eastiiort, Me 29.98
Portland, Me 29.94
Nortlilield...
Boston. Mass
Block Island
Nantucket...
Albany, N.Y
New York...

29.82
29.88
29.84

29.72

29.72
29.70
Ualveston.... 30.06
Washington.. 29.70
Norfolk, Va. 29.x2
Hatlera#. 29.94
El Paso. 29.80
Jacksonville. 30.02
Montgomery 29.98

Philadelphia.

Cincinnati,O.

wihoif application,

~i

33
goo
at
53!

Pittsburg....
Buffalo. N.Y.
Oswego.
Cleveland....
Detroit.
Dodge City..
UrandHaveu
Marquette...
Chicago, 111..
Des Moines..

29.90

29.76
29.76

29.82
29.86
29.88

29.92
29.98
30.14
30.00

30.10

Duluth,Minn 30.201
Bt.Paul.Minn 30.12
Leaveuw’rtb
Santa Ke....
Assiniboiue..
8t. Vincent..

30.10
29.90

29.78
30.18

36
40
50
40

—4
—2

E
E
B
+4
—14 NE

Frye’s Classes.
Senator Frye of Maine has bought his
pair of spectacles. He is 57 years of

age,
the need of glasses till
now.
For some weeks his eyes have been
troubling him, and lie finally went to an oculist, who told him that the only difficulty was
age and neglect to use the precautions that
all should adopt. Senator Frye, although
tiie grandfather of nine stout and active
children, is among the youngest looking men
in the Senate, and from the galleries does
not appear to be more than thirty or thirtyfive years of age.
but

has

never

felt

A Native of

The following Maine pensions
ed

today:

....Haze
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....

clear3
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....Cloudy]
....Clear
....Clear
_Clear
....Clear

Clear
Clear

Rapid City.
62 +10 N
....Cloudy
Cheyenne.... 29.82
62 +12 BE
....Clear
North Platte 29.88
68 412 8
....Fair
Denver,Col.. 29.76
38
Halifax.130.06
...ICloudy
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Washington, April 30.—The President
has nominated Melville W. Fuller of Illinois, to be Chief Justice of the United
States.
Mr. Townshend of Illinois, a warm friend,
who urged the appointment of Mr. Fuller as
Chief Justice, says that Fuller is one of the
ablest lawyors and most accomplished genHis private
tleman in the United States.
and public life are free from any stain whatever.

chairman of the Inter-State
Commerce Commission, said the appointHe telegraphed
ment was most excellent.

Judge Cooley,

Mr. Fuller his congratulations.

NAVY.

Lorcstin Brown, Waslihurue.
REBTORTIAON AND REISSUE.

K. Peavy, Oakland.
INCREASE.

John H. Bagley, Troy.
George W. Stone, Lewiston.
Philander S. Foster. Richmond, (navy.)
Benjamin S. Beal, Millbridge (navy.)
Moses Parson, Newburg.
Horace Croxford, East Dixmont.
INCREASE.

REISSUE,

Charles H. Clough, Cornish.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Elizabeth Whittier, mother of Alvin McFarland. Palmyra.
Widow of D. Peavy, Oakland.
Notes.
It is estimated at the Treasury Department
that there lias been a decrease of $8,C30,OCO
in the public debt during tiie month of April.
The President lias vetoed the Senate bill
granting a pension to William S. Oaknian,
on the ground that the petitioner was injured
bv heitnr thrown from bis horse while intoxiHe has also
eated and on detached service.
vetoed the bill granting a pension to Mary

And

_

Cause

Alarm

in

....iHaze

E. P.JONEB, Prv’t 8. C., U. H. A.

Fuller.

Melville W.

Chicago, April 30.—The nomination oi
Melville W. Fuller of Chicago, as Chief Justice of the United States is regarded here
with unbounded satisfaction by the leading
men of both parties. Mr. Fuller was born
in Augusta, Me., in 1833. He was a son of

Frederick A. Fuller and Catherine, daughter
of lion. Nathan Weston. He fitted for college in Augusta, and graduated at Bowdoin
in the class of 1853, his classmate being E. J.
Phelps, Minister to England. Fuller, after
leaving college, began the study of law, and
began practice in Augusta in 1856. He practiced in Augusta with B. A. G. Fuller, with

whom he published and edited “The Age.’’
In 1856, he was president of the common
council and city solicitor. He removed the
same year to Chicago.
For thirty years he has enjoyed a lucrative
practice in Chicago, and has won distinction
among the foremost at this bar. In 1861 he
was elected a member of the State Constitutional Convention. In 1862 he was chosen
to the Legislature, and although a Democrat running each time in strong Reoublican

victorious by a large majority.
He was a delegate to the Democratic National Conventions of ’64, ’72, ’76 and ’80. In
1860 he was selected by the citizens to deliver the address of welcome to Stephen A.
districts,

was

rtniirrlnc

In nmnlinn In tlw>

onnrnmn

/innrt

of the United States, Mr. Fuller has i epeatcome in contact both as colleague and
as opponent with Messrs. Edmunds. Thurman and Hoadly, Ingersoll and other admittedly great lawyers and has never failed
to hold his own against the greatest of them,
iln is familiar with the decisions of that
court and well informed in the history of the
country and especially on constitutional

edly

questions.
Mr. Fuller, when

notified of his nomination, was surprised and requested that he be
not pressed for an extended interview, saying that he was not in condition to talk on
the subject as his nomination had come so
unexpectedly. He, however, stated he would
not decline it.
Mr. Fuller’s

[Special
Augusta,

to

Many

New

Towns.

15 idle ford, April 30.—The Saco river has
risen rapidly within twenty-four hours.
There Is a large body of snow in the back
towns and if the rain, which began tonight
continues, it will cause a freshet even greatSeveral saw mills
er than last
spring.
along the river have been obliged to shut
down on account of high water.
Extra
crews of river drivers are at work securing
the booms and keeping the logs from drifting
on to the intervales.
Washed Away.

Falls, April 30.—A dam of
the Harper Manufacturing Company on the
Little Androscoggin at Welchville, Oxford
county, went out this morning. The water
in the river is rising to a dangerous pitchSome of the roads are completely submerged.

early yesterday morning.

The

low-

lands and many roads are inundated, which
interferes with travel from towns lying east
of the city. The freshet is greater than that
of 1884. The water is rising at the rate of
one and a half inches an hour, and although
little damage as yet has been reported in
Concord much is liabla to happen unless the
water recedes.
The new pulp mill dam and pen stock,
erected last season by Janies H. Hubbard at
an expense of $10,000 at
Croydon, was entirely swept out by high water last night,
carrying with it an excelsior shop aud dam
below and 200 cords of poplar pulp wood; also a blacksmith shop and other buildings
and the bridge on a branch of the Sugar
river at Croydon flats. The damage cannot
be less than $20,000 and everything is a total
loss to the owers.
A dispatch from Lebanon states that the
water in the Mascoma river is higher than
since the great freshet of 18(59.
There is
much dauger to the railroad bridge and cars
loaded with sand have been put upon it to
weigh it down.

Trouble In Vermont.

Windsor, Vi., April 30.—The Connecticut is up 12 feet, and the road near Senator
Evarts’ farmhouse is three feet under water.

The meadows on both sides of the river

are

TRUSTS

REPRESENTED BY DEMOCRATS.

Democratic Ranks.
Raw Material as Viewed By Mr. Cal-

linger of

Washington, April 10.—Mr. Grosveuor,
of Ohio, took the floor When the House went
into committee of the whole on the tariff bill

today. He denounced the Democratic party
for changing front on the internal revenue
question. He said the party had been denouncing the system for 30 years, had opposed all the government’s efforts to enforce
the law, and had educated the Southern people in the belief that the system was tyrannic, and that to defeat, and mutilate and destroy it by fraud, violence, bloodshed and
murder was but a question of the God given
right of rebellion against the t yrannous action of a tyrannous government. Now, at
the dictation of the President, the party or
dered that the most sacred monument of taxation in the country was now, and must be
in the future, the internal revenue systemRepublicans were not in favor of free whiskey and free tobacco, as charged, but favored
the abolition of national taxes on whiskey
and tobacco, and the turning over of those
articles to the States inr State taxation and
regulation. Reviewing the history of the
Morrill tariff, Mr. Grosveuor showed that it
was not a war measure, as charged, but was
passed in 1860, before the war, and was signed by President Buchanan and Vice President Breckenridge.
The surplus was the
cause of no honest anxiety.
If the government paid its just debts there would be no
In
Grosvenor inMr.
surplus.
concluding,
sisted that under the administration of Republicans the country had grown in wealth
and prosperity in ratio never witnessed in
this or any other country, while under the
Democrats it had stood still or retrograded.
Mr. Rayner of Maryland, said the contest
was between protected monopoly and capital and the unprotected people and tax-payers.
He criticised severely the trusts of the
country, especially the Standard Oil, which
he pronounced composed of fraud, corruption and oppression.
Mr. Cannon of Illinois, asked Mr. Rayner
if he did not know that the President appointed one of the principal representatives
of tlie Standard Oil Company Secretary of
the Navy, another representative being the
Democratic Senator from Ohio.
Mr. Rayner replied that the fact of a man’s
being the son-in-law of somebody connected
with a trust did not mix him up with the
fraud.
Mr. Henderson of Iowa, opposed the bill
as crippling where it should
support and
tearing town where it should build up.
Mr. Gallinger, of New Hampshire, opposing the bill, said the pending struggle
He
was between England and America.
characterized the bill as a wicked assault
II non

April 30.—Melville

nHn

of rino

of

V a nr VnirlonH

Elm street, and is an unpretentious two story brick structure with ell and
stable attached. He came of a legal family
on both sides.
His father, Frederick A.
Fuller, Esq., was a lawyer and the son of
Judge Henry W. Fuller, who was judge of
probate in Kennebec county for many years
and dropped dead in the streets of Boston in

A

January,

1841.
His mother was Catherine Weston, daughter of Judge Nathan Weston, who for 30
years was chief justice of Maine, being one
of the most eminent jurists ever in the ser-

people, and possessing a powerful and discerning legal mind.
Young Ful*
ler gained his preliminary education in the
vice of the

schools of Augusta.
Mr. Fuller has many friends and relatives
here, among the latter being ex-Governor
Williams and the late ex-Governor Coney,
own cousins, and the appointment is genera'ly gratifying to citizens here of both pocommon

_

MAINE.
Buried At Brunswick.
30.—The

body of

the

was

good state of preservation, the features beThe remains were
ing but little changed.
brought to Brunswick today for burial. Mr.
Sewell was a graduate of Bowdoin College
of the class of ’83 and a member of the graduating class of Bangor Theological Seminary. He was a young man of marked ability
and of high promise, and his untimely death
is mourned by a large circle of friends.
New Gloucester’s Fire

Bug.

New Gloucester, April 30.—The building on the Horace White place in New
Gloucester were burned early yesterday
morning and also a barn belonging to Chas.
Near by are also the
Witham near by.
buildings of William Witham. These were
visited by some one in the night, probably
with the intention of firing them, bnt Mr.
Witham frightened him away. The cattle,
hay, horses and farming tools in the barns
were burned. The buildings were undoubtedly fired by some incendiary.

Chiniquy’s

Lectures.

Biddefobd, April 30.—Father Chiniquy,
who began a series of lectures on Bomanism
here yesterday will remain several weeks,
holding nightly meetings. The Catholic
clergymen of Biddeford yesterday advised
their parishoners to keep away from the
lectures. The Irish fair has been postponed
on account of Mr. Chiniquy’s meetings.
Father Harrington, pastor of St. Mary’s
church, has instrncted his people not to
patronize the local papers that publish
reports of the lectures.
Capt. William E. Nason.
Saco,April 30.—Captain William E. Nason,
of Saco, died of paralysis yesterday, aged 40.
He was born in East Boston and followed
the sea 20 years in the East India trade, ten
years as master. He was well known among
New England seaman.
Camden Land In Demand.

Camden, April 30.—Land sales amounting
to nearly $40,000 have been made in Camden
during the month of April, mostly for sumThree sales were remer resort purposes.
ported at one agency Saturday. (One of them
farm
was the Isaac Melvin
overlooking
Penobscot bay, bought by William A. French
of Boston.

Horrible

Tragedy Reported
Liberty Village.

reported as happening at Liberty Village,
Friday. The report is that Bethel Daniels
is

killed his wife with an axe and mutilated
her. by severing her head and one leg from
the body. He has been for years subject to
fits. Mr. Daniels was born in Hope, has
lived several yeaiTfn Appleton, and moved
from there to Liberty several years ago.

Riley.

Beeuel, April 39.—Oscar Spencer, of
Orono, was drowned in Sunday Biver, Itiley
Plantation, Sunday. This morning the body
had not been recovered.
Called to Massachusette.
Biddefobd, April 30.—llev. Frederic W.
Farr, pastor of the Adams Street Baptist
Church, has received a call from the Baptist
ohurcli at Milford, Mass. He has not yet
given a definite answer to the invitation.
Fire In Addison.
Mac bias, April 30.-The James Sawyer
house, in Addison, occupied by the Oordon,
with the barn and nearly all the contents of
both, burned Saturday. Loss $1800; insured
for $1000.
Police (Signals for Rockland.
Bockland, April 30.—The city has contracted with the Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Company to put their system into this
city at an early day.

Six persons were trampled to death at
Prague yesterday in a crowded menagerie
where pickpockets raised the cry of lire.
The Australian government has refused to

steamer load of Chinese emigrants to
land at Melbourne.
The London Standard says the leaders of
the opposition have decided to adopt a more

allow

a

active policy.
A mob at Santiago, Chili, Sunday evening,
burned 130 railroad cars because the company had refased to reduce its rates.
Gen. Boulanger has written a letter protesting against the warlike ideas attributed

to him.
It is stated that the Societe des Metaux of
Paris has lost 31,000,000 in a speculation in

tin.
Four inches

NEWS.

fell in Ottawa last

of snow

evening.
BASE BALL.
New

England League.

PORTLANDS, 2.
An Associated Press despatch from
LOWELLS, 10;

Low“The champions defeated the
ell says:
Portlands today easily by heavy batting,
Shinnick and
Mitchell proving no puzzler.
Burns led at the bat, the former making a
hit every time and the first home run.
Burns lined out two long drives for home
runs and Shinnick, Cudworth and Campion
The features of the game
ran bases finely.
was the fine battery work of Burns and Murphy, the former striking out ten men, with
but four hits off him and one scratch hit.
Toftling made a brilliant catch of a fly in
short left field after a long run. Myers split
his hand,in the 6th inning and was replaced
by McAuliffe. Marston fined Koons 810 for
The
back talk. The attendance was 15C0.
following is the score:"
i/mmi.Lfi.

K.
1

All.

McLaughlin, 2b.

Polhemus, rl.
Cudworth, Cl.
Campion, lb.
Shiiimck, 3b.
Kennedy, II.

Toffling,
Murphy,
Burns,

6
4
6
6

A.
1
0
0
0

Bll. TB. PO.
4
3
2

1112
1
2

2
1

2
1

0
8

E.

1
0
0
0

6368121
O
0
3
4
0
0
6
0
0
2

6
c. 6
p.,. 4
ss.

Totals.43

0
0
8

0
0
2

16

10

27

2
10
0

2
2
13

0
1
7

27

20

10

A.

E.

PORTLANDS.
AB. R. BH. TB. PO.
0
112
Fusselbach, 3b. 4
0
0
1
0
3
2b.
Koons, rl,
1
2
0
j2
Prince, cl. 3
2
0
0
0
3
rf.
Myers,
1
1
6
O
McCloskey, .. 4
3
0
0
1
Brady. If. 3
0
0 11
Householder, lb. 3 |l
1
0
O
1
4
ss.
Stine,
0
0
0
0
Mitchell, p. 3
0
“
O
McAuliffe, rf. 1

10
0

1
0
1
2
1
O
2
7

2
0
6
0
0
1
1
O

4
6 27 16 10
2
Totals..31
Innings.1 23466789
Lowells.401 1 01 10 2-10
Portlands.O 2000000 0—2
Earned runs—Lowells, 0. Two base hits—McLaughlin, Kennedy, Prince. Home runs—Shinnick, Burns, 2. Stolen bases—Cudworth 2, Campion 2, Shinnick 4, Bradv 1. First base on ballsBurns 2, Mitchell 1. First base on errors—LowStruck out—Campion,
ells, 3: Portlands, 2.
Fusselbach. Myers 2, Burns, Stine, Mitchell 2,
Koons 2, Cudworth. Brady, McLaughlin, McPassed balls—Burns, 3. Hit by pitched
Auliffe.
'l ime—2 hours and
ball—Koons, Householder,
20 min. Umpire—Marstou.
SALEMS, 11; LYNNS, 9.
Over 20C0 people were on the Bridge street
grounds in Salem yesterday afternoon to witness the opening game between the Salems

The entire city government
The Salems
present by invitation.
played an excellent game throughout, charicterized by heavy batting, both sides making four home runs from hits over the centre
made several poor
Hines
ield fence.
;hrows, otherwise the playing was excellent.
The score by innings.
Inniugs.1 23466789
and

Lynns.

were

Sunday half

a

dozen prominent members

Episcopal church at Charleston, South Carolina, seceded and rented
pews in Grace church. Dr. Porter has been
one of the staunchest advocates of Bishop
Howe in claiming the right of the colored
delegates to admission to the convention.
The convention meets at Anderson next
week and lively times are expected.
All the druggists of Davenport, Iowa, have
united in giving formal notice that they will
not sell or dispense alcoholic liquors of any
kind for any purpose whatever. This action
is general throughout the State.
The bricklayers and masons of Fall River,
Mass., have stopped work because of a refusal by the contractors to accede to their
demands for a nine hour day.
The printers employed by the Union Printing Company at New Haven, Conn., are
Their places are temporarily
locked out.
filled by men from the morning papers. The
trouble is over the apprentice question.
Mary Banfield of Milton, N. H., aged 60,
committed suicide by hanging herself in a
barn Sunday evening.
Ill health was the
of Dr. Porter’s

cause.

The steam saw mill owned by Sargent &
Goodnougn, and operated by G. W. Sawin,
at Grafton, N. H., burned Saturday night.

Loss, 83000; insurance, 81500.
A notorious horse thief known as Captain
Jinks, who broke jail at Ashland, Kansas,
Thursday, was shot dead by a sheriff’s posse
Sunday. He was arrested three weeks ago
when three others of his gang were hanged.
John Calvin Neal, one of the most prominent Masons in New Hampshire is dead. He
was a leading clothier at Franklin Falls.
W. F. Cowan, a brakeman on the Boston
<fc Lowell road, was struck by aa overhead
bridge yesterday, and will probably die.
Farrar & Co.’s lasters at Danvers, Mass.,
are out to resist a cut in wages. It is rumored the firm will remove to New Hampshire.
A twoyears old son of A. J. Howieson, of
Stowe. Vt., was given morphine by mistake,
and died after being unconscious for two
hours.

Petitions bearing nearly 500 names were
to the selectmen of Exeter, N. H.,

presented
uiftu*

uoniu^

kllUk

VUC

*»n

be enforced. The selectmen will take immediate steps, notifying all liquor dealers to
stop selling at once and permanently.

All the Hint glass works in the Pittsburg
district tired up yesterday.
Floods at Eau Claire, YVis., have driven
fully 150 families from their homes.
Captain YY’. A. Anderson, who crossed the
ocean in the dory Nautilus, is having a
smaller boat built and will repeat the voyage
this summer.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has

been defeated in its tight in Chicago with
its licensees. The case will go |on appeal to
the United States Supreme Court.
The New York Reform Club offers a 8250
prize for the best practical paper on “Our
local interest in tariff reform,” printed in a
newspaper anywhere in the United States
before September 1st, and also a further reward of 8100 to the newspaper printl ng the
said best article.
J. Frank Crockett, of Laconia, N. H., was
the first witness for the defence in the suit of
the Boston and Maine to recover possession
of the Boston, Concord and Montreal. He
had examined the road and found ten new,
and three unsafe bridges. The others were
in fair condition.
There was a large gathering of Democrats
in Concord. N. H., last night, to attend the
convention today. Frank Jones and A. YV.
Sulliway will be two of the delegates at
large to St. Louis. The others will probably
be Harry Bingham and J. C. Moore.

New York policeman,
the act of stealing
and 12 hours later had been

Charles Rickerds,
Drowned at

from

Rockland, April 30.—A horrible tragedy

CENERAL

gist movements. In Paris the Boulanger
fever is cooling.
General Guerra, commander of the militia
at Sonora, Mexico, telegraphs under date of
April 26, that on the 21st Lieutenant Quintro, with federal forces, had a sharp battle
with the Yaqua Indians, killing 21 and
wounding one, who was taken prisoner.
One of the soldiers was dangerously wounded. On April 26, the Mexican Home Guards
overtook a large party of Yaqua rebels, killing seven and capturing 14 prisoners, mostly
women and children, and lots of guns and
ammunition.
A desperate conflict took place yesterday
A number
at a mosque, near Alexandria.
of escaped prisoners had taken refuge in the
to the posurrender
to
ana
refused
mosque
In
lice who had surrounded the building.
the tight that followed 15 of the convicts
The
wounded.
police
were Killed and two
lost four men killed and wounded.
Minister Pendleton is able to drive out
and has nearly recovered from the effects of
his recent stroke of paralysis.
Balfour’s Irish land commission bill has
passed its second reading 220 to 139. Notice
has been given of 207 Liberal amendments
and 162 Conservative.
The bill to pay Col. King Harmon a salary
as Under Secretary for Ireland has passed
to its second reading after an exciting debate
in the Commons.
Carl Schurz was given a banquet at the
Kaiserhof Hotel in Berlin, Sunday night, at
which Count Herbert Bismarck and other
distinguished persons were present.
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should be entitled "a bill to reduce New
England to the position of a dependency of
Great Britain.”
Mr. Gallinger prefered a
protective to a destructive policy. So, he
said, would the South when it came to know
the benefits of protection.
He knew of no
raw material except Democratic statesmen.
The surplus was large, not because of tariff
laws, but because of the niggardliness of the
Democratic party.
The Republican party
desired the House to pass a general pension
bill, tolprovide for fortifications, armaments
and for the extending and encouragement of
the American merchant marine, but the
Democratic party shouts, no, with an unanimity at once suggestive and startling. When
Sir. Gallinger concluded the committee rose
and the House adjourned.
BRUTALLY KILLED.

upon whom the President has conferred the highest judiciary office in the
land, was born in Augusta, Maine, in 1833.
The house which was his birthplace is still
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Mr. Cannon’s Embarrassing Question to a Free Trade Orator.
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drown
last
on the Penobscot
near Hampden, was recovered last Saturday
very near the place where he broke through
the ice. The body had lain on the river bottom during the winter, and after the ice left
rose to the surface, and when found was in a
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Damage in New Hampshire.
Concord, N. H., April 30.—The Merrimac
river has been rising steadily at Concord
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grove of Oak, maple and fir balsam trees
covering the estate purchased by Mr. Whitney, in the midst of which he intends to
construct a handsome summer residence.
Another equally important acquisition to
Sorrento is the President’s esteemed privute
secretary Col. Daniel Lamont, who has purchased a summer residence belonging to Col.
Lewis, the president of the company owning
the whole territory in the neighborhood of
Sorrento. The property which he has purchased is kuown as the Frank H. Smith cottage, and it is somewhat noted as containing
a unique
fire-place built of rough boulders
from the ledges aud shores.
Col. Lament’s family, consisting of his
wife and two children, will spend the summer at Sorrentc; and the Colonel will, of
course, be there part of the time. The President himself has been much interested in
hearing about the attractions of this locality
which have been made known to him by
Hon. Frauk Jones and Col. Lewis, and in
view of the fine fishing and game preserves
that the company owns in the same county,
it is quite probable that he will make a trip
there this summer.
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Published every Thursday Morning, at *2.60
year; if paid in advance, *2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every
part ol the State) for *1.00 per square lor first iulertion. and 60 cents per square for each suhscjuent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

—
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Sorrento’s Opportunity.
The new resort, Sorrento, on the shore ol
Maine, opposite Bar Harbor, is liable to become the summer headquarters of a consid
erable portion of what is known as “the administration.” During the past week Secretary Whitney has purchased one of the most
charmingly picturesque places on the shore
of Sorrento, known as Oak Point, a peninsula jutting into the waters of Frenchman’s

Clements C. Libby, Corluna.

Washington, May 1.

BAAS

magazine published in a foreign country
The amendment was adopted.
Senator Beck spoke against the bill as om
which proposed to give an absolute monopo
ly to a low favored individuals in the Unite) 1
States in a combination with foreign author 1
It was protection gone mad.
It was a bil
lor trusts, pools, combinations and exclusivi
rights to certain men. lithe bill became)
law tlie American people would no lougei
have the benefit of cheap hooks. The umor

less. *1,60.

for the

Prohibition

Portland, Me.

Terms Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sub
icrihers. Seveu Dollars a Year.II n:*.id In luivance
Rates or Advbriising—'hie inch ol space
;he length of column, or twelve Hues «<mparicl
jonstitutes a "square.’’
*1.60 per square, dailj, first week; 76 centsper
week after; three insertions or less, *1.00consulting every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;

or

his own use, hut not for sale, no
than two copies of a newspaper o

of publishers aud the union of printer
would force publication at such prices a)
they saw fit to ask. He was opposed to th<
establishing of a monopoly under the guis<
of promoting science and the useful arts. 1
was the worst job he ever saw.
No tarif
protectionist would ever have dared to do
prive tbo American people of their right tc
The object of th(
purchase books cheaply.
bill was to build up a monopoly, and give tc
the publishers of the four "great publishing
cities—New York, Boston, Philadelphia ant
Chicago—the exclusive power to publish for
eign books and exact any price they saw fit
Senator Call said he was not prepared tc
vote for that feature of the bill which created a monopoly of thought, and which attached a condition to it requiring books to be
published from type set up in this country.
Senator Chace said the bill simply extended the provisions of existing law to foreign
authors, and gave no privilege to thtm nol
enjoyed already under the existing law.by
American authors.
Senator Jones of Arkansas moved to strike
out all of Section 2, requiring as part of the
conditions of the copyright that printed copies of books and works of art be sent to the
Congressional Library, the books to be printed from type 6et within the United States.
This amendment gave rise to a discussion
participated in by Senators Jones, Chace,
Kenna, Call aud Gray. Senator Chace opposed the amendment as tending to emasculate the bill, destroy its unity, and throw it
out of harmony with itself. The vote on the
amendment was, yeas 14, nays 18, no quorum
voting. The Senate then adjourned.

inch

Haktfobd, April 30.—Since Saturdaj
night, the Connecticut and White rivers
have risen six feet. At 4 a. m. they reached
the highest paint sinco the great freshet ol
1869, but have fallen 18 inches in the last i
hours. The Central Vermont Railroad em
bankment, a short distance in South Sharon
is washed out considerably.
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Bargains

Sale.

following prophave,
WE
erty. viz: One-sixteenth of each of tlie
Lizzie Maud, Lilia
Schooners Gertie

WILLIAMS,

JAMES

CO.,

Jill) Canarr., SI., Portland.

J.

BEN

the entire Stock of

We liare taken

BOOTS, SHOES AM) RUBBERS, at 233
York St., tlie old Perry Stand, and can
place them before the public at much
less than tlie first cost. This will give
our customers a chance to clothe tiieir
families with Boots and Shoes cheap.

WYER GREENE &

DIUKCTOKK.

Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland. Maine,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkrcival Bonnkv, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, ltockport, Me.
George L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robib, Gorham, Me.
Frank K. Allen, Portland, Me.
James Yeareance, New York, N. Y.
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more

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.

of magazine and newspape

an

April 30.—An Imraens<
Bennington,
body of snow in the forests on the westerr
slope of the Green mountain range is rapidlj
melting and pouring into the valleys it
freshets and flooding .the flat farming land
along the river banks, two to three feet deep
Many people have been obliged to deserl
their houses and soek refuee on the highei
lands. Tho water has swept away two sub
stantial railroad bridges and torn up ant
undermired the railroads and highways,
There are three feet of snow in the woods.

import for

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
iL'ilobliiilu'ii

re-publications

aud another amendment offered for him l>:
Senator Cliaee, who said he would accept i
as a matter of compromise.
It was that an;
publisher of a newspaper or magazine ma;

HI. A. JEWEIJa & €©.
myl
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1( you like strong cigars,
but.). V’s will make you a
surance.
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Washington, April 30.—After prelimina
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yesterday in

was arrested
some silverware,

sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment and was
in convict’s stripes.
The Pacific Coast Steamship Company’s
steamer Queen of the Pacific, plying between
San Francisco and Southern coast ports, was
sunk near Port Hartford yesterday morning.
No lives were lost.
A fierce hand to hand battle occurred Sunbound Southern Pacific
nay night on an east
express at Valentine station, lexas, resulting in the death of Conductor a Charles Sercattle man.
ver and Samuel E. Taylor,
Taylor got on at Valentine in a drunken
condition and Server attacked him to eject
him from the car. Taylor stabbed the conductor fatally and was mortally shot in return.
___

Foreign

Notes.

The affray Saturday night between Bouwas not in Paris, but
langists and students conflict
was
resumed
The
at Toulouse.
was
but
suppressed by the
Sunday night,
results.
deRadical
serious
police without
feats in their provincial by elections are considered as indicative of reaction in Boulan-

lalems.0

2

6

1

3

0

0

0

0—11

Lynns.1 3300100 1-9
Base hits— Salems, 9; Lynns, 1. Errors. Salems,
20; Lynns. 12. Batteries—Turner aud Hines;
Demarris and Lynch.
MANCHESTEBS, 13; WOBCESTEBS, 9.
For live innings Burnham’s men held the
ead at Manchester yesterday by good bat;ing and numerous errors by the Manches;ers, but Staib then steadied down aDd only
ihree scattering bits were made off him. After the 4th inning the Manchesters batted
safely every time. Clarke, by throwing to
>econd and catching Wheelock twice enthused the crowd, but bis catching, on tbe
whole, was not up to his previous efforts
iwing to the injuries be received Saturday.
H’lannagau and Hoyle batted hard but both
two bagger and three bag,he former’s
The atteuger were woefully misjudged.
iance was 1000. The following is the score
jy innings :
Innings.1 23466789
3
4

2
0

Manchesters.2

0
2

0
0

2
0

2
0

2
0

0—13
0— 9

Worcesters.3
Base bits—Mauchestirs, 16; Worcesters, 13.
EatErrors—Manchesters, 14; Worcesters, 10.
Clare, O’Connor aud
eries Staib and Clark;

Briggs.

___

The National League.
The following games in the National
were

League

played yesterday.

AT NEW YORK.
Innings.1 2 3 4 6 6

7 8 910
Bostons.1 01001000 1— 4
Sew Yorks.0 00120000 0— 3
Base Hits—Bostons, 9; New Yorks, 12. Errors
-Bostons, 7; New Yorks, 6. Batteries—Welch
lud O’Kourke; Clarkson and Kelly.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Innings.1 23456789
PliiladeTpbias.0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 O— 3
Washingtons.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0— 1
Base hits—Philadelphlas, 7; Washingtons, 6.
liuuia--i

mHwciyuiwo)

cries-Bufflngtou
Deasley.

*■

•

nuuuiuB»vu».

aud Clements;

-•

O’Day aud

AT BtTTSBUKG.

AT INDIANAP01.I8.
4 0 1 0 0 1 3
x-13
0 0 0 0 0 1 o o— 1
Base bits—Detroits, 16; Indianapolis, 4. Errors
-Detroits, 4; lndiananolis, 8. Batteries—Conway aud uanzel, Shreve and Buckley.

Detroits .4

Indianapolis.0

Other Carnes.

Philadelphia—Athletics, 3; Brooklyns,

At Baltimore—Baltlmores, 3;

Clevelands,

3.
At Kansas City—Game postponed on account of cold weather.
At Louisville—Louisvilles, 5; Cincinnatis,
).
_

Notes.
The Maine Central Institutes played with
the Colbys Saturday afternoon on the cama good game
The Colbys played
pus.
throughout, the batting of Foster and the
line pitching of Wagg being the leading features. The score was 8 to 1 in favor of Col-

pitcher, will
ored L. Shaw, atthe*noted
Worcester today.
Portlands
Washingtons have been tryinng to
the

Shaw.

Patrick

Egan

Believes

the

that

Cause will be Advanced.
_

Indications that the Injunction will
be Vigorously Resisted.
Loxdon, April 30.—The Pall Mall Gazette,
commenting on the Papal decree, says: “The
Pope’s blunder annoys us but will make no
difference in the condition of affairs in Ireland, while an alliance with the Vatican
will displease England.”
The St. James Gazette asks what Mr. Gladstone thinks of his position. What the Vatican declares to be a damning sin, Mr. Gladstone considers exclusive dealing.
"Arch Bishop Walsh
The Globe says:
doubtless did his uttermost ito refute Mgr.
Persico’s statements relative to the condition of affilrs in Ireland. It Is possible, as
the Daily News intimates, that the Pope has
been threatened with something like schism.
The decree means that law and order menaced
by the junction of a strong British
with the Parnellites have now, in the v atican's opinion, overcome the disturbing forces

party

ssalling them."
The Star denounces the decree as cruel,
Irelanci is
perilous and wanton. It 9ays:
wall. If Irelighting with her back to the
land submits to the sacrifice of her liberties
to a base Toay intrigue, she will be unworthy
of the freedom, which, in a few years, Englishmen will grant her if she maintains her
The paper summons Englishdemands."
men to denounce their ministers' intrigue.
Ireland, it declares, will accept political ad-

vice and counsel from no power but her
chosen political leaders.
The Standard argues that the effect of the
decree will be disastrous to the National
League by lessening its contributions.
The Irish parliamentary party will take
no steps in connection with the decree, but
will leave the question on its merits to the
The promoters
appreciation of the peeple.
and supporters of the plan of campaign do
not expect the decree will act as a serious
check to the enterprise.
At a conference of the leaders of the Liberal and Nationalist parties in Parliament it
was resolved to found a home rule branch of
the National League which should contribute nothing to Peter's pence.
...

No Polities from Romo.

Dublin, April 30.—The Freeman's Jourtoday: “The Tope’s decree will always command the tenants' respect, but the
people understand their own affairs too well
to allow hostile machinations to prevail.
They have vigilant and able advocates in
Home aud at home whose support will never
nal says

fail them."
The Mitchelstown branch of the National
League has decided that it will not take its
politics from Home and notices have been
posted in Kilrush promising the doom of
f__

n__

nu_n_l-

any one dealing with the inn keeper who harbored the constable who assaulted the priest
during the efforts of the authorities to suppress the meeting of the National League at

that place.

Life to the League.
Lincoln, Neb., April 30.—On the question
of the papal condemnation of the plan of
campaign, Patrick Egan, ex-president of the
Irish National League of America, said yesterday : “The Irish National League in Ireland was hard pressed by the length and
severity of the present struggle; but this attempt at spiritual interference in matters
partly temporal and political will put new

life, energy and determination into the movement, will raise unexpected difficulties for
England and bring no credit or advantage to
Rome. Irish Catholics recognize very clear
lv that church men are not
the church.
While they will have no quarrel with the
latter, they will stand no dictation from the
former, and especially when no question of
faith or morality is involved.
“John Dillon, a staunch Catholic and a

true patriot, expressed the exact truth when
he said recently that in Irish matters, outside of religion, the commands of the Pope
would have no more weight than those of
the Sultan of Turkey, and the words of
Michael Davitt were very significant when
he said he preferred boycotting to the blunderbuss. When English Tories are forced to
intrigue for help in holding down Ireland
with the Ulster Orange lodges on the one
side and the Pope of Rome on the other,
then their case must be getting desperate
and the end not far off.”

ABOUT MANY COOD HORSES.
of

the

Augusta

Park

Association.
A largely attended meeting ol the stockholders of the Augusta Park Association
was held at the office of A. G. Andrews last
Friday, and the following officers were
eleeted:
President—H. G. Staples.

Vice President—K. Yv. Soule.
Secretary—A. G. Andrews.
Treasurer—J. E. Fuller.
Directors—H. G. Staples, A. F. Jerrold, of
Fairfield, Horace Cony, A. C. Otis, C. R. Me rad
den.
It was voted that the directors be author,
ized as soon as the lease of the park is
to purchase lumber and material,
fence the park, build whatever buildings are
necessary, lay out and fix the track, and do
whatever they should deem expedient to
make a base ball ground.

signed,

An

Augusta correspondent writes: “There

very fine horses here. J. A. Grant's
stallion Cushnoc shows very fast and J. E.
Fuller’s mare Victoria, by Victor, can strike
a fast clip.
Mr. Charles Milliken, proprietor
of the Augusta House, has two horses that
show fast for their age and handling.
are some

Mr. A. M. Morrill, of South Newburgh,
has recently sold a black colt fifteen hands
high, weighing 900 pounds, twenty-two
months old to H. B. Grant of Bangor, for
$300. He was sired by Thomas Carlisle of
South Paris, and owned by W. M. J. YVbeeler, of South Paris.
C. H. Nelson bought in New York last
week, at Kellogg’s sale, the young trotting
a.

join

The

secure

___

High License.
April 14th there was printed in a St.
Paul paper a despatch from Portland, saying
that Maine would probably have a high license law, in three years and that the prohibition law against which public sentiment
was
growing, was openly disregarded
throughout the State. D. 0. Stearns of Zum
brota, Minn., wrote to Neal Dow inclosing
the telegram and received the following reply:
Neal Dow on

On

b. enmus,

siaiuon.iierongnt,
Valley Farm, N. J. He is a rich bay nearly
sixteen hands high, got by Starlight, sen of
Kentucky Prince, out of Boadioea, by Kvsdyck’s Hambletonian; 2d dam, Agnes Ethel
by Magnolia, son of Seely’s American Star.
Heroligbt was foaled in 1883. He is a promising trotter.

There is nothing whatever in Maine to justify
the statement ill tills slip. There is no sentiment
whatever in Maine in favor of high license or any
lornt of that policy. Prohibition In Maine is finally and immovably fixed in the public opinion of
the State, as it Is In the Constitution, where it was
put in 1884 by a vote of three to one. Statements
of ajiancy kind similar in character to those In this
slip are constantly going the rounds of the press,
having their origin ill the literary fund of the
supliquor league, by which their writers are subsiposed to be pensioned and uewpapers
dized.
Respectfully,
Neal Dow.

The old reliable stock horse. Locomotive,
to whom the breeders of Somerset are so
much indebted has been sold by J. O. Haines
& Co. to Hr. S. F. Greene of Solon, and will
be handled the coming season by O. B.
French of that place. Locomotive, formerly
known as “Irish Mac,” was sired by Gen.
He is a large
Knox, dam a Drew mare.
stately horse standing 16j hands high and
1150
weighs
pounds._

J. H. Taylor, Kennebunk, tecently sold a
matched pair of Wilkes colts, four and five
years old, to Portland parties for a good

price.

Joseph Ilathorn, of Burnham, has recently bought a very promising two-year-old
colt by Ledo Irvin, he by Jo Irvin, dam by
Gen. Knox. The price paid was about $200.
In the stable of Mr. Arthur B. Crockett.
Kockland, may be seen Gid Withers, Arthur
B. and Geo. E., three stallions of fine breeding. Gid Withers is standard, bred by G. J.
Shaw, Hartland, and foaled April 4, 1885.
His sire isGideon.dam Wither*’* Star, granddam by Wildair.
Gid Withers has never
been handled for speed, but with his pediHe stands
gree behind him must go fast.
15$ hands high, weighs 1050 pounds, color
bay.

Arthur B. is a HambletonUn stallion, sire
Bronze by Hartford, he by Kysdyck; dam by
Black Monitor by Gen. Knox, second dam by
Vermont Morgan. The stallion is a rich
bay, stands 15$ hands high and weighs 1050
pounds. He will be three years old in June.
He won in the

two-year-old

race

at

fine gait;

is

C. H. Nelson. Watervllle, b. c. Artist, by Dictator Chief, 2.25% ; also b. f. Edna, by Dictator
dam
Chief; blk. c. Mechanic, by Dictator
Laura by Onward; br. m. Anblne, 2.27%, by
Youug Kolfe. dam Knox Girl, by General Knox;
Dictator Chief, 2.26%, by Dictator Cnief, dam
Judy, by Plato; b. c. Col. Osgood, by Wilkes, dam
Kitty Almont, by Constellation; also b. f. Glimmer, by Wilkes, dam Lady Crosby, by Gideon,
and cb. f. Brkle, by Dictator Chief, dam Sadie A!
len.
F. O. Stanley. Lewiston, b. g. Bedmont, by Redwood, dam Nellie F„ by Coupon; b. s. Larnont, by
Kedinont, dam Nelly F
F. E. Stanley, Auburn, b. g. Grover Cleveland,
by Redwood, uani Lady MorrilL
E. J. Lawrence, Fairfield, br. s. Tlconic, by Dr.
Franklin, dam by Morrill Champion.
J. P. Matbes, Eliot, b. f. Salvia Allen, by De-

lightful.

1. V. McKenney, Auburn, b. c. Golden Ore. by
Messenger Wilkes, dam Nellie M.. by Hampton.
W. D. Haley, South Gardiner, b. c. Freeze, by
Dictator Chief, dam Llzette, by Gideon.
K. L. Norcross, Manchester, Marchioness, b. f„
by Archllles, darn Sister, by Feamaught, Jr.;
Archllles by Carenaught. son of Fearuaught,
2.23%. dam by Cassius M. Clay.
Marstou & Stewart, Skowhegan, b. c. Star
Wilkes, by Wilkes, son of Alcyone. 2.27, dam
Bess, by victor, 2.23V*, son of Gen. Knox.
Gen. W. 8. Tilton and K D. Wlggln make several entries.
_■

When James Edgecomb of Hiram, took
stallion Redwood from Kentucky to
Kezar Kalis, he did a good thing toward

the

the standard of horses In that viciniso many
promising
colts for stock horses in that section as he.
Redwood is now owned by Mr. F. O. Stanley of Lewiston, and is the sire of Mr. Offene’s and Mr. Robbins’s colts, and others.

raising
ty.

No Btallion has left

B. F. Haley, Cornish, has a I’ercheron
brood mare that weighs 1350 pounds, from
which be has raised two colts, one two years
old. by N. W. Adams's Victor, and a yearling by Hanscom’s Dan Wilkes, two nice
looking colts, the oldest one weighing 1100
pounds. The mare is again bred to Dan
Wilkes.
L. F. Dole, Limington, has a four-year-old
Prescott colt, very handsome, and capable
of showing a good trotting gait, fair size.
One of the finest horses in West Paris is
Waldemar, owned by W. S. Walker * Son.
He is a bright bay stallion with black points,
He is half brother to
foaled May 25th, 1884.
Tainter, who won laurels on the turf last
season, being sold at the end of the season
for $3500. Waldemar bore off the blue ribbon at tbe county exhibition among a large
field of competitors, and is a high bred colt.

The Edmund Knox colts find a ready sale.
pair was sold to Bishop last winter for
8H«0, one single one for $250, and another
for $225.
Mr. Josiah Feraald of Canaan,
has a pair of Edmund Knox colts, three
years old, that are well matched, 15.2 high,
and weigh 1900. They will make a pair 15.3
and weigh 2100.
They are good style and
One

action.

One of the most promising
colts ever
raised in Aroostook county is said to be
owned
J.
E.
Burnham
Sunday Herahler,
by
of Presque Isle. He stands 15 hands high
and weighs 910 pounds.
He is entered in
the colt stakes at Presque Isle next August.
His sire is Winchester, by Edward Everett,
by old Hambletonian. Ilis dam, Daisy Knox,
a granddaughter of General Knox, Is one of
the speediest mares in the county.
Mr. Granville Hackett of Freeman, is the
owner of a very promising lilly, three
years
old May 10th, in color a dark bay, black
stands
hands
sire
Mamhigh;
15}
points;

brino Kiikman by Woodford’s Mambrino,
2.21}; dam a fast road mare by Larkin’s
Knox, by Gen. Knox: grand dam a fast pacing mare by Bandy River Trotter. This colt
shows fine trotting action, and bids fair to
make a fast one.
Mr. H. Hanson, Dayton, still keeps Dan
Wilkes, Jr. This is a large and good looking stallion, apparently just the horse from
which to breed gentlemen’s driving horses,
saying nothing of trotters. O. D. Evans,

Dayton, has the stallion Frank Wilkes, by
Dan Wilkes, a strong, rugged looking horse,
weighing about 1200 peunds.

L. T. Hill, Lyman has a good looking
Wilkes colt, weighing very nearly 1200
pounds, good height, style and action.
Another good looking four-year-old Wilkes
colt Downed by Hooper Brothers, Biddeford, strong 16 hands high, and weighing
fully 1200 pounds. J. A. Hooper, Biddeford,
has a nine months old colt by Dan Wilkes,
remarkably fine looking, large, standing up
well, and well made all over.

Knox

New Harbor’s

Prospects for

mer

a

Sum-

Resort.

[Correspondence of the Press.]
New Harbor, April 28.
New Harbor and vicinity is destined to be
a very fine summer resort.
At Pemaquid
Point Light Station, about two and one-half
miles from New Harbor post office, are al
ready erected four cottages and more are expected to be erected the coming season.
There is to be a steamboat wharf erected
there the coming season, at which pleasure
seekers can come directly from the cities
without the trouble of riding 12 or 15 miles
in stage coaches. At Pemaquid Bead), one
mile from New Harbor post office, is now
erected one hotel, the Jamestown, at which
pleasure seekers can get board, and on the
Island called John’s Island, is to be erected
early this season a hotel, the island being
There
bought by parties from Bar Harbor.
is also some talk of a light house on this island. At New Harbor Is one cottage erected
at present, and at Long Cove, about one
mile from this place is erected one cottage.
There is a steamboat line between here
and Portland by which passengers can travel
conveniently and cheap, and people who
have visited aloag the coast of Maine say
that New’ ilarbor and vicinity is as fine a
place as there is on the whole Maine coast
for a summer resort.
THE STATE.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

100 shares of stock in the Augusta
Loan and Building Association have been
takeu in the last six weeks.
Landlord Rollins of the Evans House at
Gardiner, had a very narrow escape from a
While
serious accident Friday evening.
eating some peanuts one lodged in his throat
he
was
until
him
unconscious,
choked
and
and it was only by immediate efforts that it

Nearly

was

removed.

parochial school at Waterville, which
is now in full operation, has reduced the
number of nnnils in some of the oitv schools
from one-half to two-thirds.
A stock company has beet formed in Gardiner for the purpose of manufacturing the
combination lock recently invented by Mr.
S. K, Weymouth. Thursday evening of last
week tiie parties interested met and organized under the name of the Weymouth Lock
Co., with a capital stock of $9,90S. A board
of officers was elected as follows: President,
I. G. Vnnnah; secretary and Treasurer, Ernest Parshley; directors, A. M. Spear, S. K.
Weymouth- S. G. Decker; superintendent, S.
K. Weymouth; general agent, S. G. Decker.
The

Colby University.
Tiie Sophomore prize declamation occurred
Friday evening at the Baptist church.
Pullen’s orchestra of Augusta furnished
music. The exhibition passed off in a maninner that reflects great credit upon the
structor, Prof. Matthews, and the executive
committee of the class. The programme follows:
.Colquitt
The Blight of W hlskey.........
Arthur J. Roberts.
Extract from speech of Keb. 22. '88...C.M. Depew
Dana Warren Hall.
A ams and Napeleon....... .......W. H. Seward
George N. Hurd.
A Royal Princess.Christina Rosetti
Antha Lucy Knowlton.
The Signing of the Declaration of Independeuce,

Synonymous

Jeremiah E. Burke.
the Presentation of Portraits,
J. C. Breckenridge
Merton I.elaiul Milter.
Extract from the Madonna of the Tubs,
E. S. Phelps
Addie Florence True.
National Prohibition.Volney C. Cushing
Frank Albert Gilmore.
The World's Hope of Progress.R. S. Storrs
Charles W. Speucer.
At a meeting of the new board of Echo
On

editois the following parts

were

assigned;

Editor In Chief—Beecher Putnam.
Literary-llugh K. Hatch, Mellon H. Whitney.
Campus—Hiram Wyman. Francis P. King. CJ11Kxclianges-Hlram E. Farnhuiu, Frank A.

county fair, last fall.

mWaste

George E. is by Gen. Lyon, 2.34; dam said
to be Hambletonlon (pedigree being traced);
Lyon by Diamond, he by Old Drew ; dam by
the A'ery horse, he by Mambrino, he by Iniported Messenger. Gen. Lyon was winner
of the first premium as four-year-old at the
Maine State Fair, also winner of the first
Dremitiui over all other horses at the New
Eugland Fair in 1870. He is said to be the
sire of more high-priced gentlemen’s driving
Maine.
horses than any other horse in
George E. is three years old in May, stands
15$ hands high; weight 1000 pounds; color.

Dr. Mudd, of St. Louis, one of the physicians who examined Mr. Blaine when he was
ill at Fort Gibson, writes the New Y’ork 1 ribune that Mr. Ulaiue was not then suffering
from any organic disease, and his constitution was appareutly exceptionally strong.
The examination of Princess Ann O’Delia
and “Geu.” Dlss Debar on u charge of conMarsh, resulted
spiracy to defraud Lawyer
yesterday afternoon iu eacn being held in
$3,000. The Lawrences were discharged.

Personals—Arther
Basket amt
Roberts, Wilbur Whelden.

THE MAKING OF THE PERFECT MAN.

very

THE MAINE COAST.

Boston, April 30.—John Boyle O’Reilly
doubts the lauthenticlty of the Papal decree
as published, but believes the matter has
been considered by the Holy Office.

Organization

a

Among the entries made by Maine horse
breeders for the stakes of the New England
Horse Breeders' Association are the following, representing a portion of our breeding
establishments:
J. F. Barrett, Portland, br. c. Westland, by Col.
West, son of Egbert, by Kysdyk's Hambfetonlan.

Doubts Its Authenticity.

_

Innings......1 23460789

At

stylish.

How London Journals Interpret the
Meaning of the Decree.

oreu oy

Innings.1 23466789
Pittsburg....*.3 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 0— 8
Jtllcagos.0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0— 2
Base hits—rittsburgs, 11; Clilcagos. 4. Errors—
Batteries—MorPittsburgs, 6; Clilcagos, 6.
ns| and Carroll, Baldwin aud Daly.

golden chestnut; shows

PLAIN TALK ABOUT THE POPE.

J.

What Colby and Bowdoin are Doing
for

Physical Culture.

Exercise under Skilled
Instructors Insisted Upon.

Compulsory

How Small Lungs and Weak Muscles
Crow Bigger In College.

The visitor to Winthrop Hall, at Bowdoin,
any of these spring days may spend a very
interesting hour in one of the front rooms,
which is tenanted by two young men, who
are doing in Maine a very interesting work
in a very interesting way. Their room is
not furnished as are the rooms of the rank
and file of collego students. Hopes and
weights and pulleys and bars are quite as
common as books; and in place of the regulation college fish born, you will find a blowing machine that registers the lung capacity
of the blower in figures and letters instead of
by the brazen groaning, so terrible to hear in
Brunswick or Waterville by night.
The young men, both natives of Maine and
college graduates, are now studying the huon

man frame and its nature aud capacities in
the Maiue Medical school. They have already taken courses of study In Prof. Sargent s school for physical culture. They
are F. \. Whittier of Farmington, and C. K.
Adams of Bangor. Mr. Adams is the instructor in physical exercise in Colby University; Mr. Whittier is the instructor in
Bowdoin. They are the pioneers in the
work of developing scientifically the bodies
of Maine college boys, as the first Presidents
of Bowdoin and Colby were the pioneers In
Uu> work of higher development of the minds
of the boys. Bowdoin and Colby have very

recently possessed themselves of the complete gymnastic apparatus necessary for de-

veloping, not athletes and prodigies of musstrength, but men whose bodies shall

cular

be strengthened harmoniously in all their
whose lungs shall be as strung as their
legs, whose loins shall be able to bear graceshoulders and head above, who
the
fully
shall be in short like the deacon’s

parts,

WONUEBFUL ONE HOUSE SHAY,
with each part as strong as the other; and
some of whom, perhaps, in the work which
is cut for the college men of the future, may
be able, like the old chaise, to fill out a cen-

tury of life.
The desirability of cultivating tfie body
with the mind has been recognized almost as
long as there have been on earth men intelligent enough to realize that the mind and the
body are alke susceptible to cultivation. The
Greeks recognized it in their magnificent
way, and the Homans perpetuated the recognition in an immortal motto that has be
come almost as much a household possession
But
as the sayings about the weather.
strange to say the highest educational institutions of the country are apparently Just

recognizing the principle

so well understood.
For scores of years at Bowdoin and Colby
the faculties have held that the intellect and
the moral nature of the college boy need con• lain,

iiuiK,

wan

tnicxui

xiaumiug

auu xikiu

and they have taken care that
their ideas were carried into effect. But In
the care and development of his body.'.whlch
during college days often develops even
faster than the intellect or the conscience,
some advice, accompanied by little instruction and scarcely any disciplinary regulations, has been thought sufficient There
was an excuse for this neglect of the body,
for the problem of its development had not
occupied the minds of educators as it has
within a few years; and the facilities for
physical culture alongside of mental culture
were not possessd by the colleges.
But Harvard, with the advantage of the
labors of Professor Sargent, has led the way,
and the colleges of the country are following
with an eagerness which shows that the way
has long been sought. In this State Bowdoin and Colby are leading. Every student
who now enters either of these institutions
is examined, not only mentally but physi-

discipline;

cally. His

BODILY

DEFICIENCIES

noted with even greater care than the
deficiencies in his mental training; and he is
set to work to repair both under competent
instructors. The method of this physical
culture is that worked out by Professor
Sargent. It is applied at Colby and Bowdoin precisely as it is applied at Harvard.
are

When the student enters either at Bowdoin
Colby he is very soon sent to the instructor in physical exercise. There he is examined most thoroughly. His full name is registered, the class to which he belongs and
the department of the college in which he
has entered. He is asked his own occupation, and Ills place of birth, and the occupation of his father. Not only this; he is required to tell the nationality of his father
and mother andh is two grandfathers and
two grandmothers. The diseases that his
father and mother died of, if both or either
of them are dead, are noted, and also the
hereditary diseases of the family. The general health of the student and his resemblance to either father or mother are the
next subjects of inquiry. These given, he
receives a list of twenty-nine of the common
afflictions of mankind, such as boils, quinsy,
asthma, pleurisy, neuralgia, liver complaint,
shortness of breath, colds in head or throat,
heart, spitting of blood, bleedpalpitation ofhabitual
headache, etc., and is
ing at nose,
to
mark
such as he has had. His
requested
He is also
answers are carefully recorded.
asked if be has ever met with an accident.
This done, tbe instructor has a complete
knowledge of the health, heredity, and previous environment of the student. These
facts will be of great value in determining
the best methods of developing the body
without risks of injury. It will also be useful in determining what the student should
do to ward off trouble impending from any
hereditary or acquired diseases.
This is not all. The college proposes not
only to take care of the health of the young
man.
It proposes also to make him as
or

nearly
PERFECT

PHYSICALLY

So it is necessary to know
wherein he is physically defective. To do
this a variety of measurements are made.
Age and weight are first note*. Then tho
instructor measures the height of tho sttnwat
standing and sitting, the height of his knee,
his
pubes, navel and sternum; the girth ofninth
head, neck, chest natural and inflated,
and
full, waist, hips,
rib with chest natural
thighs, knees, calves, ankles, insteps, upper
arms, elbows, fore arms, wrists; the depth
of chest, abdomen; the breadth of head,
neck, shoulders, waist, hips, nipples, shoulder-elbows elbow-tips; tne length of the
feet; and the stretch of the arms. These
as

possible.

measurements

are

made

with the ordinary

tape measure. To measure the capacity and
the strength of the lungs an instrument is
used which measures the force or amount of
the student’s breath, expelled forcibly or
slowly. The strength of back, legs and
chest, upper arms, and forearms are ascertained by requiring the student to lift himvarious
in
times
self a number of
positions or to exert himself with various
the fore arm, for Instance, Is
found by a self registering spring which the
student grips. These measurements made,
it only remains to notice the strength of his
vision, his hearing, pllosity, color of hair
and eves and temperament. The Instructor
then knows his man. He knows wherein he
is strong and wherein he is weak, and whac
must be done to make strong that which is
weak and symmetrical that which Is out of
proportion. All this information is accurately written down in a

The strength of

BIO

COLX.BOK BOOK.

To do this. It is quite necessary that the
student and instructor shall have before him
a model which shall serve as an ideal, or as
Professor Sargent’s
a mark to be reached.
labors have afforded such a model. He
measured a thousand young men ranging
from sixteen to thirty years of age. In the
manner above indicated, and tabulated the
From this he
figures according to age.
deduced the size, strength, symmetry and

the typical young m in; a
young man who would nave neither excessive weakness nor excessive strength in any
of his parts, but whose bones, muscles and
vital organs would be symmetrical in size
and development and harmonious in action;
a young man who would be likely to withstand the iuroads of toil and disease, because no point more vulnerable than another
invites the attack of the pale horseman.
The measurements made, the student receives from the instructor a chart, called
“An Anthropometric Chart, showing the relatioB of the individual in size* strength,
symmetry aud development to the normal
standard,” i. e., to the typical man. By an
ingenious device the points of measurement
on this chart are so arranged that a straight
vertical line stands for the typical man.
Another line is started from the top of the
chart to represent the particular individual.
falls
Wherever In his measurements he
short of the normal standard his line moves
to the left of the straight normal line, whenever he surpasses it nis line moves to the
right. It is pluiu that the line thus drawu
will be an uneven, ragged line, far from
straight; but it shows at a glance the uneven
physical condition of the student, and the
places where labor should be put in. Thus
the line of the chart becomes an incentive,
and as tbe measurements made at stated

development of

intervals show that the
LIKE IS UKOWIKU STRAIGHTEN

the student

feels correspondingly encouraged.
Besides the chart in which his condition is
indicated by the crooked hue, the student is
[CONTIN CEP
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STATE OF MAINE.
A

Proclamation by the Governor.

Maine passsed
llie followi»£ act, approved March 10. 1887:
"Thai the Governor shall annually set apart a
day In the spring as Arbor Day, and shall issue a
proclamation recommending that It shall be observed by tlic people of this state In the planting
of trees, shrubs and vines. In the adornment of
public aim private grounds, places and ways, and
In such other efforts and undertakings as shall be
lu harmony with the general character of a day
TUP

so

Sixty-third Legislature

of

established.”

In obedience to the foregoing, believing iu its
wisdom, and that it has been fully approved by
the public sentiment, 1, Sebastian 8. Marble,
Governor of Maine, do hereby designate

Tuesday, the 1st day of May, A. D. 1888,
observed as Arbor Day.
Experience has demonstrated that good results
follow tree planting wherever practiced, and I do
earnestly invite the people of Maine to prepare,
and devote that day to the purposes in said act.

to be

Council Chamber at Augusta
Given
ibis ninth dav of April, in tlie year of our
thousand eight hundred and
Lord one
eighty-eight, and of the independence of the
United States of American, the one hundred
and twelfth.
Sebastian 8. Makble.
Ky the Governor,
Okamandai. Smith, Secretary of State.
at the

Republican District Convention.
The Republicans of the First Congressional DA
trict will hold a Convention in

Reception Hall, Portland May 2,1888,
at 2 o’clock p. m., lor the purpose of nominating
candidates for Representative In Congress, and
Elector of President and Vice President of the
United States, and selecting two delegates and
two alternates to attend the National Convention
to be held at Chicago, on Tuesday, June 10,1888 j
and transacting any olliei business that may prop,
erly come before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
oue delegate, and for each 75 votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1884, an
additional delegate; and for a fraction of forty
votes tu excess of seventy-five votes, an additioua

delegate.
The District Committee will be in session at tlie
Hall at oue o’clock on the afternoon of the Convention for the purpose of receiving the credentials of Delegates.
;i’er order Republican District Committee,
ANDREW HAWES, Chairman,
SAMUEL W. JUNKINS, Bec’y.
Portland, March 26,1888.

The German Emperor may he more comfortable, but this is probably a temporary
condition. It is evident that he has failed
greatly since his assumption of the throne.
The students of Paris seem to be in these
a role similar to that played by
the students of the English universities hundreds of years ago in the tumultuous days
when there was a saying that ran about like
this:
When Oxford draws tire knife,
All England's soon in strife.

days playing

The people of Maine would have preferred
the appointment of the Hon. William L.
Putnam to succeed the late Chief Justice
Waite. The selection of Mr. Melville W.
Fuller, appears, however, to be a fairly good
Maine can rightly claim him as one of
one.
her sons, for he was born in Augusta and

began

the

practice

of the law in this State.

The problem of prison labor is vexing the
the
Massachusetts legislators
souls
of
again. The other day the House passed a
resolve to set up a printing office at the penitentiary in Boston. The printers are now
up in arms about it, and have induced the
Senate to postpone its consideration and give
them a

moderns the dynamite cruiser, may be what
the boats carrying Greek fire were to the
medhwnl sailors.

by the aqueduct investigation

that

men._
to have
star seems
reached its zenith and to be beginning to decline. His friends have been badly defeated
in the Vosges department, half the deputies
have refused to dine with him, and lie has
shown a disinclination to accept the challenge of one of the deputies, who offers to

Boulahgcr’s

his seat and run against him on condition that he shall openly make known his
views to the electors, that will tend to
shake the confidence of his admirers both in

resign

his statesmanship and his courage.

Bishop Taylor, of the Methodist church,
whose diocese is all Africa, preached last
Sunday in New Fork on the difficulties of
missionary work in the Congo region. The
two great difficulties seem to be the ignorance of the natives and the ignorance of the
missionaries. A missionary landed in the
Congo country a year ago with a big tent,
expecting to introduce the carop-meetiug feature among the Africans. The latter were
moved by great astonishment, and by nothing more. Indeed the difficulties of language
are so great that Bishop Taylor’s band have
found it thus far impossible to convey to the

natives any conception of an abstract subject like religion. They nave therefore devoted themselve* *» t|lc wore practical work
of tearing the natives to wear clothes, the
use of clothing being little better understood
than the aature of religion.
A convention of farmers will meet in St.
Louis to-day for the purpose of forming
an association or trust by means of which
they hope to force up the prices of the products which they have to sell. The meetiug
is the outgrowth of a recent conference of
in Topeka, Kansas. It was
decided at that conference to issue a call to
all farmers and stockmen of the States west
of the AUeghanies and east of the Rocky
Mountains to meet in St. Louis May 1st.
The men who are at the head of the project,

agriculturists

however, are apparently confident of success.
An elaborate programme bas been marked
out, and the whole scheme of operations
carefully considered. Whether it will be
possible for the farmers to devise any
means of making the prices of their produce
higher is a question on which most observThat they
ers will give a negative opinion.
have an excuse for forming such a combination if any class of people have an excuse
will agree.
methods everyone
for such
About once every year the western farmer
sees some of his products, pork or wheat for
example, "cornered” by a ring of speculators who force the prices uo for their own

Agricultural produce becomes high,
but the farmer has none of the advantage of
it. He now thinks that he and not the speculator should have the advantage of the higli
prices. Iu a more limited field the farmers
of Aroostook county, in this State, have successfully insisted the league of potato buyers by simply organizing and acting as their
own agents.
Perhaps the western farmers
may be able to make successful a similar
organization on a grander scale.

profit.

Dynamite Cruiser.
The dynamite cruiser launched at Philadelphia, Saturday, Is another American contriThe

bution to the art of naval warfare, which
may he of as far reaching importance as was
the little Monitor, that by its performances
at Hampton Roads gave the death-blow to
Roth
the old line of battle-ships of wood.
the ship and her guns are untried experiments ; but both are built upon such novel
plans, that, whether she promises to be a
success or a failure, her trials will be watched
anxiously by all nations. About 204 feet
long and 2G feet wide, the cruiser is designed
to have the great speed of 20 knots an hour.
She has no spars or sails, and the only projections above the deck are a conning tower,
built of steel, and a small superstructure aft.
She will be a dark and mysterious looking
craft, and will steal upon an enemy with a
terrible swiftness. The dynamite guns are
three in number, placed side bv side, at an

inclination of 16 degrees, projecting a few
aud exfeet above the deck, near the bow,
The lower
tending down nearly to the keel.
crew engaged in
part of the guns and the
waterloading them are protected by a light
1
tight protection deck. The guns are fixed in I

MARRINER & COMPANY, MANSON G. LARRABEE & CO.
WILX, 1PLAOE3 ON SALE

SATURDAY, APRIL 28
m Federal St.,

Concerning Rebukes.
An innocent little paragraph in which the
Press defended the lion. E. C. Burleigh
from the charge of being a sectional candidate is made the occasion of a more or less
severe rebuke by our esteemed contemporary
It is described as a
the Bangor Whig.
“petty attack” and as in bad taste. As the
Whig's rebuke seems to be administered in

rather than in anger it naturally
awakens in the Press a spirit of contrition.
We hasten therefore to assure our esteemed
contemporary that we are profoundly sorry
that we have said anything that could give it
sorrow

Its sensitiveness, however, surprises
It was only a week ago that the Whig
published au editorial in the interest of Mr.
Burleigh which contained practically the

-

■

Whitney Building,

TELEPHONE SOI B.

us.

statements in regard to him that the
Press is now rebuked for publishing. “Mr.
Burleigh," said the Whig, “is not a sectional
same

candidate * * * While officially located
in Augusta in the performance of his duties
as State Treasurer, Mr. Burleigh holds a
residence in this city and represents one of
the most sturdy and influential families in
This is precisely the same
Aroostook.”
defence against the charge of being a sectional candidate that the Press made for
him. It pointed out, as did the Whig, that
Mr. Burleigh lived in Augusta, that he
owned a house in Bangor and that his ancestors lived in Aroostook. When the Whig
paraded these facts it did not, we presume,
consider that it was making a “petty attack”

Burleigh or that it was violating
good taste. Why then should the soul of
our esteemed contemporary be so deeply
grieved when the Press brings them out in
a modest little paragraph of half a dozen
lines? The Whig is altogether too sensitive
Mr.

on

—sometimes.
And now having
proper amount of

displayed,

we

trust,

a

contrition, we hope the
if we administer to
it a little rebuke. It was with mingled
feelings of pain and astonishment that we
discovered in its editorial columns a few

Whig will pardon

days

But

have not yet

we

ADVANCED

HAS

FLOUR

changed

our

a

ago

political paragraph copied

We

prices.

gubernatorial nomination—indeed

it was designed to help the canvass of the Whig’s
own candidate, the lion. E. C. Burleigh,
and that was the object of the Whig in transferring it to its columns. For some years
past the Whig has taught its contemporaries
that to parade the opluion ol a Democratic
paper, or of a person employed on a Democratic paper, to assist a Republican was little
short of treason, and it has been wont to

favorable opinion from such
a source was certain to hurt a candidate and
what is more, that it ought to hurt him.
Therefore, as we before remarked, we were
both astonished and pained, when we saw
this paragraph from the Eastern Argus, in
the editorial column of the Bangor Whig.
We hope that the Whig can offer a satisfactory explanation. We hope it may turn out
that tlie paragraph was smuggled in by some

contend that

Republican contemporaries,

to make it

known forthwith.
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S. JOHNSON,
E. W. MURPHY,
F. A. TURNER,

MURPHY BROS.,
apl2

E. R. LANE.

CHILDREN

NERVURA

NERVE

CLOTHING.

and desirable stock to select from.

I have also

a new

and Summer

lino of

Suitings,

which

are

of the finest
work.

grades

of

Prices

goods and made equal
always guaranteed.

Under

Falmontli

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME,

they will

apr21

Hotel,

c<Kitf

-E*
V5T $1000.00 SAYS THIS Id THE EEST FIVE-CEN. CIGAR TO ut HAD IN PORTLAND.

TuTh&Slst2dor4thpiirm3m

WEDDING
engraved or printed.

samples

Support home industry. Smoke the bent 5 cent CJjrar.

VV. W.
West street,

ouly

estimates sent free.
eodOm

at

Novi9
X

No

urtiilcia] flavoring. Manufactured and

THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE ,UIH>UT™ANd!0M]II
eod6m

of Blddeford
of Chicago
Town of Peering
*
•
Town of Dexter
6s
Daviess County, Ind.,
Androscoggin Ac Kennebec K. It. 6s
6s
Leeds & Farmington R. R.
7s
Maine Central R. R., 1st mort.,
Maine Central R. R., cons, mort., 7s
Kansas City Water Co., 1st mort., 6s
and other First-Class Securities.

Patriotic Cantata, entitled,

FLAG

THE

Door, open u|

very attractive line of Suits in Cutaways and Sacks.

The

_

Congress Street,

470

■

eodtl

MARK DOWN

No. 180 middle Street.

OF

Chamber Sets!
worthy your immediate attention.
This
All

Prices
week’s
will be low.

grades
—

and kinds

OP

THB

For

the HIext

Thirty Days

Pine Chamber Sets,
Ash Chamber Sets,
Walnut Chamber Sets,

Mahogany Chamber Sets,
Cherry Chamber Sets,
Birch Chamber Sets.
Prices $15 to $700.
Our lines are all full.
Come early and
make your selections.
CASH*

or

CREDIT.

TWO SltiHTS ONLY,

Friday and 8atiirday, May 4

a

lull line of all kiiul* of Furniture at
Call and get prices.
count.

<«=»„

a

great

dis-

STREET.

SEWALL SAFETY CAR HEATING CO.

Miss A. II. Everett,

DIVIDEND NO. 2.

STENOGRAPHER,

Inis |
QUARTERLY dividend of out* per centafter
been this day declared, payabltm o and
close
at
May 23, 1888, to stockholders on record
21 CHESTNUT STREET,
of business May 1G, 1888. Transfer books will
close May 15, and reopen May 24,1888.
Type-writing and copying done. Orders by mall
0. B. STllOUT, Treasurer.
Juu!i7
promptly attended to. XuTU&SSm
ap24eodlm
Portland, Me., April 23,1888.

A

X 5.

—

AMERICAS FAVORITE ARTIST.

5 Per Cent Debenture Bonds of the Company, a legal investment for
Savings Banks.
7 PerCent First Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate in the best sections of Kansas.
8 Per Cent First Mortgage Real Estate
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Phcenix, Arizona.
Also Bunk Stocks and other investments,

MAGGIE MITCHELL
SUPPORTED BY

—

Charles

Mr.

Abbott

AND IIKB OWX

—

—

ST&Ttf

Home Investment!

COMPANY.

DRAMATIC

EFFICIENT

Friday Evraia*. Tiny Ilk,

by

COL.

1C

-

The new romantic Comedy Drama,
WALLACE, entitled

Ur€m

BALDWIN

REFRIGERATORS

in her Famous

SSSZgS^.ste»n>nav
_and

haroman

PIANOS.

and seteral other well-Wnow

Mnturiiig May 1st.
CASHED AT OUR OFFICE,

all kinds and prices
front the justly celebrated Famous
Oil Range to the Two
Burner Florence.

BABY CARRIAGES.
ALL PBICES.

BANKERS,
dtl

34 Exchange Hired.

upr28

SUNDAY SCHOOLS

book,
very
fitted to succeed their other successlul
books.

Voices of Praise

L.*

Hutchins.
Kev. t'lms.
A handsome book ol great merit andhtghly
recommended. Dignified, yet brilliant hymn*
and tunes.

More than 60.000
New edition, condensed and Improved.
U',,m,iiin 36 cts., *3.00 per dozen. L. O.
Emerson and W F. Sherwln
aOUg
both distinguished "Sunday School Composers.
Ni.gi.* on the Way—36 cts., *3.00 per doz.
Jewett and Holbrook.
Song. ol l»raa«iee-35ets., *3.00 per doz.
Hoffman and Tenney.
Why not send (or specimen copies (mailed lor
retail price), or lor specimen pages (free)?
sold.

llorsnip

Boston.
Oliver Ditson & Co.,_
TuTba8&w2w
apr30

INVESTMENTS.
We offer for sale

a

Choice Selec-

ITlunietiml nud Railroad
for
suitable
Savings

Bonds
Banks, Trustees and
tive Buyers.

Conserva-

off every description,
for cash or part

cash, balance by
week or month

3 1-2 to 6 per cent,

Brewster, Gobi) & Estetok,
35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON’.
TliS&TGm
apr2C

I

SIS
I

Spring **

The sole agency ol this wortdjreuowued Instru-

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
tor the HCKUETT OB «A1S
tunino

to

obpr».__<|t(

To parties contemplation erecting New
Honsesor making changes iu their old
fixtures, I would respectfully invite to
my new store and inspect all of the
latest and most approved Water Closets
that I have set uu on exhibition with
water running as lu buildings; you can
better select oy seeing these Closets in
actual operation.

MILLER,

TEMPLE STREET.

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mall

on

or

a

18

il2inos

a

k*0*^
.JUST ARRIVEDii«.

anil Mi**69
,uro to Plex’
iresU, and are su

_

«stASSSk??i<"

OUR

•Jswrojs&jfcr
“iass^sarsa-

waukenUa*

rrOWNi

SlGHot WhMMOTH SOLD B00T,
AN

MAKE

.APPOINTMENT

Cl
or

older persons.

_dly

FOREIGN m DOMESTIC
MARBLES.
The choicest stock ot Marble for Cemetery purposes in New England. This
stock has been selected with the
greatest care, and for style and workmanship cannot be surpassed.
No fancy prices, Just a living proilt, at
my new warerooms. Call and see me.

II.
ap3

F.

THOMPSON.

22-TEMPLE ST.-22

Jilin

>

NICKLE PLATING.
tlFtiijlTEK & JONES,
Brass Founders and Finishers.
Fir** Place Furumhiu**, Wire H'«rk, Feariag, nud Iran Hark far lluiltliatf*.
Fatiaiatr* laitra.

31 and 33 Pearl St., Portland.
eodlm
apr2t

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LIVES.

JOSEPH CLEAR T, Manager,

For tickets ami Information, apply to the Ticket
stieel
Agent, Boston & Maine K. K.. I'ommerclaJ
Station. Lowest rates to all points Wemana
decSOdtf
Booth.

Boston,

Masj^

GO., SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
MIDDLE STS.
LUMBER AND TIMBER.

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowmarket prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and iu the
quickest possible time.
UKKIIINU, WISSLOW & CO.,
Corilnud, A,.
JJ{ Onanarrcial Stmi,
eodGm
octlO
est

uti

*JJT

margin of 2 per cent.

telegraph

'24^Congress St.,

Biddeford.
Atkinson, Gen. manager.

—

FRONT
For

sep28

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS

Brandies Bangor, dockland and

1

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

PIANO!

aPr**

PORTLAND.

cTREET-

«CHANCE

«.

the children

18

HOUSE FURNISHING

.li!”

lug gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. Vy only our night) making It easy for

JAMES

ATKINSON

»NST

apr2®__

will be found on our monthly list,
which will be furnished on appli<
cation.

M. B.-A.k

—

on

Successors to K.“-

Ke3v°°E. T

Mew Spiritnal Songs
Hoffman and J. H. Tenney.

Stoves, Ranges Sanitary Pliimbiiig.

Isaac C.
ap3o

»«>»»

(Sunday and lor (estival singing. For such
Schools, I lit son & Co., provide the best music by
the best ol composers.

Children's Diadem 3Abby and Hunger. The
sweet songs, and
full ol
newest

or
o

HTg

are not satisfied with singing “as it happens,” but
take pains, by classes and rehearsals, to prepare
their young singers lor solos and choruses, tor

Jyl6

Cor. PEARL and

-.cu
For CASH

WIDEAWAKE

ment.

Front four of the largest and best manufacturers in the

AND

f

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

Best in the World.

STOVES,

|

Or taken in exchange for other securities of which we hare a large and desirable assortment, including City Bonds.
Maine Railroad Bonds and Guaranteed
Water Bonds.

yielding from

OIL

—

St. Louis Bonds

BONDS

ICE CHESTS.

*’

MISS

Tills Bond is a First Mortgage on the Water
Works at Waterville and Fairfield. We have sold
almost the entire Issue to Savings Banks In this
State and recommend these Bonds tor Trust
Funds or to those desiring to change United States
Bonds tor a sale Home Investment that will yield
them more interest.

tion of

at

DEANE & COLLEY’S.

be beld In the

PORTLAN DTH E ATR E

NorthernBankingCo.

Tlie

—

fUrnifure

the auspices of the

Pleasing Entertainment each evening. Admission-Afternoons free. Evenings
10 and 15 cents.
dtd
ap27

dtt

____

Woodbury&Moulton

—

—

Fair!

May

will

Variety; Every
Style represented.
BANKERS,
2 Piece Suits, beautifully carved.
3 Piece Suits, latest and choicest designs. Cor. Middle &
Exchange Sts.
>ltl
4 Piece Snits, very odd in construction, apis

Great

country.

__

v.

Vestry of tin* Church on Wednesday **<1
Thursday Afternoons and Evenings, May ‘id and lid.

SPECIAL SALE.

Portland.

■

am.

SUNDAY SCHOOL of the CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH

BANKERS,

DEPARTMENT.

GOODS

1 and 7.1*0 p.

Matinee—Adults, 15e.; Children. 10c. No reerved seats. Evening—Adults, 25e.; Children
Be. Evening reserved seats 35 cts., at Htockapr27dtd
>rldge’s on and after April 26th.

under

OFFERS FOB SALE

OF OUR UNION.

Especially arranged tor Bosworth Belle! Corps.

Portland WaterCo.Bonds due
April 1st, and other Maturing Bonds, taken
in exchange.

t-

HAT-.L,

May Ih(, 1888.
MAY DAY and ARBOR DAY,
Afternoon and Evening.

2D,UUU
Hemp Carpets,
Venetian Carpets, Waterville Water ComCoir Mattings,
pany 1st Mortgage 5
Per Cent Bonds
Straw Mattings,
&c.
1917.
DUE
Napier Mattings,

HASKELL & JONES,

Wc hnvc

will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a lien roost, Mister
Jolinsing.—Good day.
Doolittle A Smith, 24 and 20 Tremoiit St., Boston, will send a box of Dr. Mark ii. Woodbury’s
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the U. 8.
on receipt ol BO cents; or a trial box for 26 cents,

City
City

CITY

AT ALL PRICES.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

D. K.’S

42

a

Our Stock of Men’s Furnishing Goods is full and
Choice
complete in staple goods and Novelties.
Neckwear.
&
Clark
in
Flagg’s
Fisk,
styles
Full Dress and Party
Earl & Wilson Collars.
Goods. Warner’s Health Underwear. Shirts made

to custom

Tlic Flotlsier ami FHi’nishej*,

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;

Engravers,
and

showing

GREAT

FRED

-AT-

■

*

mhll)

REMNANTS CARPETS

sq.tiare,

We show the largest line of $10.00 and $12.50 Suits
to be found in Portland. Superior Fit and
Workmanship Guaranteed.
An Inspection of OUR STOCK will prove to your

FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN,

IT WASN’T THAT KIND.

INVITATIONS
DAVIS A CO.,
Boston. 20

Are

to measure.

‘Mertilda, is you in lub with me?”
“(»’ way. fiftin Johnsiug, cose I isn’t.”

cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
and ef you suiter lrom water-brash, Sam, they will
cure that too.”
“lint Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sam; it must be indigestion
then what makes you look so glum, aud the

Market

ap28

TONIC.

“8l»o’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns.”
“Hold on Mister Job using, ef you has the heartburn, Jest yo go and get a box ol them

HASKELL & JONES,

FURNISHING

SPRING OVERCOATS,

Spring

CLOTHING.

advantage.

just fitted up a new and elegant room where I am prepared
specialty of CIIILDliEN’S CLOTHING, and I shall keep a

a

dtt

STYLISH SCOTCH SUITS FOR YOUNG MEN.

eodlmnrm

1 have
to make

J

re-

SPRING AND SOMMER

than any

Boston.

Satin Rhadames

apr21

the II. S. for 5c.

II. W. SPIJIIK & CO., Proprietors

No Rival.

C. W. DYER,
N. G. FESSENDEN,
A. T. HALL,
B. W. JONES,
S. M. KELLY & CO.,
C. E. SHAW & CO.,

Prices.

Best Broadcloth Tricots, yard and a half wide in
14 New Spring Shades, representing 3000 yards
Reduced from $1.00 to 58 cents.
Farille Francaise Silks in 7 New Shades, reduced from $1.25 to $1.00.
21 inch $1.25 Black Satin Rhadames reduced

Yhe Original and Only 10c Cigur
sold for 5c.

Cigar sold in

No

Bankrupt

to 89 cents.
$1.00 and $1.25 Colored
duced to 89 cents.

Costs the retailer

1.75 and up.

Carpets

6s
4s
4 l-ifs
•
7s
5s
-6s

■

•

•

well

Dwellings.

& oo„

jr. vAfi

1.05
1.00
1.40
1,00
1.75
2.25

ANNOUNCEMENT

New Goods Just Purchased at

S &

Galvanized Iron anil Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

FBICK, $1 PER BOTTLE.
1-0ft HALE BY ALL PKCCfilSTIi.
The valuable book, “Nervous Diseases; Howto
Cure Them,” mailed free. I)r. Greene, the great
specialist In nervous and chronic diseases, may
be consulted at his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., personally or by letter, free of charge'
BATu2tnrm
up28

fell'..

AT

132

—

And VENTILATORS, (or Mills, Stores and

large

SILKS

TURNER BROS’.

NEAR EXCHANGE.

sults are most gratifying. 1 am sleeping as quietly as ail Infant and feel that I have a new lease of
life. For nervousness and sleeplessness I never

Conn.

CARPETINGS!

Axminster

City of Portland
City of Portland

_ap3_

—

Prices $33 to $350.

TRICOTS and

C. J. FARRINGTON,

LEEPLESSNESS, with restless and wakeful
nights, followed by a weak, tired and exhausted feeling on arising In the morning, are sure
forerunners of physical prostration and complete
nervous exhaustion, endlug In Insanity.
Thou-

Mrs. W. F. ABBE,
10 Affleck st., Hartford,

OF

to the trade.

upward.

180

Bonds For Sale!

Soswirtli Beliel_Corps, No. I.
CARNIVAL

mi & Himerr.

your

ed, and all kinds of Plash, Rag, Broeatelle and Hair Cloth Suits, known

-OF-

$10.00

from

^

found anything like it.

on

per

but beautiful in appearance.
5 Piece Plash Snits, either Silk or Crush-

eodtI

ANOTHER GREAT SALE

because we have it to show, and feel confident that the citizens of Portland are ready
to purchase good garments at fair prices.
We carry the largest line of

AllUWilUKTS.

____

apl4

O

sands allow themselves to drift toward the awful
verge of Insanity! without knowing that the feellugs and sensations which they experience day by
day are fast hurrying them on to utter mental
collapse and absolute prostration of nerve power
Save yourself from these terrlable results while
there is yet tune by the use of that wonderful
nerve restorer,
Dr. Greene's Nervura Nerve
Toulc, which is a purely vegetable remedy and
peilectly haimless. It may he given to children
It
or the most delicate invalid without fear.
soothes, ealms aud quiets the weakened, Irritated
aud over-excited nerves, producing perfect repose and refreshing natural sleep; at the same
time It Imparts renewed life, strength, vitality aud
vigor to the nervous system and restores the
physical energies and powers to perfect health
and strength.
I have been troubled lor the past ten years
with what the doctors call uervous debility and
I took
disturbed sleep or wakefulness at night.
Dr. Greene’s Nervara Nerve Tonic, and the re-

*25

save

PaiiorFumiture

AT GREATEY REDUCED PRICES.
In boxes of 25,50 and 100. We are selling the above
at the same rate as by the thousand.

Do not miss the opportunity to come and
be fitted while the sizes are full.
Our stock has been selected with great care
from the finest and best houses that manufacture Clothing in this country.
We advertise

[Piscataquis Observer.]

NATURAL SLEEP.

present prices

our

and

containing 1,2,5,10,15,20 yards, &e.,

Middle
St., Junction of Free.
ap27___

SUITS

NOBBY

Early

HOW TO PROCURE

at

12 1-2 cents
cents
25
25
cents
37 1-2 cents
50
cents

__

do better?

in the campaign the Observer contained an article favorable to the nomination of Mr. Burleigh for governor.
Since
that time the paper has changed ownership,
and has announced that hereafter it will be
the organ of nobody, and will advocate only
what seems to be for the interest of the people of the whole county. Certain newspapers, however, still continue to print extracts from the first Observer article, and
claim it as a Burleigh paper. Nothing could
he more unfair or further from the truth.
While the Observer is not a Burleigh paper,
it recognizes the right of every voter to ex
press his own preferences in his own way.
And so long as each candidate has many
friends among the Republicans of this county, we do not believe it is fair or judicious
for this paper to undertake to exert its influence for either candidate.
We desire to be
understood in this matter, and if we are
hereafter misrepresented it will not be our
fault.

REFURNISH

115,000 Yards

Laaies

in

and Children’s

cleaning

Purposes.

line is isolated.
A powerful corporation
could do something with the property, but
so long as it remains in its present condition
it will lio unprofitable and worse; for It will
constantly depreciate. The Maine Central
offers an annual rental of about $25,000 for
the first three years, and $50,000 afterward.
That is much better than nothing. Can we

LEIGH.

HOUSEKEEPERS Of PORTLAND

purchases.
Wc shall Offer in This same Sale

4 Cents Per Pound.

Soap

[Portland Advertiser ]
The city of Portland has an interest in the
Portlaud & Ogdensburg Railway, amounting
now,
principal and interest, to nearly
82,500,000. From this stock there is no income, and no prospect of any so long as the

Jan 14

50

each
each
each

cent

COMMENT.

PISCATAQUIS OBSERVER NOT FOB BUR-

Liberal Offers
made the

Cotton and Wool Carpets $ .SO to
One lot lialbriggan, full regular, former price 25c,
FLOUR that
Which is the finest BREAD
One lot Fancy, full regular, at 15c, two pairs for
.45"
All Wool Carpets
One lot great value, at
"
can be obtained.
.90
Brussels
One lot great value, at
Carpets
Body
“
One lot great value, at
Brussels Carpets .50
Tapestry
R
SSEFORE
FLOI
ON
PRICES
GET OUR
“
.95
Hosiery and Underwear a Specialty with this House Velvet Carpets
PURCHASING.
“
1.65
Melton Carpets

THE PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RAILROAD.

DR.

cents
cents
cents
cents

at

and

[St. Louis Globe Democrat.]
Harrison will evidently have the votes of
most of the Indiana delegation at the convention on the first ballot. Ohio, however,
voted for Sherman for several ballots in
1880, but another Ohio man got the nomination for all that. There will be thirty-seven
other States besides Indiana in the convention. and, outside Indiana, Gresham is much
stronger than Harrison.

Most

each

25
50
25
37 1-2

Gents’ Baibriggan, extra tine, at
WORTH $1.00.

-WITH THE-

are

HARNDEN'S FANCY PATENT

HARRISON IN THE WEST.

THE

case

Announcement
ever

a

wicked subordinate of Democratic proclivities after the editor had retired. If there be
any sufficient explanation surely the Whig
owes it both to its candidate whom the
paragraph must unfavorably affect as well as
to its

One

SEASONABLE

—

Republican

to one of the candidates for the

One case Ladies’ Gauze Vests, 40 dozeu, at
One case Ladies’ Merino Vests, medium weight, at
One case Gents’ Balbriggan Vests, at
One case Gents’ Light Blue Mixed, at
ALWAYS SOU) AT 50 CENTS.
One case Gents’ Brown Mixed, extra line, at.

FOR

AGENTS

SOLE

us

with approval from that ancient enemy of
the Republican party of Maine, the Eastern
Argus. That paragraph too had relation to

son E SPECIAL BAROAIISs

W ORTH 75 CENTS.

pain.

CURRENT

the signing of the bill would help him but
little with that class, while it would alienate
his only remaining supporters, the saloon
Wen.

of explosive gelatine and dynamite
at the rate of two a minute. The range may
be varied at will between two hundred yards
and a mile.
It will be a terrible thing for
the sailors of even the stoutest iron-clad
afloat to see a low-lying cruiser, capable of
throwing out 2,400 pouuds of dynamite a
minute at a range of a mile, approaching at
the speed of twenty knots an hour. To the

HNANtlAI..

VtlKKirCRK.

j

**•

HI(CBUi*NCOt

iDto

pounds

hearing.

Gov. Hill will probably stick by his friends
the rumsellers. and veto the High License
bill. His standing in the eyes of the decent
wing of his party has been so thoroughly
settled

the ship, and will be
enpointed by the helm, the steam-steering
gine, and the two screws furnishing the
Each gun is capapower for quick turning.
ble of throwing shells containing each GOO

position—built

CORONA

COFFEE.

A Delicious Blended Coffee, carefully
lected,combining the lInest tlavor and Wreatest Strength.

L. H.
»11

apl4eodti

se-

VARNEY & CO.
commercial Street.
Wholesale Agents, j

Boston & Lowell Railroad.159%

PHKBK

'THE

________

press.

the
Mav be obtained at
G.
mbn, llo'.se

IiV'sm

New York Stock and Money Market

tlie Periodical Depots ol N.

ifailroild^Ration; Mafquta.

Goold,
t‘M”l.Vnrem:V
Chisholm, 108

Congress and

corner

Congress St.: HopChestnut Sis.;
k ns Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Boss, 103 Congress St.; Beardswortli,
87 India SI.; Abbott. 243 Spring Bt.; and ol Chis-

holm Bros.’ agents on all trains running out of
ihecltv
| Anhui n, Haskell & Reynolds,
k, August a, J. F. Pierce.
Hath, .1. o. Shaw.
! Blddcford, K. M. Burnham.
A. L. .Jellerson.
[US'.
L. Boston. ;uass.. American House.
L..!Brunswiek, B. 1.. Dennison.
!1 Cumberlaud Mills, K. S. Raymond.
“! Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
VFreeport, W. A. Mitchell.
IHFryeburg, J. < Gerry.
E. 11. Keans.
irte & Marw ick.
\i l ai min^ton,
‘Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Irish & Co.
H.
das.
Hi Gorham,
I 1 Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
1 long Island. T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Men ill &

V ;Fatnleld,

[By Telegraph.]
NEW WORE, April £0. 1888.—Money on call
das been easy, ranging from 2 to 2 per cent.; last
loan 2, closing at 2 per cent. Prime paper in good
demand with (air supply. Sterling Exchange Is
fairly aellve and barely steady.Government bonds
quiet and steady. iKailroad bouds active and firm.
Tlie stock market closed active and firm at small
fractions better than opening prices.
ue transactions attne Stock Exchange aggivested 395.784 shares.
The touowing are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States 3s.
New 4s,; reg.
126 %
New 48,|]coup.
107%
New ( Vis, reg.
New 4Vis, coup.107%
Central Pacific lsts.114%
121V«
Denver & R. Gr. lsts....
98%
Erie 2ds.
..108
Pacific
Coneols.
Kausas
110%
Oregon Nav.l lsts...
Union Pacific at...
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds..
The following are closing quotations ot stocks:
Apr. 28
Apr. 30

1*®#

■

..

Adams
Ant.

Express.186

Express.109

CentrallFluulLc—
Chesapeake & Ohio.
,Deu

S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
nlNornay,
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.

Island, 8. C. Prince & Sou.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R.H. Burnham & Wm.
II. Hyde.
Saccarappa, W. B. Bootliby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Btackpole.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Sprtngvale, C. H. Pierce,
skowhegan—Blxby & Buck.
Tliomaston, S. Delano.
Vtaalbaven, A. B. V'iual.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth. W. F. Bennett.
Orrs

Chdoref*A1,on-.iiS

iol%
131

Delaware,'Lacka. & Western.... 131%
19%
Denver A liio Grande.
27%
Erie.
Erie pref. 80
Illinois Ceutial.*21%
13%
I lid. Bloom A West.
Lake Erie A West. >6%
Lake Shore.. 98%
Louis & Nash. 69%
Manliattan Elevated.. 96%
81%
Michigau Ceutial
Mum

«

bt.

Louis.

26%

1?2K
18%
16%

9

pref.

26

62%

Old gentleman (getting Ills boots blacked on
Sunday morning)—Boy, do you know what the
good book says, "Remember the Sahhatli day?”

Bootblack—Yes, sir, I alters remembers it.
you go to Sabbath school,

Old gentleman—Then
dovon ?

Bootblack—No, sir; I don’t go to Sunday
school, but on Sunday I charges 10 cents fora
shine.

J1L,

Northwestern pref.144
New York Central..107%
New York. Chicago A 8t. I ouis.. 16%
iln nr«f.
68%

143%

107%
16%
67
22%

21%
17%
Oi l & Western..
Traus-Cont’l....
25%
Oregon
Pacific Mail. 37%
Pullmau Palace.144
Ohio &Mlss..

...

64ys

Kocklsaml.114
Louis <4 8au Frau. 31Ms
ilo pref. 68%

St

dolstprf.112

When Baby

sick, wo gave bor Caatoria,
When she waa a Child, abo cried for Caatoria,
When ahe became Mias, she clang to Caatoria,
-vaa

When ahe had Children, she gave them Caatoria

Brie
Patron (to restaurant waiter)—Got any

''waiter
(astonished)—Only
sir.

the pair I’ve got on,

takes

frieud.”

_

“In court,” said the card on the lawyer's door;
“Back in ten minutes,” on many more;
“Gone to the hospital," on the doctor’s slate;
On another, “hit down aud wait;”
“Gone to the bank," on the notary’s sign;
“Arbitration.” that young clerk ol mine;
“Back soon,” on the broker’s book;
“Collecting rents" on my agent’s hook. new.
They were all too busy, a matter quite
Very sorry was 1,1 had nothing to do;
Then 1 hied me lienee to the base-ball ground,
And every man on the grand staud found.

98
14

14

9%

8%

El .137
37
Alton* Terre Haute

185

ntauuonf and

til

IKKV

'llltlllV.

'"Editor—I*dld—immediately preceding the death
""p.NLMan—Yes, and

the first death notice
John Smith!

37%
73

..

do prof..

73;

New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NKWlVOHK, April 30 1888 The Knowing
closing Quotations for mining stocks to-dry:

a

37 60

1100

9%

Hale & Norcross...

Patent medicine man—You made a nice mess of
that testimonial advertisement.
Editor—How?
P. M. man—Jolin Smith wrote: ‘‘Your ‘Live
Forever Pellets’ are doing me a great deal of good.
Send another l ox;” and I tolu you to give it a

on

If you aro nervous or dyspeptic, try
Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes
makes you dysyou nervous, and nervousness
and
peptic; either one renders you miserable,
these little pills cure both.
Editor-Your style Is unique, to say the least,
It
Mr. Scrlhhley; I’ve never seen anytulug like
from Howells to Shakespeare.
flatter
you
1
myself-but
Scrlhhley—Yes, sir,
kuow Shakespeare never had the advantage of a
college

74>A
16ya
26%
77
10%
62%
135%

Hnmestake.

and strongly urge Its use by all sufferers.—Geo.
Terry, Little Falls, N. Y.
Apply balm into each nostril.

that of

57

Quicksilver. 10%
36%
do preferred.
Plymoulli. 10 00

I

was

41%
109%
27

2 80
Amador.
240
ElCristo.
Lou. Cal. <4 Va.13%

I have had catarrh lor twenty years, and
used all kinds of Iremedies without relief. Mr.
Smith, druggist, of Little Falls, recommended
Ely’s Cream Balm. The effect of the first application was magical, it allayed the Inflammation
and the next morning my head was as clear as a
bell. One bottle has done me so much good that
I am convinced its use will effect a permanent

the list

103

23
Hocking Coal
Ontario.-8 26

“I had no idea that Meissonier was such an old
man.”
Why ?”
“Why this is marked TrledlAud, 1807;’ that is
81 years ago, and no small boy painted that!”

..nntktnn

Texas.

Mobile* Ohio

116%

Colorado Coat.

All cases of weak or lame back,
backache, rheumatism, will find relic! by wearing
one of ;Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Back
ache Plasters. Price 25 cents Try them.

It

Houston*

74

Metropoillan

the lead. “We could
hardly believe our good luck when we ventured to
ask for Burnett's Extract of Vanilla In Paris to
have It handed us; it was like meeting an old

again

AMEiiii A

St Paul. 75%
do pref.116%
st Paul. Mimi <4 Man.U)4
St. Paul & Omaha. 4)
st. Pam & Omaha prf.110
Texas Pacific. 27%
Union Pacific.
57%
74
U. 8. Express
Wabash, St. Louis <4 Pacific.... 15
do pref. 27%
Western Union.77ys
E. Tenn. new. 10%
East Tenn, pref. 62%
Wells. Fargo Express.136
Oregon Nav. 93%

education.___

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. April 30.1888_The following are to
day’s quotations ut Provisions, Sc.:
Polk—Long cut 17 00®17 60;short cuts 17 60®
17 75; backs 17 75@18 001 light backs 17 00;
pork tongues 18 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%@8%c © lb in tes; 9®9%c
tu 10-lb palls; 9%@9%c in 6-ft pails.
Hams at 11 (a 12c,
according to size and

pressed hams ll%@12e.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%® <%c

cure;

lb;

6%@7c.
Winter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
26c; some fancy Elgiu higher, extra first Western
creamery 24@25c: do firsts at 22@23c; do fancy
fresh Imitation ermey 22c; do seconds at 20®'21e;
Vermout fresh extra emry 26%®27c; do extra
firsts at 25 a26c. The above quotations are reJobceivers' prices for strictly wholesale lots.
bing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12%@13c; Ohio
choice nominal; lower grades at 7@i2c; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 14%c: some tancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts at 14; extra Vt
andl N 11 at 14%c; fresh Western at 14c; NS
country do at

1at

auu

Jil'i

alien

duuuiut

IUK.C

IV

higher.

Poultry—Western young fresh killed turkeys,

extra small at 18@14c; do fair to choice, 11®
12%c; Northern fresh killed chickens at 20@22:
do fair to good at 14@18c; Northern fresh killed
fowls at I4@l5c; Western fowls aud chickens 10

®13c.
ueans—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 90@3 00 V hush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 85@2 00; small Vermont hand pick
ed do at 3 10@3 16.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00® IS 00; fair to
good at #16 0046816 00; Eastern line #12@#16;
door to ordinary #12@814: East swale 10®ill.
Itye straw, choice, 23 00@*24 00; out straw 9 60
@10 00.
potatoes—lloulton Hose at $1@$1 06 V husli;
dollebrous b6@90c: Aroostook Hose 96c@ 1 00;
do hebrons at 80®85c:protitlcs at 75@80c;While
Brooks at 60@66c.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]

|jII

DIRECTIONS<i^YlF I]
Eg

DIPTHE BRUSH INV*ATCR,SPRIHKU ONAFEW
bropso^Rubifoam’andapplyinthc USUALMANNCR
PRICE

25f

jjj
/

E.W.HOYT & CO.
PNOPRICTCRS OF

HOYT'S

GERMAN COLOGNE.

..J
tYv&wdTT&S&v.'topoIeUthp

AiiBJJBIsiMERCIW,

FiMUM

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. KNG.'Kteumship (JovIno-28,735
r
f

*«/»*«52Sj
314,780

do cneese
20.. lb* ba.mi 11,100 do lard
08*00 > feet
16.40.1 do potash 22 maplo blocks
#1 no
deals #000 shooks 1604 cs canned meats
40
hoots «*>■'shoes in do spools 32 < 0 leather
bids a; pies 20 do potatoes and a tow sundry par-

cels.

__

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 80, 181-8.
receipts by MaT.e Central Railroad—For Port-

iolscellaneons merchandise; lor couland
ncctiiiK roads 105 ears miscellaneous merehan
Rise.
36

cars

_

Co air. Quotations.
CHICAGO ROARl) OF TRADE.
Saturday's quotations.
WHKAT.

July.

,!

May.
80%

82%
«2%
82"/.
#8%

V

Closing.'.'.'.

June

81%
«2%
81%
82%

80%,
80%

IXIKJN.

July.

6 4%
56U
<*♦%

...

i/ilithl....

K.
Cloning—

OAl

June.
548/*
561
64%
5 /a

May.

56%
55%
64%
56/*

H.

ouetiinv;.

lx>w»*nt
t

|o»in»r

30 56
32%

-•

32Va

Barley dull.

80 1888.—The Fionr market is
dull. Wheat stronger; No 2 Spring at 81%*«1%;
No 2 lted 84%®85e. Oorr higher; No 2 at 55%.
Oats are higher—No 2 at .'12 V. 0, 2V,c. No 2 hyo
at i>3%*(We. Harley—No 2 at 77*780. Hr. visions
active and stronger—Mess Horii at 13 60* 13 66.
Lard at 7 00*7 982%.
Dry salted shoulders at
6 75; sl'on clear sides 7 70*7 76.
Whiskey at
1 16.

Receipts—Float, 17,<00 ibs; v.kea
tus.i,

81.00

iVri.-HL
a'.'.-..

,hu'“

81%
»*<%
SOKN.
June.

64%,
66%
54%,

Highest.

..

C6

Cl, wind...

July.
82%
84%
82%
83%

May.

80%

81%
80%
81%,
..

July

May.

64%
66%
54%
55%

64%,

60

5tv
55%,

Wisconsin
Wli, onsiu
Le v lork

►

38%
44%
*127%
16%
*124%

f, "deferred.'.

^e',tSal',r2fne,S

Railroad.
and New Bneiano
do nref
Mexican Central.
r ..
Mexican Central 4»
Rauroau
An n. J opens, and Santa E e

70

....

••

v."".
eer-hone.V.
Northern.
Chicago, linnington
well I

*94%
M9
67%
1H7%
45

Boslou *i Albany.
Calm>rntabouthein Railroad."...
Kastern

...re

Railroad...

Calumet & ..
Koston & Maine ..
Eastern ltailroad Us. 120%
K'lnt <4 Pete Marquette Railroad com. 44
ditref.,.. 108

bi

bash, narie.v l»>.0<“Miu»u
g'l, i.o i In. April f.O, (888.-The Flour market
Is iiuiet. Wlo a higher—No 2 Red at 85*850*0.
Corn very strong and higher at 60%®61c. Oats
at 109
strong at 31%®32c. whiskey is steady
Provisions easier. Perk at 1100. Lard 7 62%.
at G 76: long clear
meats—shoulders
salted
Dry
at 7 15*7 26; clear libs at 7 30*7 37% ; short
6 37% ; long
clear at 7 62Vs Bacon—shoulders at
clear at 7 90* 1 05; clear ribs 7 96*8 00; short
00.
10
liams
00*12
26.
20aH
at 8

clear
Receipts- f lour, 6,000 libls.l wheats*,000 bush,
0
:o ■ 61,000 tush, oats 44,l00|r.sh |t urn y ,2,0
bush,rye 1000 bush.
wheat
116,000
60(0
bbls,
Shipments—Flour
hush,com 176,000 hush, oats;44,0( 0 bush,1 ar'.ey
4.000 bush.rye 0.0000 bush.
1>K 1 RO.T, Apr 30,1R88.—W/ieat—No l White
Corn—No 2 Red
at 88%c; No 2 Rod at 88%e.
at 67C. .Juts—No 2 at 36c.
WUeat—receipts 6000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, April 30 1888.—Cotton Is
firm; middling o 7 16c.
SAVANNAH, April 30, 1888.—Colton firm;
middling 9 7-10c.
CHARLESTON, April30. 1888.- C.dtou firm;
9 9-ioc.

MEMPHIS. April 30,1888.—Cottuu firm: mlddliflg at 9 7-10...
MOBILE. April 30, 1888.—Ootum steady; imddl)r- 9 6-16c.

fcyropoan <*arkots.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, April 30, 188b.-Coti.nii niuiKei
active and prices hardening; epiaii at 6%.l: Orleans at5 7-16ii; sales 16,0oo hale1, speculation
a id export 2000 hales,
LIVERPOOL.April 30.1888-yuotatious-Winter wheat 6s 8d*6s 9di (Spring iwheat at (i»7u
*0s 9d; Club at 6s lid®(in Hid. Corn—mixed WetProvisions, #*.—Pork
tern at Es 5d; peas 6s 7d.
67s 6d: bacon, at 41s 3d lor short clear and 38s
»d for long clear. Che sse 66s ftr colored. Tallow
26 6d. Lard at 40s Od.
—

rmarkst.

Boston Stock
fi;y Telegraph.]
of stocks aro receive
The „,uowl0« quotations
danv:
.18

18,000

sli oar-147,00" bu; rye
167 .<
ushsbKi..-/ 17,000 Mist..
<•"

Shlpmeu'—Flour. plOOOO hi,in. win;e, 6,< < 0
bo tore 27,'Oo u,sb | eats 80,003 lu rjt 3,0(0

4VTIKAT.

Juno.
81%

iiuinvu.l /lull

Hli'AtM. April

AjOIlliay*s quotation*.
83

sq.5%@B

Coal.
CmnbenauU.. 4

76*6

1

25

8@8%
Pipe.7 @7%
Pig.6 00@6 62

Lsalkn.
New York—
Light. 20®

@7 60| Mid weight. 22.®
@6 6# | Heavy. 23®
32@
;@7 60[ Slaughter
@6 501 Good d'mgd. 20®
Am calf. 90@1;00

Acadia.
Cliestnut.

Franklin.

Lehigh.

t offee.
Lumber.
18
Bio. roasted
@201
iSouth pine,30 00@40 00
Java do.... 26 @28

IClear pine—
Uppers. ®56®i66
Select.*46*855
96*1 05l Finecommou*35@*42
60@ 70!Spruce.*13**14

Cooperage.

Uhhcl shooks and lids— I
Mol. cilv.. .1 60® 1 76!

Sue. city...
Sug. s’dslik

jliemlock.*11@*12

no sugar—
Box shooks

@ 45! Clapboards—
I Spruce. X..-$28ffi*80
Sigarueading—
iu
36
Spruce
18@ 201 Clear.*26@*28
Pine
18@ 20 2d clear.S20@*23
201 No l.*15**16
ilard pine
Pfne. *26@*50
221
Mol. heading
iShtngie.s—
Hoous—
New 14ft
*251 X cedar... *60*8^76
Old
*20@*231 Clear cedar.9 00@3 26
Short do 8 ft *10@*12| XNol.... 2 00*2 50
7 ft
#81 No 1 cedai. 1 26*1 76

Pop’r

Spruce. ...125@160
*12@*14|
121 Laths—

staves

Spruce rough

2

Spruce....

r

Oaknna
staves

00@2

16

Lime-Cement.
*12 60@*14|
1 06
I Lime V cask..
Cordage.
160
Ainer'n» ib
il@121 Cement.
Matches.
Manilla
12%@l3%l
60
iStar, ^ gross
Manilla Bolt Bope 1-t
16*17
lDirigo. 39@ 4
Kussido
Metals.
Sisal.II
@12
1Copper—
26 28
I 14x48 coni
Drua* and
12®14i 14x48 piaiiAcid Oxalic
ished.
tart...
60@ 621
® 2o
t
Bolts...|....
Ammonia—
17
15®20 I Y M sheath
carb.
XMBOUS..
H!
Ashes, pot.. 0%
Bottoms....
75
30@32
Hals coahia.. 7<
20
331 Ingot.
Beeswax. 3<
StTio—
Blch powders
42
40a
Btrails.
Borax. 10T
Brimstone.... 2yi
English,.... 37® 40
40
Char. I. C .6 76®6 36
Cochineal
1. X. .8 0»a8 60
Char.
Copperas.1V4(
Terne.(1 25 a ^70
Cream tartar. 87i
Ex. logwood.
17iCoke.C2o® pod
l 251 Antimony.
14®1o
Gmnaraolc...
00
261 Zinc.7
Aloes cape....
26®27
30| Solder Vix1/*.
Camphor....
Molasses.
Myrrh. 60® 56i
Opium.3 70®3 80 Porto Blco... 28® 40
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes.... 30® 32
Indigo. 86®100 Cienluegos.... 24® 26
Iodine.4 25®4 38 Bolling. 20V4®21
:2 00 KaucylPonce.. 38®40
Ipecac.
Nalls.
Licorice, rt.. 16® 20
Lai ex. 34® 40ICasa.2 16®2 25
Naval Stores.
Morpiime.2 70&2 961
Oil bergamot.27b@3;001 Tar p bbl....8 26®3 60
Cod liver.1 50®2 00|Coal Tar....3 25—3 60
3 26®3 60
Lemon.2 25®2 601 Pitch
Olive.1 26®1 76IW11. Pitch....300,®3 26
2 7■' a3 OOlliosiii.........3 00®4 00
PeDPt
Wmtergieen..2 20®2 30iTurpt’ne, gall 43® 60
Potass br’mde 40® 481 Oakum.9V4®10V4
Oil.
®8V4
Chlorate. 20® 221
Iodide.3 10®3 251Linseed. 66® 61
721 Boiled. 69® 64
Ouicksilver...
65®68|Sperm.100®1 15
Quinine.
Ktrliuenarl).. 76®160i Whale. 60® 60
lit suaae. 35® to| Bank. 30® 8o
Saltpetre. lo® 161 Shore. 28®
®
Senna
26® SOlPorgie
4® 4V41 Lard. GO
Canary seed..
26x
Cardamons...1 00®l 75 Castor.1
Soda, bi-carb.3% ® 0% I Neatsfoot. 90®
3| Elaine. 62® 60
Sal.2 V4®
PaintsSulpur.2 Vi® 3 Vi
Sugar lead... 20® 22 Pure gro ud ld626®6 76
White wax... 65® 60 Pure dry lead6 00®6 25
3 ® 3V4
8 EngVenBed.
Vitrol. blue..
0®
7® 7Vi
Vanilla,beau. * 9®#16 Bed Lead
a7 00
00
iAm. Ziuz.6
Bochelle Yellow... 2Vi
Ouch.
Hice.
33
No 1.
30 Bice, ip lb— 5V4® 7
No 3.
20 Bangoon
6y ®5%
No 10.
Halerntn*.
181
8 OZ.
mot..
20!Saleratus.
6@6V4
—

oops

...

Gunpowder—whol.
Blasting.8 50®400
Sporting.6 25@6 60
6
Drop shot....
7
Buck.

Slay.

spice*.

Cassia, pure..
Cloves.
Ginger.
Mace.

17
30
16
»0

16@
28®
13®

76®
Nutmegs. 06® 70
(Pepper. 22® 26
glare*.

Pressed.$12®*
Straw....,...* 8®$ 101 Laundry.3Y4@
Tens.
Irou.
|
Common. 2Va®2V* ISoucliong. 18®
141

6

Russia.13Viffll4 Half?..

FBOM

Nordlaud.New
Travc.New
Adriatic.New
Advance.New
Caracas.New

Deer Isle.
Ar 30tli,

2
2
2
2
6
2
3
3
8
4

York..Antwerp—May
York. .Bremen_ May

York..Liverpool...May

York..Rio Janeiro May

York..Laguayra...May

Alvo.New York..Hayti.May
City of Atlanta...New York. .Havana.May
Wioland.New York..Hamburg...May
Hondo. New York..Jamaica —May
Mexico..New York..Havana.May
La Champagne ...New York..Havre.May 6
Thingvalln.New York .CopenliageuMay 6

Bothnia.Boston.Liverpool...May 6
Caracas.New York..Laguayra...May 6
Ohio. New York..Liverpool...May 6
Aurauia.New York. Liverpool.ay 0
Aucboria.New York..Glasgow....May 6
Kibe. New York..Bremen_May
Saratoga.New Yolk..Havana.... May
Arizona.New York..Liverpool...May
Britauic.New Y’ork..Liverpool. ..May
Gallia .New York..Liverpool...May
Waeslaud.New York..Antwerp ....May
Gellerl.New York Hamburg. .May
New York..Liverpool...May
Ctty of Berlin
...

Republic.New York..Liverpool...May

6
6
9
9
9
9
10
12
12

H'11”'1-'

1

...

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Apr. 30.1888.
following are to-day's closing quoiatl ns oi
Drain, Provisions. &c.:
Crain.
Flour,
j
UMxdCorc.
68*69
Buperfineana
low grades.2 76*3 751 Com, bag lots.. .6t)®70
X Spring ana
l-Meal. bag lots ,.66®«7
XX Spring..4 16*4 35 Oats, car lots
46*46
Patent Spring
47*48
|Oats, bag loti
Wheats.') 00*6 261Cotton Seed,
I car lots..24 60*25 00
Mioh.straight
rdler .4 60*4 761 do hag .26 00*20 00
clear do....4 26*4 60l8ack'dBr’n
stonegreund4 25*4 36i car lota. .23 00*24 00
i do bag...24 oo®26 oo
til, Louieat’et.
roller.4 75*6 00 Middlings, 23 00*25 00
clear do.... 4 75*4% do bag lots,24 00*26 00
Provisions.!
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00*6 26 Pork—
The

M

A uiisth:

NEW LUN11L1N

MONDAY, April
Arrived.
Steamship Kleauora, Bennett, New York—mdse

Coyle.

Barque Beni Dlckerman. Cook, Havana—molasVessel to Chase, Leavitt
ses to Geo 8 Hunt A Co.
& Co.
Barque Clias R Lewis, Reea, Perili Amboy-coal
Vessel to K Lewis
to Sargent. Dennison A Co.
&Co.
York.
New
Sell Henry Whitney, White,
Sell Daniel Webster, Pickett, New York for
Augusta.
Sell Appbia & Amelia, Willard, Boston.
Sell Judge Tenney, Rich, Boston—cement to
P & O HR.
OUl fx

iiiiiiiiiiwiiU)

tiuiii

AI

—

aein.

N&WBURYPOET—Ar

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASHKT, Apl 29—Ar. sells Douglas Haynes
Greenleaf, Salem; Lady Ellen, Clark, Bath.
Sid, sloop Stephen Orr, Jewett, Boston.
Apl 30—Sid, sch Coquette. Orne, Boston.

sen

nogei

Kelley,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Calcutta Apl 30th, ship Conqueror, Lothrop, New York.
Ar at Antwerp Apl 28, Barque C S Southard.
19, sch Austin D Mnight

Perry, New York.

Memoranda.
Ship McNear. 1246 tons, built at Belfast in 1872
has been sold to I) B Dearborn, of New York.
Sob Wide Awake, Wingfield, at New York from
Maracaibo,
Apl 16, off tlieNW point of
reports,

Jlaytl, took a strong gale from NNE and carried
awayl jibstay. bobstays, several) bolts and dead
eyes. Made temporary repairs at Port au Prince.
Philadelpnea, April 30—The missing schooners
which were on the coast at the time of the great
March blizzard, have been glvm up for lost. The
names of the vessels are Wm G Lewis, John E
Merrow. and Rachel Collins. The crews numbermen

and the loss off

*150,000.

property

Is

ing.

Domestic Potts.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 22d, ship Sea King, Getchell,

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Melbourne March 1, barque Mohican1'
Channel.
Berry,
At Valparaiso Mch 6, barque Edward Kidder,
Staples, Iquique, to load for Hampton Roads.
Chartered, barque Rose Innes, to load at Pisagua aud Talcahuanofor New York or Boston.
Passed Tut kar 20th. ship A G Ropes. Rivers,
from Liverpool for New York and San Francisco.
At Buenos Ayres Mch 15, ships Martha Cobb.
Crosby, aud L B Gilchrist, Wood, unc; barque
Addie Morrill, Andrews, for New York; Celina,
Mountfort, for United States.
Ar at Barbadoes Apl 9, barque Florence, Carter, Boston.
Ar at Demarara Apl 3. sch James A Garfield,
Woodbury, Baltimore.
Ar at Gibara about Apl 26th. brig Telos, Coney,
New- York.
Sid 26tli. barque Gleneida, Corning, for Dela-

Breakwater.

Ar at Cardenas Apl 22, schs Falmouth, Clark,
Philadelphia; 23d, San Domingo, Bennett, do;
Thus R Pillsbury, Pitcher, New York.
Sid 24th, sch Ariadne, Colby, New York.
Ar at Havana 24th, brig Arcot. Cates, PhlladelORfl.

1

Lucy A

Hi-ariluv

D Horn’

Davis, do;

Pli I u rl

nhi

«<>))

A

2CtU, brig Havillali, Coombs,

New York.
Ar at Sagua

Apl 22, brig Daisy Boynton. Harding. Havana.
At Bermuda Apl 20, barque Eliza Barrs, Young,
from Portland.
Ar at Hillsboro 20th, sch C B Paine, Hilliard,

Ar

21st, ship R

p

Buck, Carver, fm

San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d, ship Reuce, Adams
Baltimore (Dec 3); Tacoma, Otis. Philadelphia.
(Nov 28); Gatherer, Lowell. Liverpool, 120 days.
Sid 27th, barque Ferris S Thompson, Potter, for
Honolulu.
GALVESTON—Ar 29th, barque Gem, Wallace,

Philadelphia.

Cld 28th, sch Cora Dunn, Harrington, for Apalachicola.

safest Alterative and Blood-Purifier ever
discovered.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by Druggists; $1; six bottles for $5.
•

Eva J

Kay>

$100.00 REWARD.
DINSIVIOflE’S
CARSAPARILLA WAFERS.
The best blood purifier and spring medicine in
the world.
Every purchaser of a box of these
Wafers is entitled to one guess for every
box purchased.
Upon purchasing a box of
Wafers you are to reeord your guess on
a slip of paper with your address; place In a
sealed envelope and direct to Dinsmore & Co.,
Boston, Mass., and leave with the druggist you
purchase from, who will forward to us. If more
than one person guesses correctly the above
reward will he equally divided. This offer closes
June 1st, and is made only to purchasers of
Diusmore’s Sarsaparilla Wafers. All druggists
are barred out for obvious reasons. We refer in
this city to C. Way & Co., Ueo. M. Young, T.J
Stevens and E. F. Shaw.
STThnrm3m
febl8

DON’T SCOLD
groaning when he lias
Rheumatism or Neuralgia. The pain
is simply awful. No torture in the
ancient times was more painful than
these twin diseases. But—oughtn’t
a man to be blamed if, having Rheumatism or Neuralgia, ho wont use
Ath-lo-pho-ros, when it has cured
for

a man

W
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thousands who have suffered in the
same way ? It has cured hundreds
after physicians have pronounced
them incurable.
“The skill of five physicians could not
cure me of Rheumatism which had settled
in the hips, neck and shoulder*. So intense
wasthonain that sleep was almost impossible. The first dose of Athlophoros Rave
me relief, and tho third enabled mo to sleep
for four and a half hours without waking.
I continued its use. and am now well."
Rev. S. H. TROYER, Now Albany, Ind.
J3*Send C cents for the beautiful colored pic-
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When sick, and the stomach is uuabla
to retain food, yon will find the Suppositories a great benefit, as they will
nourish the system and rest the stomach
so that it will be able to retain food in a
few days, and quicker if five or ten
drops four times daily, and increase to a
teaspoonfu), be taken of Murdock’s
Liquid Food.

When we remember that a large per cent, of all
food is digested by absorption in the intestines,
and knowing the value of Murdock’s Liquid Food
in making new blood when taken by mouth, and
that each large Suppository contains as much
nutrition as a full quantity of Liquid Food if
taken by mouth, we can say no more iu recommending the Suppositories than that the daily use
of them in our Free Surgical Hospitals for Women,
containing 112 beds, confirms our elaim
•
1
$1.20
doz., Adults
•*
.60
1-2 “
“
.35
1
Infants
If not kept by your Druggist, we will
deliver by mail.

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
Women is being recognized in all parts of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case) from all
sections.

TOTAL OPERATIONS
953,

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY,
Remember, if a baby does not thrive,
do not change its food, but add five or
more drops of Murdock’s Liquid Food at
each feeding.
is adapted for all ages, in health
disease, as by the use of one tablespoonful four
times daily for an adult, it will cause a rapid
improvement in nutrition, a better state of the
blood and tissue, and a decided increase in
strength. We use in our Hospital 200 large

LIQUID FOOD

or

nvurn

Inf tnodn

Thi«

ihvau a

oiiarantAA

of sweetness of every bottle sold, which is not
given by any manufacturer of any preparation in
tne world. It is recognized by the Medical Profession as the ONLY RAW FOOD KNOWN free
from insoluble matter, drugs, minerals, salts or
acids and contains the blood corpuscles.

OF

BEWtBE

COITOFEITS.

Murdock Liquid Food Go., Boston.
mar28

_W8&-M

SAVANNAH

Fast

cut in

single-breasted Sack
NELS,
Suits, thoroughly well made and
in regular sizes, from 35 to 44
breast measure, at the unprecedently low price of $6.50 per suit!
Patrons who
$6.50 per suit!
have worn the Pontoosuc Blue
Flannels for years need not be
told that they are the best lowpriced full indigo flannel fabrics
The cusmade in this country.
tomery retail price is $10 per suit
We have a splendid assortment
of Spring Overcoats, and an elegant line of Suits for Men’s,
Youth’s and Children’s wear, all
at ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
200 all wool Indigo Blue Suits,
single or double breasted, with
detachable buttons at $10 per
suit, just the suit for Railroad,
Horse Car Men, etc. Call and examine.

Congress, Street,
&p23

482

VIA

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH
STEAMSHIP CO.
Mlcnmsbipa “CATE CITY” nnrf -‘CITY
OP W4CO.V’«nrr THIIRNUAY, al 3
P. VI.. from LEWIS WHAKF,
3!t Allnulic Avenue, Hoatou.
RICHARDSON St BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. SAMPS UN, Agent, Central
It. R„ 201 Washington St, O. O. PKAR80N,
Agent, 8. F. & W. R’v 211 Washington 8t,

Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)
at 7.16 a. in.;
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
E. B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager,
at 3 p. m.

aprlldtf

F(»I< A 1.1,

| PIASTER1 i eSMa,or25
*

IL"

Mailed on receipt of price
c* *;oo"" in
Trade mark, Patented
A- Co., General Agents, Boston

_eodCm-mm

novl

^

CREAM
Clca n
Nasal

Catarrh

ULMHKl^I

s e s

th

EXHAUSTED yiTAi.lTY,
A Cerent Medical Work for Young and
Men.

NOTICE.
On April 2Gth, Steamer Enterprise
will discontinue her trips until May
3rd, to have a thorough overhauling
preparatory to Summer business.
A. M0N1U0MERY, President.
dfd
aprlB

CUSTOM HOUSE WH4RF.

Leave Portlandfor Peak’s 6.45, 6.30, 8.00 0.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.1B, *3.16, 6.00, 6.10 p. in.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.30, 8.00, 9.00,
•10.30 a. in., 2.16, *3,16. 6.00, 6.10 p. in.
Leave Portland lor Long Island 8.00, *10.30 a.
m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,
Trefetbeu’s and Evergreen. 5.45, 6.45, 8.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20, 6.10 p, m.
RETURNING—Leave Peaks’ for Portrlaud
6.10, 7.00, 8.30, 9.20, *10.60 a. m., 2.35, *3.46,
5.25, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, 6.60, 8.20. 9.30,
•11.00 a. in., 2.45, *3.36, 6.35. 6.40 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 8.45, *11.16 a.
m., 2.46, 6.05 p. ill.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, 6.20, 7.20,
9.10, *11.40 a. m., 3.10, 6.30, 6.60 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond for Portland, 6.16, 7.16,
9.06, *11.35 a. m„ 3.06, 5.26, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s for Portland, 6.10, 7.10,
9.00, *11.30 a. m., 3.00, 5.20, 8.36 p. m.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, 6.05, 7.06, 8.66,
•11.26 a. m„ 2.66, 6.15,6.40 p. m.
SD.VD1V TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland for Peaks’, *9.00, 10.30a. in.,
2.16. 6.00 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s,*9.00,10.30 a.m.,
2.15, 6.00 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30 a. in.,
2.00, 4 20 p. in.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trefethen’s, *9.00, 10.30 a. m.,
2.00. 4.20,p.m.
RETURNING-Lcave Peaks’ for Portland,
*9.20,10.60 a. m., 2.36, 6.25 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, *9.30, 11.00 a.
in., 2.46, 6.36 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 11.15 a. in.,
2.45, 5.05 p. m.
Leave Little
Diamond for Portland, *9.35,
11.40, 3.10, 5.30 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond for Portland, *9.30,11.36
a. m., 3.05,5.26 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s for Portland, *9.25, 11.30 a.

m.,8.00,

6.20 p.

Hi.

Leave Evergreen for Portland, *9.20, 11.25 a.
2.55, 5.15 p. m.
•On stormy and foggy weather 'trips will not be

run.

FAKES.
Single tickets, Round Trip.25 cents

Children.15 cents

10-Ride Ticket.*1.00
20-Ride Ticket for Scholars.*1.00
Adults. 3.00
60
Only to be sold to residence aud cottagers of
the Islands after they move down.
C. W. T. GUDING, General Agent.

ap25dtf

oioou,

me

miseneti conseuuent tnereon.

unww

Contains 300 pages, mibstantial embossed bindipg, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt,
published in the English language. Price only (1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed In a plain wrapper.
Illustrative sample free if you send now.
by the PEABODY MEDICAL
<STJTl Th,No. l Biilfiiich St .Boston,.vIiish.
m. II. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Phycinn, to whom nil orders should he addressed.

SCBIjISIlEp

llicyeles, Tricycles,

HOUSE

REVERE
BOSTON.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe and billiard-room added, aud first-class
In every

respect.

BOOM* ritO.Vl #1.00 A DAK.VP.

A particle is applied Into each nostril rand If
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists; by mall,
registered, 60 cts. ELY BROTHERS 236 Green-

York.Jan28eod&wnrmly

Soothing, Pain.KiUing and Strengthening.
No failure possible. 25c; 5 for $1. Rold everywhere or mailed for price by the proprietors.
HOP PLA8TKK CO., Huston, Mhhs.

HAINES,RICHARDSON&
DEALERS IN

C.H.LAMSON
177 DIDDLE STREET,

been tbor
npilE port Clyde Marine Kailway lias
to
Jl
oughly rebuilt, and Is now in readiness
All

work
take out all vessels in need of repairs.
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
W. C. BTIMPSON. Jb..
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
declddtf

SEASON 1888

ICE

BURNHAM &

full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
plank in stock at our yard on Brown s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.
A
and

Notice.

Portland, Me., April 24,

thUdate.^
1888.

apr2Gdlw*

KAII.RAADM.

—

—

Mvir

AND ALL PABT8 OF

The Steamers of this Line will leave KailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.30 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Throjgh tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. gp~Frelght received upto 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
novl4dtf

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train) 10.50; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; E. Hebron 11.30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. 8umner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURN I NG-Leave Canton 4.30, 0.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.46 a. m., 12.16 p. m.
STACK t’ONNKCTIONS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. o>- for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Perv
6.20; Dixfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also tor
Brettuu’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.
land 12.16 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
jau23dH

Portland and Uoothbay Steamboat Co.
RACE.

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tuesday at M.:»»
a. m., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and PemaquiU.
Every Friday at N.UO a. m., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol ami East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemaquld every Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., for Portland and Intermedi
ate Landings.
Every Mnturday at M.OO n. at., will leave
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
itmvmK m

uruium uuuui

o.w

Portland and Ogdensburg R, 8
•PORTLAND and MONT, EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Paciilc Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

y. iu.,

at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. H. Bohanou. Telephone No. (S87 F.
MONTliOMKHY. Pres.
janlSdtf

connecting with Boston boat

t'niarnciii HOVDAV, Ocl. I*. ISU,
and until further notice, Passenger trains will
_leav» Portland ;t»follows: M.U& n«
T555ho5o55w5W*i# for Bridgton. Fryeburg, No. ConFabyan’s, Bethlehem. Laura*L**:—2«*=ter, WhiteHeld, Littleton. Wells' ltlver, Montpelier. 8t. Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrooke, St. J ohnSjMontreal, Burlington, Swautou,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.15 p. n*. Local, Portland to Bartlett ami in
termedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Standlsh, Lhnington, Sebago, Nauies, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Kails, Denmark. Lovell
and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton. Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Trains Arrire ia Parllnnd.
10.33 a. as. from Bartlett and way stations.
m.
from Montreal. Burlington and West.
N.33 p.
J. HAMILTON, 8upt.
H.
KOYK, G. T. A.
OHAS.
Oct. 7,1887_oct7dtf

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
ST K AM KBS

FIB0T-CLASS

FOREST GITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrivlngiln
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets (or Providence, ■.•well,
Worcester, New York, A c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
novltfJ. B. COYLB. Manager.

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
alter MONDAY, Nbt.9S, IDS},
■rains will run as fallaws
DEPARTURES,
t*« ,* Aul,uru asd l.ewistsa, 7.30 and 8.43
and 8.20 p. m.
12.48
in.
and
a.
Ear Go. heui, 8.45 a. lu. aud 1 30 and 5.20 p,
Oa

^VOCATIONAL,

and

Ear llarkna. Vlaairral and
ami 1.30 p. m.
far If u. bee, 1.30 p. m
E'ar Uucklleld uad Cesiaa,
1.30 p m.
AKHIV Al.fi.

by

Portland Mchool of

(Stenography.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Dav and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

His* A. 1. Sa*<er, 537

Telephone

apld3m-is

'111.

Congress

St,

Portland^Ma

Delsartc

Expression

R. STANLEY & SON.
package

low In the original
to close the estate.

R, STANLEYS SON,
IMPORTERS.

410Fore St.,
fcb7

J.

hi minkn* cab ism.

I. E. KIMBALL

DR.

—

702

HAS BEHOVED TO

—

STREET.

CONGRESS

d2w

aprSO

B.

F.

No.

43

M.

DUNN,
—

BEHOVED TO

Fine

Cor.

SI..

D.,

—

Brnckeli.

TELEPHO.VE SO. 313 F.

aprSO

d2w*

J. A. Merrill & Co.,
JEWELERS.
J. A. Mkbhill.

A.

Keith.

Manufacturers and Dealer* in Military
and Siciety (foods, Lodge Outfit*,
Regalias, Gold and Silver

Lace*, Fringes, Badge*,
Medal*, Etc., Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

STREET,

RIDDLE
marl7

PORT*. A HD.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

ffloolc, JcA

am

l

dtf

(ga/ul ffiivnda.

No. 37 Plum Street.

Respectfully
cer can now

MacRae.

announces to the public that Chaube positively cured, by removing the

aause from the blood, by constitutional and local
Also Cancer of the
treatment, without
I'lrra., Fi>lala, Piles. Mcrsfula. Kruna,
•erysipelas, and all other Malignant Ulcerations
cured by hint. Send for Indisputable references,
has bad over 35 years experience In the treatment til the above mention diseases. 3 /•
aprGdly
grrm si. Portland, .Tie.

cutting.

J. A. HAYDEN,

STENOGRAPHER
31 Vi Exchange St., Portland. Mb.
<ltf
Iebl5

DR. E. D. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland. Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
all cases that are give* up as Inallopathic and homeopathic phyby
sicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 Bod that about four-flfths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance t v letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 3 cent stamp and #3.00 ExConsultation free.
am mat iou ..I the office, #1.00.
sepl4tt
Office hours U a. in. to 0 p. m.

DR.Is heirthe
to;

curable

D. m.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon and Danville Junction as follows: To ChicaDetroit, $16.75 and
go. 121.00 and $19.00;
and $28.85; St.
16.00; Kansas City, $32.50
Louis via. Detroit,
St.
and
Paul *32.60
$28.00;
via.
Chicago. *28.60
$25.00 ami *21.26; St. Louis
and $24.90; California, *82.60and*63.76.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KDGAK, G. P. A..
J, STEPHENSON. Bupt.
Nov. 28.1887

f

In

effect

Boston 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40 3.31 p. m.
7.30, 8.30, A. W., 1.00.
Howton for
400D m. (6.00p. m. arriving Nn. Berwick at
ro. train for
8 oo
m., connecting with 9.36 p.
Fartlnnd.) Ncnraro Brnrh, Fine Faint,
Hiddcfard 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 a. m„ 3.30,
Old Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
.9 ‘10 6 15 P. m.
*5.30. 6.16 p. m. Narlh
a.
1
Fnll., Davei 7.30, H.40 a.m.,
Exeter. Haverhill,
12 40 3.30, "6.30 p.m.
Cowell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
Boehr.ter Fnruiinulau, Alton
; ,1 30 n. m.
Bnoche.trr
Hav* 8.40 a. ni., 12.40, 3.30 p. in.
I xud Conrar
(via Lawrence) 8.40 a. in., (via So.
in.
8.30
p.
Newmarket Junction)
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.

SUNDAY TRAINS
1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

$5.00

PER

foe tie.ion

EASTERN DIVISION.

Far Baatan atfg.OO a.m.. dally,19.00 a.m., §1.00,
*0 00 p. 111. Bo.lau far Farllnud 7.30, 9.00 a.
Klixain., 12.30 p. IU. (••7.00 p.m. dally). Uape
belh. 9.1X1 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. L'V. Pass.)
9.00
Biddeford
1.00
2.00,
9.00
Nnco
p.m.
a.m.,
a.m., 1.00,6.00 p.m. Farl«mouth. New bwry-

SET.

These are the best Teeth manufactured in the
world, aud the prices for these te®‘l\t.l!?.,’«Sitr
rj,
to Id 0.00
teen years have ranged from *10.00
and even *20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
wish to have
*4.00 per set. (las free to all who
n.
Oold
one or more teeth extracted without pa
Sliver hillings 60
Killing *1 OO and upwards.
50
cents.
or
Bone
Killings
cts to 76 ctA Cement
Appointments by mall will receive prompt atten-

Uitlem, Cyan 2.00,9.00 a.m., l.<Hi,6.00
Amrabnrv 9.lKia.m„ 1.00. 6.181 p. m.
tConnccts with Kali Lines fur New York.
fiCnnuects with hound Lines for New York.
••West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

uori,
p. 111.

Tickets to all points Wont and South
^Through
for rale at Faitlnod Hutilau t icket oin.r and

Portland, Me. Dr. F. J. BONNEY,
<ltf

Dentist,

Ticket tttttre, 40 Exchange Street
JAS. T. FURBKR, Oen’l Manager,
Boston
n. j. FLANDERS. wen. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent,
Portland
oct21dtt

at Unlan
-v

(991-2 Congress, Cor. of Brown.‘Hf

iuar20

I

Lamp Chimney.

All others, similar are imitation.
This exact Label
ison each Pearl

Top Chimney.
A dealer may say
and think he has
others a3 good,

SumUf, Ort.‘AT. ISSJ.

Far

8 .8. White’s, H. D. Jnstc’s, and Johnson Sc Lund’s Best Teeth,

This is the Top of the Genuine

Pearl Top

AND MAINE R. R

WESTERN DIVISION.

tion.

A
mny in? r«»i*n*i or. •llnatfteoi
ll 10 I iV A Hi 1 R Rowel 1A Co'h Nt>v. Hpap<*f
Advertising Bureau! 10 Burma StnvetXwliero advertl*.
Vl v'
> OJIJ&*
lift
Iwuwntraith

ffTTTTC! 1

12.In

i.nwrence,

eodOmoa

apr6

Baltimore, wnahia«laa,ind the Aauih,and
With Boataa A Albany B. K. for the Weak
■Close connection made at Wraibrooh Juno
lien with through trains of Maine '’eatralK.K. aad
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be had of S. H. 11KLLEN,Ticket Agent, Pork
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct22dtfJ. W. PKTKK8 Snot

and

ri.26 m.,*12.40,3.30,
Berwick.Brent

Decorated
and Transparent. All M motto Shades. Plain
or Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty.
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Spring Roller ready to hang.
are

On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stocko

m.

_

Specialty.

COLCORD

m.

I',.,

The Art Shades

will be sold

Iknrher.

ifsfKLCTIOiH IK ENGLISH AHI CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
BOSTON
W.

a.

36 Eichanga SI, and Oeoot Fool of India Street

Kefebbnck—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
eodtf
dec8

J.

In all colors.

(mixedi *O..TOp.

Far For#**! A raur Jlnrlai) 10.00 a. m«(
.'tiOOaiHi 0.30 p. n*.
The I .OO p. an. fmin from Portland connects at
Ayer Juact. with llawnr Taaarl Beale for
the West, and at l aiea Ifepal, Warcealer, f§>
New Yark via Harwich l iar, and all rail)
via Mpriagheld. nlvi with N. V. Sc N. E. K. B
(“Steamer Maryland Route*9) for Philadelphia*

_

hvnn,

Literature.
a

8.45

Pullman Palace Sleeptug cars on nigni train ana
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal*
TICKET OFFICE

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

r^Shcrdes

l'kici.«a, 8.43

_

Eram l.ewislaa and Asksrs, 8.45 a. n».
13.18. 3.15,5.46 aud 6.45 p. m.
From «;.» hnua, 8.46a.m., 12.16and6.45 p. it.
Erani Chunga nnd iiloaireal, 13.15 and
б. 46 p. 111.

MOSES,

and

Elocution

t'o.”,

orders

_

at 1.00 p. rn.
Far Ka brMrr, Mprlairale, Alfrvd, Walesa
bare, and *Hca Hirer at 7.30 a. a., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.10 p. na.
For 4>erhutu at >.30 a. aa., 1.00, .‘1.00,
U.io. at>d (mixed) »l 0.30 p. aa.
Far Murearnppa, ( Miibrrland .71111m, Wetb
break lumiiaa am’ Weodfard’a Sit 7.3#
and 10.00 a. m.. 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 and

а. m.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

quality

lOF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT

On and after Uloadav, Harch 9, IhWl,
Passenger Trains will Lean F^rtlaadi
Far %%'arce«srrt llialaa, Ayer Jaactiaa,
Nashua, U iatlbnm and Effiaf at T.3«
aa.
a. oa. and 1.00 p
Far .71 a a c healer, Coacard, and points North

Dr. Major D.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

_A.

THE

Arrangement la Effect Jan. 23,
1888.

Winter

road

ENTERPRISE^CAPT. ALFRED

Portland & Rochester R. R

Kumford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS, 1888.

iwitiumgs,

rates.

—

BraoNwick, Neva Mcolia, Prince JKdwarda l»lan«l, and Capo Breina.

STEAMER

IH*»N,

( APT. AYVI. B. DENNIHON,
(weather permitting), and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays andFrldays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machiasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 6 o’clock a.in., connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKBK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY,Gen’ 1 Pass.and Ticket Agt.
Portland. March 30, 1888.oct21ilti

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST.JOHN N. B., HALIFAX N. S

Having also purchased the stock of ICE secured

this season
the “Aa.lro«coggiu Ice
oiler by wholesale and retail, Ice of purest
and at lowest prices.
We are prepared to answer and fill all
promptly, at

FWWT1.AWP.MB.

notify all parties not to trust or harbor my wife, Marietta Henry, as I shall not
pay any o/her debts from

duced

STEAMSHIP CO.,

ALICE C.

CO.,

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE,”

—

SOUTHERN TINE LUMBER.

KAILKOADH.

d2w

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STBT CO,
Steamer City of Richmond,

Internationa!

With their regular house supply of

—

IHKKEBY

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East Blver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. rn.
General Agent
sapt21-dtf

FOItTI.AIYP, .1»K.

mh20d!f

CO.

Office 322 Commercial St.,

To Vessel Owners,

For NEW YORK.

75,4MM>

offers for sale, at par and accrued interest, 6 per
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
in Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times the amount loaned thereon
Also its
and fully guaranteed by this company.
own 0 per cent debenture bonds, and further sefarm
loans, as
cured by deposit of first mortgage
collateral, with Mercantile Trust Co.,andof New
bonds
York trustee. A supply of mortgages
constantly on hand, which Investors are invited to
call ami examine. Coupons cashed on presentaor by letter, for list
tion. Please apply
C. C.
other Information,
of references and
CH AP TIAN, (Sen. Agent, Oxford Huildiug
3.
1N5 Middle Mtreet, Boom
tun
dec20

o29eodtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

FOB

We have in stock between 600
and 800 Boys’ suits, ages 4 to 14,
which we are selling at from 50c
to $3.00 lower than any other
house. We are DETERMINED to
build up a $100,000 retail Clothing anu Gents’ Furnishing Goods
business in Portland. The magnitude of the task can better be imagined when we say that no other
TWO retail Clothing Houses in
Portland are today selling that
amount of goods.

Ki

CO..

elO_dtf

—

88 $1.75 Gray Blouse Suits at
only 93 cents.

Maine.

m.

_cod

all sudden, sharp or loutf-standlng pains or weaknesses of every kind. Virtues of fresh bops, hemlock
and pine balsam combined. It 1* wonderfully

&

113 Stale Wired, Cor, Broad St., Boston.

the only lever machine that has
great success. It Is also a perfect
a fllty Inch wheel tu front tor a driviug and steering wheel, thus giving It the grace and ease of conCatalogue Free.
trol ot a regular bicycle.

Office, Nos. 71 & 73 Cross Street.

personally,

for backache and

For Japan and Chinn.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Tuesdav, May 1,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or geneiai Information
the
General Eastern Agents.
to
or
address
apply

with any
safety, and has

Kmmetsburg, Iowa.
Authorized C’npiltal.#1,0410,000

CURE.h^-fever

Canal St.. North
lliver, for Man Francisco via The Isthmus of
Panama.
CITY OF PAKA sails Tuesday, May 1, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.

ever met

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors,

Paid Up Capital
Murplua.

and South America and Mexico.
From New York, pier foot of

Tan-

Everything that Is practical for the crank
machine is used by the Pope Slanufactnring Co., regardless of cost.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern. Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
aud places of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, aud uow kept on the

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAXFS

dems and Safeties.

eou&wly

my 10

anri Tuesday and Friday.
Look Wharf, Boston, 3
.-ip. in. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 13 in.
.1
iInsurance one-hall the rate ol
j-ivs&w*— sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip «INe
Passage *10.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage applyto
it. B. w.t.UPNO*, Agent,
TO l.ottg WBiHrfi Boston.
81dtf

A 1)1 TIM

14,

to

Sawyer Cassi'
meres, at only $4.50 per suit, sold
everywhere at $6.00 to $6.50.

MURK,

Portland as follows:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.00 8.36 a. m.
12.60 4.60 p. m.; Lewiston via Brass
wick, 0.45 a. in., 12.65 til.16p.m. For Balk
0.45 a. in., 12.56 anil 4.66 p. m., and on SaturKoekland and
days only at 11.15 p. in.
Haas and Linealn K. K., 6.45 a. m. and
12.66 p.m., Brunswick,Ifsardiner, Hollowell. and Augusta. 0.45 a. m.t 12.55, 4.55
and tll-16 p. m. Parmiugtaa via Lewiston, 8.35 a. m., 12.60 p. id. ; vln Brunswick
Vlonuaoutti.
AA'iatbrop
12.55 p. m.
KrndMeld. Oakland and Norik Anson.
7 a. m., 12.50 p. in., AVatervlllr sad Hksw
via
Lewiston, 7 a. m. 12.50,
begna.
via Augnsia, 0.45 a. in.. 12.55 and 111.16
Wutrrrille
and
Saturdays only 4.56
p. in.,
p. m. Belfast uau Better, 12.50 and 111.16
7.00 a. m.
l.rwisloa.
via
m.
Bangor
p.
12.50 p. in.; via Augusta, 6.45 a. in., 12.55
audtll.16 p. m. Bangor 4k Piscataquis
K. B.,0 46 and 7.00 a.m. and 111.16 p. m.
and
Bar Uarbor,
111.15
KlUwoiib
and 12.55 p. m. Yaacrboro 6.46 and 7.00
and 111.15 p. m. HI.
a. m.. 12.60, 12.65
Conaly,
Stephen (Calais), Aroostook
Provinces,
Hi. John, Halifax, aad the
12.60.12.55 and tll.15 p. m.
rP~All trains timed as above from Commercial
street Station, stop at
CONGRESS ST. STATION,
a few minutes later where
through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East and West. tNlgbt express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
included, through to Bangor but not to Bkowheon Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
xter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings
to
Bar Harbor on and after May
will ruu through
20th,
The mornas follows:
In
Portland
Trains are due
ing train from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.;
&
Lincoln
from
Knox
Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.;
R. R. 12.20 p. m.; day trains from Bangor at
from
trains
m.
The
afternoon
12.40, 12.45 p.
Water, llle, Bath, Augusta and Rockland at
at
5.45
Yankee
6.35 p. m., Flying
p. m.;
Farmington and Lewiston, 5.50 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets, Oral and aecoud class, far
all points ia the Provinces on sale at re*

From

A.

ages 4

Portland,

On anil after MONDAY, April Id,
Passenger Trains will leave

LINE.

From PHILADELPHIA

ft.

Boys’ Suits,

100

of the celebrated

IAIN IS CENTRAL RAILROAD PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

From BOSTON ever) WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

COLUMBIA

of

■

known

WEEK DAf TIME TABLE,
and After APRIL
30th, 1888.

On

CO.
Tha AMERICAH INVESTMENT
Established|1872.

Heals the Sores,Hm.
Rest ores t h
Senses of
and Smell.

OiiickestTemody

Bay Steamboat Co.,

Casco

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

treats upon Nervous and Physical Debility. Prematurw Decline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
laost Manhood, Impaired Visor and lmuuritiea of the

STEAMSHIP

the Assabet Wool-

IRA F. CLARK,

—LINK FOB—

Copies Hold.

u

aua

i

Moui Philadelphia
DIRECT

by

new, fresh goods, just placed for
the first time on our counters t his
week; made in handsome Norfolk
Blouse styles, with belts, at the
exceedingly low price of $3.00 per
Bead the
suit.
price again.
Think what the fabric is that we
are offering you for $3.00 per
suit—Assabet All-Wool Indigo
Blue Suits, which will not fade,
the real value of which is not less
W'e will give
than $5.50 per suit
with every
a written guarantee
suit, if required, that they are
genuine Assabet fabric, which is
of their
a sufficient guarantee
value.
1000 kites to be given away, one
to each purchaser of a Children’s
suit, or sold at ten cents each.
60 doz. 25c braces at 11 cents.

California, Japan, China, Central

InvestigaTills Is proved by eleven years’ time.
tion will prove it It you will take the trouble, and
II you are going to buy a wheel this year It will
Send or call for a free Catalogue
nay you
of 69 pages that will tell you the whole stoby.

apr27__eod3m

wich St.. New

Steamboat Co.

Harpswell

HR ALSO HUE THE AliEICY FOR THE

toissases.Ks&^^w^HEilril

TRY the

_Freeport.

On and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.46 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; East End
Great Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague. 8.20; Long Island
8.40. arriving In Portland at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermedia's landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
sepl9dtf

eod &w 1 vnrroceod

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
the
between
applying blades.
shoulder
KHAKI*,
JUT-For Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Side and Back
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
PAIN.

Co.

ands.

eod3m

feb3

ture, “Moorish Maiden.”

he
acts directly upon
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.

Steamboat

Freeport

made

100 pairs $1.75 All Wool double
and twist Boys' Pants, ages 4 to
14, ut only $1.13.

Co.) for Boys 5 to 13 years old;

en

MIC A.TIFKW.

On and after April 9th, 1888. the steamer Phan
tom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Isl-

Ocean Steamship Co. from New York.
A OE W- HAM PH ON, N. K. Agent,
401 Wnnhingtou Street.o

THE ATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St. N.Y.

This Plaster

(doth

Opp. Preble House,

INI.AND NTE AHERN

OK VIA

More Thau One Million

LOT No. 7—We offer 100 BOYS’
INDIGO BLUE ALL WOOL SUITS

F.~CLARK,

IRA

ni.,

Freight and Passenger Line,

Middle-Aged

100 pairs $4.50 All Wool Pants,
made of the celebrated Dexter
Mills goods, at only $2.98.
We purchased for SPOT CASH,
10 cases of the Champion ('oat
Hanger, the best one out. SOMETHING NEW, which we shall sell
at 15 cents, or 2 for 25 cents;
regular price 25 cents each.
Our cash sales for the week
ending March 14th were between
$l,50ii and $2,000, an increase of
over $400 from last year, and considering the bad weather, including a stormy Saturday, we think
it proves beyond a doubt that
people appreciate good goods at
LOW PRICES.
DECHILDREN’S
IN OUR
PARTMENT we also offer some
of the most extraordinary attractions ever placed on our counters.
Our stock of Boys’ and Children’s
Clothing is the largest in Portland
and we offer some exceedingly attractive bargains this week.

«

«
>
©

'Z

hnttlaa nf

LOT No. 1.—We offer 100 suits
famous
PONTOOSUC
the
of
MILLS INDIUO BLUE FLAN-

IRA. F. CLARK,

mi?

SEE WHAT THE GOODS ARE:

READ THE LIST.

w

o

HOUSE!

advertisement of
We wish to return courteous thanks for the generous response to our
WEEK'S
THREE
The results of our past
our GREAT SALE OF CHILDREN'S SUITS.
are
very proud.
BUSINESS in response to our advertisement shows a record of which we
$
some
offer
THIS WEEK we
special Bargains

si'S °Ji2

I

^

Sooken.

April 27, lat 30 45, Ion 72 45, barque
from Jquique for New York.

_•

si
ks

I

Eastport.

New York. I

TACOMA-

to

28th, sch S J Watts,

over

Apalachicola, April 29—Mr Bryant, first mate
of barquelLevt 8 Andrews, while casting anchor
first day out from Boston was struck by the capstan bar and knocked overboard and lost.
St Augustine, Apl 26-Scli Pearl of Orr’s Island,
from West Indies, with fruit, srtanded on a sand
bank 23d, but came off and is now here discharg-

disfiguring

i’iwid,

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 28th, sch Mary E Morse,
Crocker, Baltimore.
Ar 29th, schs Mabel Hall, Gray, Amboy; JW
Woodruff, Smith, New York,
Bid 29th, sch Satellite, for Boston.
SACO, April 28—Cld, schs Theodore Dean, Conary. Sullivan, to load for New York; J C Clifford,
Clifford, Frankfort, to load for do; G B Reynolds,
Reynolds, Kennebec.

ware

Blotches,

tile face, forehead, and
neck, may be entirely removed by the'
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, t lie best and

So

..

FROM

forty

Pimples

and

New York.

Banks,

Franklin Pierce, Holmes, S W Harbor.
Sch W C Pendleton. Webber. Damarlscotta.
Sch N Jones, Perry, Calais for Danversport.
Sch New Boxer, Davis, Gouldsboro for Boston.
Sch Black Warrior, Greenlaw, Deer Isle.
Sch Alfala. Thurston, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sell Sea Queen, Miller, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth,JDunton.lBoothbay.
BELOW—Sch Jennie F.Willey.
Cleared.
Steamship Govlno, (Br) Brotherton, Liverpool—
Co.
T
G
Railway
Sch Lulu, Leighton. Boston—Jas Lucas
Sch .) W Raymond, Collins, Westport, NS, via
Fox Island—master.
Sch Charles E Balch, Manson, Bath, to repair—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.

and Perfumers.

Sold

SALEM—Sid 28th, schs Douglass Haynes, Dunton, Elizabetliport; Pearl, Harlow, Rockland.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 28th, sch Emma 8 Briggs,

Sch Arrival, Stewart, Camden—lime to Carlton

over

Hair Vigor,
Ayer’s
by Druggists

bethport.

Bros.
Sch

ed

Mabel C. Hardy, of Delavan, 111.; "but
after using a bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor
it became black and glossy.”

Cole, Rockland; Railroad, Smith, Portland.
Cld 30th. sch Atalanta, Gray, Waldoboro.
Also ar 30th, sch Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Eliza-

with

IIAr>attNassau,nNIL Apl

with a heavy grow th of hair. I recommend your preparation us the best hairrestorer in the world.”
“My hair was faded and dry,” writes

Havre.
Ar 30th, schs Hattie Turner, Gilmore, PhiladelAlice
Bell. Parker, Hoboken; Granville,
phia;

nuuuuui'uni

Sell Elizabeth W Smith, Heavy, Gram!
600 qtls fish.
Sch Addle J, Francis, Mill bridge.
Sch Regulator, Wescott, Castine.
Sch Wm Keen, Simmons, Friendship.

preserve
prevent baldness.
Thomas Muaday, Sharon Grove, Ivy.,
writes: “Several months ago uiy hair
commenced falling out, and in a few
1
weeks my head tvas almost bald.
tried many remedies, but. they did no
good. I dually bought a bottle of Ayer's
1 iuir Vigor, and, after using only a part
of the contents, my head was covered

Dunning.

jstewb.
30.

to J 1!

ilaily,

Gllkey. Arroyo, I’M.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28tli, sell Walker Arming
toil, Drinkwater, Newport News.
Sid 28th, soli Lizzie Heyer, Rtvers, Brunswick;
M L Davis, Chase. New York.
Ar 28th, sch Helen G King, Britt. Calais.
BOSTON-Ar 29tli, barque Rachel Emery, Wyman, Rosario; schs Augustus Hunt. Hall. Philadelphia; Quoddy, Hall, Amboy: George H Davenport, Steele, Addison; John Girard, Farr, Rockland; Addie, Bowman, Damariscotta; May Fernald, Smith, Bath; Prince Leboo, Blake. Itockport.
Ar at Penarth Apl 26th, ship Lydia Skolfleld,

S ft 9 ill

PORT OF PORTLAND.

on

..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 1.
Ban rises.4 31
_1|M|. 2 46
Ran seif-.645 •»*••**>«*}. 3 35
dav
of
Length
14141,I... 911 7 In
Moon Uses. 11

a bottle of
your toilet-table
Ayer’s Hair Vigor—the only dressing
vou require for the hair and use a little,
the natural color and
to

Keep

sch Wm Beazley, Kavauaugh, Port de
Palx.
schs Maynard Sumner, Dyer. Calba28th.
Cld
rlen; LC Kaminski, Woodbury. Port Royal.
Gate 29th, sells Olive Elizabeth, fm
the
Passed
New York for Saco; E C Gates. Ellzabethport for
Boston.

60

rou

preserve its

to

__

We offer the above reward to the one who
guesses the nearest to the correct number o
grains each of Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock and
Dandelion contained in one of

2 Vi® 2% I Oolong. 20®
4
@4Vii| do choice.. 8
Rorway..
.12
® 161 Japan. 2-^
Cast steel
do choice.. 36®
German sred 6
®7
Tobnceo.
3
Shoe steel....
Be3t brands.. 60®
Sheet Iron—

Nellned.

Galv.

FEKn'aNDINA—Cld

28th, sch Hattie H Barbour, Gilkey. Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 25th, sch Charlie Bucki,
French, Poiut-a-Pitre.
DARIEN—Cld 2Clh, sell Messenger, Falker, lor
Halifax.
Cld 28th, sch L B Willey, Willey, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 26tli, sch Sarah Potter, Barbour, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Uld 28tli, brig Jennie Hul be t,
Handy, Baltimore.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Sid 27th, sch E H Harrlluan. Wood, Curacoa.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 27th, sch Luella A
Snow, ltowe, Bermuda.
RICHMOND-Ar 28th, brig Woodbury, Brown,
Wood's IIoll.
CAPE HENRY-Passed out 27tli, ship McNear,
from Baltimore for San Francisco.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th. sch Henry P Mason,
Percy, and O D Withered, Garfleld, New York;
Helen A Chase, Southard, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 28th, ship H D Rice,
Jordan, Hlogo; brig John H Craudon, Pierce, for
Havana.
Ar 29b, brig Screamer, Berry, Matanzas.
ArSOtb, barque Virginia, Pettigrew, Pensacola.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 29th, brig David
Bugbee, Stowers. Matanzas; sch Mattie B Bus
sell, Larrabee. Matanzas.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 27tli, schs W G R Mowry,
Motz, and Frank Herbert, Herrick, New York;
Win Flint, Dodge, St John, NB.
Sid 27th. schs Olive Elizabeth, Randall, and Carrie L Hix. Hix, Boston.
NEWYORK-Ar 28tli, schs Katie J Barrett,
McLeod, Charleston; FredC Holden, Rich, Calais;
Wm Duren, Lowe, Calais; Danl Britain, Coleman,
Rockport; Maria S, from Whiting; GeoNevinger,
South Gardiner; A Hammond, Fall River.
Also ar 28th, schs R F Hart, Dodge, St Jonu,
NB; Velma, Cotton, Nova Scotia; Keystone,Wilder, Calais.
Ar 29th, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Cardenas: brig L F Munson, McKown, Matanzas;
schs Wide Awake, Areclbo: W 8 Don gluon. SulliI
van ; J Nickerson, and Hunter, Viualliaven; P
Drisko, Red lieacb; Daniel Britain, Rockport;
Laura E Messer, Clark’s Island; S 3 Kendall,
Frankfort;| El’ Rogers, Westport; J H Deputy,
Bath; Helen, and E Arculariiis. Rockland; Charlotte Fish. Musquash; Clara Jane, Shulee, NS;
Hattie E King, St John. NB.
,.
Also ar 29th, schs Wide Awake, Wingfield, fm
Maracaibo; A D Lamson. Smith.Cliarleston; Fannie Stewart, Lane, Suffolk; Damon, Haskell, from

tho attention needed
beauty and vitality.

giving

gray before

CLOTHING

CLARK’S

Don’t Wait
Until your hair becomes dry, thin, aud

_

21
23
25
34
21

&AILINQ DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

middling

May.

lllgll®st

tsreaa.

do

3 75® 4 05-

m

niy5

Leuu.
Sheet.

tr.res, receipts 20,000;shipments 6,000; steady;
mixed 5 26@6 50; heavy at 6 36@5 60; light 6 26
@6 50; skips 3 90®5 10.
gheei—receipts 2000; shipments 1,000; steady;
wool-d 6 00® 6 75: Western 4 50®8 00;Texaus at
l.anihs at 6 26@6 76.
9 75@5 CO.

Seers

■

A BOTTLE

PUT UMY.

Butter.
Creamery 4» lb...26®27
Lemons.
Palermo.3 60*400 Gilt Edge Ver... 26*26
Messina. 3 50@4 OOlCUoiee.19@20
Klood.17@T8
Malagers....
istore.......lf.@l6
Oranges.
Florida... £4 60n5 60;
Eggs.
7 60@8 OOlKastern extras ..16*16
Valencia
Messina and Pa|Oan & Western.. @16
Palermo ©bx.4 00@4 60iLitned.

phia.

NEW ORLEANS-Ar 28th, sch Anna E Kranz,
troni Rockport,
Sid fm Port Eads 27tli, sch St Thomas, Otis, for
C&dlz
MOBILE-Ar 29tli, sch Thos N Stone, McDon-

_nwtiiujmnoi;*.

IIIM I I.I.AM OI M.

AFALACHICOLA-Ar 29tli, barque Levi S Andrews, Watts, Boston.
Cld 28th, sch Minnie C Taylor, Burns, Philadel-

—

II

INJURIOUS.^^.

Sage.15% @16

GO® 70

Cteru—receipts
33.00 I bush: exports 1600 bush, sales 49,000
nush; firmly held but light trade. <««is receipts
husli;sales 132.00;) bush;
66.000 husli, exports
steauy; Po3at37%c; White doat39C: No 2 at
White at
do
While
at 43c: No
37%@38%cc;
44c; Mixed Western atS«1/i@39c; White do 40
Hio ut
White
State
Coffee—fair
44@4tc.
@46e;
Mugm Is dull and more or less nominal;
14% c
refined Is dull:C at 5%c; Extra C at 6
6%c; While Extra' 6%c; Yellow 6 6-16@6%c;
standard A tiy*c; Mould A 7c{Contentloners A at
ilVsbim 1 ■;.} and crushed 8c; off A 6 1-16;uowdeieij 7 7y,c. granulated at ‘“.c: t ubes at 7c. »•«•Pork steady and
irul. w»n steady. Beef dull.
less active. Lard firm aud higher,Western steam
8 25,®8 32%, closing at 8 30; city steam at 7 SO;
refined is quoted at 7 90 for Continent; 8 A 9 06.
■tuner quiet but firm; State 20&27%c. Chocs®
about steady and quiet.

SWEET II

CONTAINS NO GRIT.NO ACID mV
ANYTHING

■''gWNOR

8%@12%c

'Clover.

Apples.

3 76*400;
Chese.
Bussets,
@3 60i Vermont.... 10 @14%
Fancy Baldns
Evaporated 4>1U2@13c N.Y. factory 10 @14%

7®8Gj Natural leaf..

97%'c delivered.

1

ueani.-.S00®8261

Medium.... 2 60@2 751 Centennial. 8 Vs
ma2 60®2 761
Raisins.
Yellow Byes.2 60*2 76IMuscatel_ 2 26iu.8 35
potatoespush 85c@95c! London iAy’r 2 85*3 25
1 001 Ondurai Lay
8%® 9c
Kose for seed.
4 00®6 001 Valencia.
St Potatoes
7@i Vic
Ber Onions,ct3 60*3 761
SugarTiukeys.i7Ca.l8igran.:lateu v> to.7%
Chickens.12@16lExt.raC. 6%
Fowls
.Ii@i4i
Seeds.
iBed Top—*2%@*2%
Geese.
ITimotby Seed2 95@3 00
Ducks.
German

30® 40
26® 30

NEW
receipts
456 sacks; firmer; sales 19,600 bbls.
Hour quolatiuus—Fine at 2 10@2 76; superiine
Western and State 2 45@B 10; common to food
extra W estern and Slate at 2 86@3 40; good to
ctiolce do at 3 60@6 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60@4 75; fancy doi at
at 4 80® 5 10; common to good extra Ohio at 2 85
@5 10; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 85®
6 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50® 4 70; choice to fancy do at! 4 80®5 10. Including 2,600 bhls city mill extra at 4 t:0@4 76,
ltoo bbls due du 2 lOfi'2 76; 850 bbls superfine
2 40h3 10. lalter an extreme; 1600 bbls extra
No / at 2 85 c3 40; 6,900 bbis winter wheal extra ut 2 86@6 10, aud 6;25 for taucy; 6900 bbls
Minnesota extra at 2 85@5 J O Southern flour is
steady; trade slow; common to fair extra 3 30@
4 oo; good to choice 4 10@G 10. Kye flour steady
and falrlv active. Whcai -receipts— bush {exports 76,600 bush; sales 18,000 bush: firm and
very'quiet ;No 2 lied at 94%® 96c store aud elev,

KEEPS THE TEETH WHITE.THE BREATH
v
ANDTHCGUM5 HEALTHY

Pea

Common.... 3%@4*4 Medium.
Common.
Il.C. 4® 4tii

iBy Telegraph.]
YOKE. April 30. 1888.—Flour market—
20,691 packages; exports 3992 bhls and

I

do

CHICAGO, April 30, 1888—Cattle marxet—receipts 1,200; shipments 3000; slow and lower;
steers 3 60@5 OO; Stockers aud feeders at 2 35
@3 70; cows' hulls and imixea 1 75®3 60; Texas

domestic Markott.

TOOTH POWDER

Hants *> ft, ii%@n»,i

..

P

144%
e3%
113%
29%
67%
113%

Palls.8%&9%c

00*001

coveredl2%@14
Shorels.18 00*20 001
Oil.
Shore 2s. 16 00®17 00|
1 Kerosene-s.
iro
Kef. Per.. 7V4
Urge
•
Produce.
1 Pratt'sASt’l.ebbL 10%
l'i auoerries—
00®
18
OOlDevoe’s Brilllaut. 11
Maine.... 7
CapeCod 1100*12 OOlLlgonia. 8%

17%
2ft
3o

......

Heading..

SSed»
N.fl

MackerelVbW-

Ship.4V«@ 6
Crackers 9>tb..6@6%

80%
83%

Northwestern...WV^

6013

j>7%
90%
1/

62

Kx Mess. 8 00® 8 60
Plate—
9 00*9 26
Kx Plate 9 60@i0 00
1
Uaddoci
Haddock.....
2 25 (Lard_
1 Tul'3
|r..8%®8%c
Hemu'n"
bx..180220 Tierces.... 8%@8%c
2

Pilot Sup.7%@S

6%

Clear —17 00*17 60
Mess. ...16 76il6 00

I
00*4 261

93

81

17%
do pref.
Missouri Pacific.... 82%
New Jersey Central. 83%
Nor. Pacific common. 24%
do

WIT AND WISDOM.

I®.-?.,
82%

32Wi

otl_*

h>

UrgXore4
iSSff BankoOofoodi
261

•Ex-dividend.

TUESDAY MORNING* MAY 1.

I Backs ...17 76@18 00

Cioh

nd

,

BUT HE HAS NOT.

Insist upon the Exact I.abel and Top.
For Sale Everywhere. Maoe only by

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO., Pittsburgh, f*
feb27

eodftwly

IIOTKB. PKtlPKRTV FOR MAI.K.
The Jefferson Hill House In Jeff
•non. Coos Counts, New Hampshire; pleasantly located on high
land; commanding a beautiful
the
_I view of Mt. Washington,
the Franconia range,
White Mountain range,
It
Is
Pilot
a
new
and
tlie
range;
Cherry M. nntaln,
house, well arranged inside and out, pure water
good sewerage, and will accommodate about tOO
guests; since It was first opened to the public it
lias been a favorite resort among the many good
houses on Jefferson Hill, and by guests wining to
pay good prices; everything about the premises Is
in good condition; it can be bought (or much less
than Us value; For particulars apply to C. B. Jordan, Lancaster, N. H., or H. D Abbott, South
Andover, Maine.
feiiSaeodtlMILS.CAROLINE (lOOMX

VOTIE'K •* HEEKRT lilt gv that the
Is subscriber has been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
WILLIAM 8. ELDER, late of Gorham,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, amt
trust
has
by
that
taken upon himself
giving bonds as flic law directs. All persons
deceased,
said
of
tile
estate
demands
•laving
upon
are required to exhibit the same, and all persons
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
SAMUEL DING LEY ofStandish, Executor.
ap!7dlaw3w»T
Gorham, April 10, 1888.

PBESS.

TI L-K

Tripe Factory of Charles W.
Belknap A Son Burned Last Night.

The

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY I.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
N MV

t.

nVKKTISKMBWTH

'['<>■ •»

1

For sale—Standing top phaeton.
W. F. Carruthers, Boston—2.

Wanted—Successful agent.

Lost—Red leather wallet.
Hoarding house for sale.
For sale—17 acres land.
Kendall & Whttney-2.
m. C. M. Association.
Wanted to exchange.
Notice of dissolution.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Tenement to let.
Farm at auction.

cumulated on the floor aud sides of the main
building, that it was well under way when

ines Broihers.

Room to let—2.
Piano for sale.
Farm for sale.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
Alothers.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
clieruh, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens tiie gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
for dlarrliosa, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
Ad lire

to

lull 10

_

__FM&W&wly

Angostura BiMrrs were prepared by Dr. JG. B. Siegert for bis private use. Their reputa.
tion is such to-day that they have become generally know’ll as the best appetizing tonic. Beware
Ask for tiie genuine article,
of counterfeits.
manufactured by Dr.J. G. B. Siegert & Sous.
eod&wlw
apr30
how
My friend, look here! you know
weak and nervous your wife, and you know that
Carter’s Iron Pills will relieve her, now why not
he fair about it and buy her a box.
d&wlw
mayl
old
Boston
is
tiie
Colds
“Best cure for Coughand

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
uovll

night

ford’s Corner.
Investigation proved that
Charles W. Belknap & Son’s bone fertilizer,
formerly tripe factory, at Brighton Corner,
on Stevens’ Plains road near the Deering
town house was burning. When the Pukss
reporter arrived upon the scene the entire
main building, about 50x75 feet, had fallen.
The fire must have started at about half past
9 or 10 o’clock, but it burned so rapidly,
owiDg to the quantity of grease that had ac-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
M. A. Jewell & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
T F Homstcd-451 Congress street.
Wanted—Protection and free trade.
I hereby announce—J. M. Frost.
For sale—English cured pollock.

■

at about 10 o’clock the western
sky was illumined by the light of a large fire
that seemed to be in the vicinity of WoodLast

eod&wOmo

HOW MEN DIE.
If we know all the methods of approach adopt
ed by an enemy we are the better enabled to ward
off the danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes inevitable. In many instances
the inherent strength of the body suffices to enable it to oppos e the tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs w ill make all
tin. difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Cold, or any trouble ot the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well known remedy—
It will
Boschee’s German Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, what thousands say of it, to be the “benenovl-dlycT
factor of any home.”

The flames evithe first persons arrived.
dently started near the boiler iu the main
building which contained very little of value
excepting an engine and boiler and a
small amount of ground bone and oyster
shells. A wing of the building, which made
a ight angle with the main factory, was
soon burning, and the bright flames rose
high iu the air, aud the sparks still higher,
making the vicinity as light as at midday.
About 25 feet from the factory was a store-

house about 20x50 feet aud this was soon in
flames. A shed, about 80 feet long, containing eight open stalls, extended toward the
street from the north end of the factory, and
at midnight this was in ashes. At just 11
o’clock the roof of the storehouse, which
contained no stock, fell, and three-quarters
of an hour later nothing but a heap of red hot
ashes remained of it. In the rear of where
the store house stood is a stable at a distance
of not more than sixty feet, and for a long
time it looked as if it must be consumed.
Several times tire caught on the roof from
the falling sparks, aud quite a blaze got
A few buckets of
started over the door,
water were sufficient, however, to extinthis
flame
and
so
doing the buildby
guish
Another barn is situated
ing w-as saved.
not far from where the noith end of the factory was, aud if there had been but a light
wind
would
southeasterly
this, too,
have
been
small
destroyed. A
story
a
half
and
iu
iiouse,
unoccupied,
iu whieli hud lived a part of the help that
had been employed in the factory, is situated
near the street and not more than 50 feet
from where once stood the
horse shed.
This, also, escaped the flames owing to the
fact that there was very little wind.
At
midnight the main building and both wings
and the storehouse was a smouldering heap
of ruins. Nothing but the chimney remains

standing.

Some twenty-five or more persons from
the city went to the fire aud from the neighboring houses a large number came,
but
the
flames
had
gained
such headway when the first arrived, that
no effort was made to save any of the buildings, except the barn All stood quietly and
watched the destructive work of the liarnes
until the last roof had fallen and all was in
ruins.
The factory has been used very little of
late, and as it contained things of no great
value, the loss cannot be very large. Mr.
Belknap stated last night that the loss was
fully covered by Insurance, and that in his
opinion the fire was incendiary.
PERSONAL.

Ex-Mayor George H. Nichols, of Bath, is

_____

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Monday—United States by Indictment vs. Judiah Morrison, lor cutting trees belonging to the
United States at Cow Island. Verdict, not guilty.
Bird, District Attorney.
George H. Townsheud.

HANCOCK COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Ellsworth, April 28.
In the case of John P. Gordon vs. Franklin
Laud, Mill and Water Company.i the jury this
morning rendered a verdict | lor the plaintiff for
*269.94.
Eliza A. Welch vs. Franklin Land, Mill and
\K7.i4u|*

f’a

Francis B. Patten vs. 8ame.
Both cases tried together. The defendant is the
same as in the case last tried, and the claims
sued upon arose from the same disaster, namely,
tile breaking away of the defendant’s dam on
Plaintiffs culFranklin stream on May 2,1887.
tivated cranberries upon meadows below tfce defendant company’s dam, and claimed that tlielr
cranberry fields were ruined by being flooded and
covered with sawdust and debris byjjthe breaking
away of the darn.
The question of the liability of the company far
maintaining an Insecure dam having been settled
by the Jury in tlie Gordon case, the result was accepted by the parties as decisive of that issue in
the these suits, and the cases were heard before
the same lury, the testimony of the plaintiffs being limited to the cause of the Injury and extent
of the damages.
Defendant denied the title of the plaintiffs to
the premises where the. damages occurred,claimed
that the flooding and covering of the meadows
tide at that time
was due to the extreme high
wldch backed the sawdust and debris over them,
and alleged that the damages sought were excessive.
Ad damnum in the first case $1000, and Iu the
second *2000. Evidence closed.
Wiswell, King & Peters.
Charles H. Bartlett.
Frank Hamlin, Henry Boynton, George H. Ful
M. Foss were
and
Arthur
ler, Bradford E. Tracy
today admitted to practice in the courts of this

nearly opposite Plymouth church on Congress
street, crossed the street to speak to a friend. She

then started to re-cross, got a few steps from the
curbstone, turned tier beau to speak again to uer
triend, pausing as she did so with hei back toward High street, when she was hurled down by

a horse driveu up street by the defendant, her
clothes tom, and her leg below the knee lacerated in once place and receiving other slight bruises.
The defendant took her in a carriage to her
home where she was confined to her bed by the
injuries and nervous shock for two weeks. She
claims that she suffered by ihe shock for months
She
aud In fact now has not entirely recovered.
asks in her writ for two thousand dollars dam-

'riie

defendant says he had his wife and little
girl in the carriage; that they had taken the girl
from Sabbath School and were on the way home
with her; that be stopped his horse at the High
street errossiug 185 feet below the place of the
accident, to allow a number of people to pass;
that he then looked up the street and saw no one
tn the street, but did not notice wli 1 or how many
He then started Ids horse
were on the sidewalk.
at a slow trot; the child made some remark which
of
himself aud wife, and
attracted tlie attention
the next tiling he knew was a cry of alarm and
lie saw the plaintiff upon the ground between his
He immediately stopped his
wagon wheels.
horse, helped her up and offered to carry her
home; she ref used saying she was not hurt and
w ould be all right as soon as she got over her
fright. He, however, did take her home in Ills
carriage. The defendant claims that the plaintiff
tn crossing the street at a point where there is no
crosswalk without looking down the street for approaching teams was herself guilty of contributing
negligence and therefore canuot recover.
The plaintiff claims that slic was not guilty of

negligeucc;
contlrbutory
the
was the sole

that

negligence

tinof
of the injury, aud
without his fault the accident would not have occurred. The case was tried before the judge
without a jury aud the decision will be rendered
next term.
Byron I). Verrill for plaintiff.
H. C. Peabody for defendant.
Court adjourned sine die.
The May criminal term opens tl is, Tuesday,

plaintiff

cause

_

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Kingsbury

did not come on in
tlie U. S. Court yesterday but will to-day.
Yesterday tbe weather was colder, aud a
raw south wind prevailed, making pedescase

trians uncomfortable.
Members of the Infantry, Blues
and
Guards will remember that tonight is inspection night.
The graud bodies of Masons begin their
meetings in the city today and last evening
tlie hotels were full of members of the Order.
It was Mr. Walter B. Klwell, not Mr. Elwell at Guppy & Co.’s, who drew the boat at
the Canton Kldgely fair.
Three drunken men who were abusing a
horse by fast driving were arrested bv Agent
Sawyer in the vicinity of Gorham’s corner.
There will ,be a grand vocal and instrumental concert with

readings at Vaughan
street church Wednesday evening.
Painters were engaged in painting the engine room of the New York steamer Eleau ora
yesterday, and other inside work will be
painted preparatory for the summer travel'
Machigonne and Cogawesco tribes of Improved Order of Red Men sent a good delegation to Auburn on a visit to Rockmego
tribe of that city last evening.
Two young men while fishing from the
Grand Trunk wharf, fell overboard yesterday forenoon but were rescued by two men
at work near by.
The British steamer Govino, Capt. Brotherton, sailed yesterday for Liverpool with 28,735 bags of Hour, 108,000 feet of spruce lumber, 4,842 boxes of cheese, and a cargo ol
general merchandise valued at 883,071.
and

Mrs.

Bryant presided at

the

great gathering of Salvationist at the barracks last evening. An excellent hallelujah

banquet

that. It weighed 9J pounds.
Dr. Walter Leighton of Togus is to be exchanged with a physician in the Milwaukee
Soldiers’ Home. He leaves about the middle
of May.
Mr. Henry C.

Rice, of China, who has represented Shaw, Hammond & Carney, for the
last fifteen years so ably in Kennebec and
Knox counties, is in town, attending the

works of art, namely, 2,586 oil paintings,
1,182 drawings and pastels, 1,059 pieces of

the plaintiff.
On Sunday, the twelfth of September. 1886, the
plaintiff, on her way to Sabbath School, when

Major

she has accepted the invitation of the First
Parish church to sing in their choir.
Hon. William Senter is in Bangor, enjoying the first salmon fishing. But one fish
was taken Saturday, and Mr. Senter caught

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Monday—Carrie L. Whittier vs. Maurice West.
This is an action to recover damages for personal
injuries sustained by the alleged negligence of the
defendant in driving his horse against and upon

The

It is at Itichmond that Rev. Elijah Kellogg
will deliver a Memorial Day sermon.
Bishop Neely administered the rite of confirmation at St. John’s Episcopal church, at
Bangor, at the morning service, Sunday.
Miss Lizzie D. Haven, artist, will sail with
her father for Buenos Ayres, South America,
the first of May.
Ex-Congressman Charles J. Gilman, of
Brunswick, is a candidate for Presidential
elector for the First District.
Mrs. Fellows’s engagement in the High
street church choir ceasing Sunday evening,

SUPERIOR COURT.

___

morning.

at the Falmouth Hotel.
William II. Looney, Esq., spoke last night
on the Irish question in Scarboro town hall.

Grand Lodge.
Tn the list published yesterday of young
gentlemen admitted to the bar to practice
law in the courts of this State the name of
Charles Thornton Libby of Portland was inadvertently omitted.
The Frencli 'Salon of 1888 contains 5,523

State.

was

from five o’clock tc
was spent in prayer

enjoyed

seven, and the night
This meeting finishes the anniversary cam-

paign.
The Auxiliaries

Missionary Society

at the Woman's Foreign
of the Methodist Episco-

pal churches of Portland will hold their
in
Clark Memorial
this afternoon at S
o’clock.
A fire which was started Saturday in a
field near the Grand Trunk depot at Yarmouth spread rapidly and getting beyond
control started towards the upper village
bj
Assistance was promptly rendered
several of the towns-people and the fire wa:
Stopped Dear A. L. Loring’s residence.

quarterly meeting
Church, Woodford’s,

522 engravings, 57 medallions or
cameos, and 180 architectural designs. Several American artists have pictures, among
whom is voiine Alaer Currier, the Gardiner

sculpture,

Of him Theodore Child, the Boston
Herald art critic, cables from Paris: “A
young American, Alger Currier, makes his
artist.

the line with an ugly old man on a
bitumen background, holding a glass in his
hand. ‘Santo’ is the title of his excellent
debut

ALVIN J0S1.1N.

The “Alvin Joslin” Comedy Company was
presented to a large and enthusiastic nu
dience at Portland Theatre, last night, which
manifested its appreciation of the good points
in the play by freouent applause. Mr. Charles
Davis, as the old farmer, brought the house
down and caused continuous roars of laughter. The support was fairly sustained. The
orchestra furnished excellent music, the cornet and xylophone solos being the conspicuous numbers.

on

“F'raterual Acquaintance”—Lillian Bruns, Maud
Fonie Greely, Aggie Hutchinson, Grace
Warren, Josie Knight.
‘•Freedom’s Flag”—May Thompson, Ada Chase,
Ida Chase, Carrie Scott.
“The Grand Army”—Hattie Thompson, Bertlia
Hyatt, Carrie Eagle, Bertha Fisher.
Portland Male Quartette—“Light Up the Camp
Fire,Comrades;” “Heme Rule for Old Ireland;
"A Warrior Bold:” “We Stormed Their Forts."
Reading—"What Did the Privates Do?”—Rob
ert L. Whitcomb.
Chandler’s orchestra will furnish the music,
and Miss Lena Reynolds will be pianist.

Craig.

MAGGIE MITCHELL.

Maggie Mitchell, everybody’s favorite, will
be at the Portland Theatre i.ext Friday and
Saturday, ltay, the new play, will bo given
on Friday and Fanchon Saturday.
Maggie
always fills our theatre with delighted auditors.
Seats will be on sale tomorrow.
HAYDN ASSOCIATION.

The Haydn Association gave a very pleasconcert at Mechanics’ Hall last evening
The
to a good and appreciative audience.

ing

following programme was given;
Overture—Die Velseumuehfe—plana duet...
.Reisslger
Messrs. Kotzsehmar and Murray.

Eveusong—The radiant morn hath passed away.
.Woodward
Haydn Association.
Soag—Come to me.Denza
Miss Annie M. Greely.
The hardy Norseman's house of yore.
De Pearsall
(Norse national song)
0. Sleep, darling, sleep,...Geo. C. Martin

!a.

—

Haydn Association.

8ong—The silent world

sleeping.Buck

is

Mr. H. W. Barnard.
Bridal Chorus—From “The Rose Maiden”..Coweu
Haydn Association.

Mrs. Fellows and Mrs. Morrison.
Chorus—Say, Watchman, what o£ the night?
.Sullivan
Haydn Association.

Chorus—Night.Lassen
Haydn Association.
Quartette—Only Waiting.Uilpatriek
Shaw's Quartette.

Song—Selected.
H. M. Nickerson.

Chorus—The Carnovale.Rossini
Haydn Association.
The opening number was finely executed

by Messrs. Kotzscbmar

and Murray.
The several choruses, without making special mention, we may say were all well rendered and

finely shaded, the association maintaining its well earned reputation in that
respect.
The soloists were in good Yoice and the

songs and the duet from Stabat Mater were
well and artistically rendered. The two selections by Shaw’s Quartette were also well
For an
sung and gave much satisfaction.
’’
encore they gave "The Stiff Cold Water Man.
in addition to the proMrs. Fellows,
gave a fine rendering of The Peri
'ardoned. from “Lalla Rookn.”
Mr. Murray played the accompaniment
with his usual skill.
The association will now take up the “Cre-

Reuben A. Wills.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen was called yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock.
Mayor Chapman presided
and the full board was present.

The following order, introduced by Aiderman Smith, was passed:
Ordered, TliaUMrs.George L. Perry be appoint
ed police matron lor one year with a salar y of
$17 per month, the same to be charged to the
coutingent.fund.
The following were 'appointed special policemen without pay;
Joseph II. Mattocks,
James B. Malone, John A. Pellett.
PETITIONS.

The following petitions for licenses to
erect new wooden buildings, were presented :
Mrs. Clara C. Eaton, at Nos. 13 and 15
Pine street, referred; Dennis A. Mealier,
rear of No. 227 York street, referred; Rackley Howatt, No. 119 Clark street, referred;
J. A. McDonald, No. 943 Congress street,
referred; John Elliott, No. 43 Fore street,
granted; Lewis A. Sherman, No. 10 Cherry
street, referred; Berlin Mills Company, on
Guilford Court; B. C. Miles, No. 68 Beckett
street, referred; Wm. A. Hatch, No. 89 St.
Lawrence street, granted; Morse & Fickett,
No. 40 Alder street, referred; Chas. E. Haskell, corner of Chapel and Congress streets,
was granted leave to withdraw his petition.
The petition of Mrs. John Dayley for damages sustained

by being injured by falling
Congress street was referred.
A protest of George Alexander and others
against the erection of a wooden coal and

on

the ice

on

snea

oy Horace

a. rrince at i\o. rao

on

any newspaper in the State.

He

was an

honest, conscientious man, faithful to the
interests of his employers. Mr. Wills was
born in Kingsware, England, January 16th,
1855, came to this country from Liverpool,

England,

sixteen

some

years

ago, and

learned his trade. He w orked in various
cities in this State, and also, for several
years in Boston. He was a member of Atlantic Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons,
and Ivauhoe Lodge, Knights of Pythias.
His death was caused by a complication of
diseases. He leaves a widow and one son,
who have the sympathy of many friends in

their bereavement.
Arbor

Day.

Today is Arbor Day.
The city offices and Custom House will be
closed today.
At the Post Office the cashier's office and
general delivery will be open from 8 to 9 a.
Carriers’ collections
in., and 1 to 2 p. m.
will be made at 7 and 11 a. in., and 6 p. in.,
and deliveries at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and 2
p.

in.

As stated yesterday the Hoering Village
will plant trees on
Forest Avenue and around the Stuart primary school. At 6.30 p. m., the ladies will
serve an excellent supper at Golden Cross
Hall, and at 8 p. m., there will be a meeting
in the Congregational church, with line

Improvement Society

and there will be

singing,
known gentlemen.

of about 500 feet, was referred.
The following bonds were approved: Of
Edward Fletcher, $5,000, as collector of city
offal; Geo. B. Smith, $500, as constable.
The petition of John Trottthat a guardian
be appointed over the estate of his father,
Mr. George Trott of Peaks’ Island, it being
shown that Mr. George Trot, was of unsound mind, was sent to the court.
The Board adjourned after this business
had been transacted.
Cumberland County Crangers.
The Cumberland County Pomona Grange
will meet with the Presuuipscot Grange of

Deering tomorrow for an all day session beginning at 9 o’clock in the forenoon. Dinner
will be served at noon and the Friends’
meeting house will be open for the meeting.
The subject for discussion will be, “What
are the most profitable crops for the farmer
It is exof Cumberland county to grow.”
pected that the meeting will bo very largely
attended by members from all parts of the
county, and an unusually interesting and

profitable

speeches by well

Fish Arrivals.
The schooner Margaret Smtih arrived
from the banks yesterday with 3,000 pounds
of halibut and about 80,000 pounds of salt
fish. Besides this the schooner Joseph Warren landed 6,000 of cod and haddock, and the

Mary E. Lewis about 5,000 pounds.

session will

probably

be held.

Associated Charities.
We hope everybody will remember the
sale from the work room, which opens tomorrow morning, at No. 400 Congress street.
Those who want to secure the bargains must
call early. No postponement for bad weath-

a

healthy plus coudition

of 2.4.
It is the work of the instructor to give to
each student the instructions necessary to
suit bis particular ease. These instructions
pertain not only to general exercise, but to
diet, sleep, air, bathing and clothing. The
instructor is also a physician and he prescribes for each individual case with the
care thut w ould be used by the doctor whose
work is to make people well instead of to
keep them well.
Of course a system is measured by its
results. That the results are good In both
Colby and Bowdoin there can be no doubt.
This is the testimony of both Instructors
Adams and Whittier. At Colby exercise in
accordance with the instructor’s directions
is compulsory in the winter term and part of
the spring term; in Bowdoin in the f ill and
wi iter terms. Instructor Whittier says that
every man in the Bowdoin Frenchman class
of over forty has shown improvement under
the instiaction. One man has brought the
giith of his chest up three inches; increased
the
CAPACITY OF HIS I.VNGS

fifteen cubic inches and the strength of his
lungs from 1.3 to 1.9 kilograms.
Professor Sargent, who devised the system of charting each student, has a standing
offer of $500 to the American student who
brings himself up to the normal straight line
which on the chart represents the typical
man; and a prize of $200 to the student who
approaches the straight line so that all his
measurements shall be within five degrees of
it on the chart. Bowdoin has the man who
so far stands ahead in the contest for the
$200. Mr. H. C. Jackson, of the Junior
Class, of Wiscassett, is only a few points outside of the five degrees, and is as may be
imagined, a fine specimen physically of the

w»oir

store

Bowdoin also has the man who has made
the greatest leg lift ever made in a college.
His record is 532 kilograms or 1173 pounds.
The measurements made at Colby and
Bowdoin show this interesting fact: The
students are above the average of the college
boys of the country in the girth of their
chests and waists. This is very likely because the greater part of them are farmers’
sons, aud used to hard work and plenty of
fresh air.
Although Bowdoin and Colby are the only
colleges in Maine using the Sargent system
of physical culture, the system is also used
largely in the Portland Turnverein. which is
ably and carefully conducted by Professor
Doldt.
VETERAN

Interesting

REPUBLICAN CLUB.

Meeting

Last

Night

at

the Club Rooms.

meeting of the Veteran Republican Club
was held last night, and in the absence of
President Perry, Hon. Geo. W. Woodman
A

The records of the
last meeting were read and approved, after
which William G. Soule repeated by request
his poem, “Why I Became a Republican.”
The poem was listened to w ith greater pleasure, if possible, than it was when first read
Mr. Woodman was
at a previous meeting.
was

and

choice

flowers

May Fair.
A very pleasant May fair will be held al
the vestry of the Church of the Messiah, under the auspices of the Sunday School, tomorrow and Thursday afternoon and evenentertainment will be proings. A

pleasing

called to the chair.

oclrtnl in

nrltlrogq Hit*

Ititf fia danlinoH

fn

speak

at length, and called upon Samuel
From 1832 to 1852,
Leavitt, Esq., who said:
I voted the Democratic ticket. Mr. Soule
has told us why he is a Republican, and I
think I can give some good, satisfactory
reasons why I was a Democrat from 1832 to
1852. Democracy meant something in those
days, but it doesn’t mean anything now. i
go back of 1870 in my Republicanism; back
to 1853. The Republican party was not organized in 1853, but the seed was sown that
res ulted in the glorious harvest of Republicanism. The political struggles of 1853 an d
1854 in this State, and the election of William Pitt Fessenden to the Senate were
poken of in an interesting manner.
In 1855 the Republican party in the State
of Maine was formally organized at Augusta. A convention was called for that purThen
pose and Ex. Qov. Kent presided.
came the J une riot in Portland in 1855. that
upset thellepublican party injMaine. It killed
Next came the presidential camus all off.
paign of 1850. I had voted for Pierce, as I
have said before, hut couldn’t go BuclianI voted for Fremont.
non.
In the fall of 1860 we heard here in Portland that Abraham Lincoln was up in New
Hampshire making speeches. The chairman
of the Republican City Committee came to
me and told me I must go up in New Hampshire, somewhere, he didn’t know where,and
get Mr. Lincoln to come down to Portland
and make a speech.
I went, and, on my
way began to inquire where Mr. Lincoln
As the train came into New Market
was.
Junction I saw Mr. Liucolu on the platform,
and I jumped out, took him by the hand,
introduced myself and told him that we
wanted him to go down to Portland and
lie snid he had no time to
make a speech,
speak about the matter then, hut if I would
the
train
and
on
get
go over to Exeter where
his son was attending school, he would talk
with me. I went to Exeter and dined with
Mr. Lincoln and his son who was attending
Exeter Academy. Mr. Lincoln told me that
he mould speak to us in the coming cam-

□.

Real Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the llegistry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—K. S. Smart to Cornelius H.
Spear. $3000.
Deerlng-F. K. Eaton to F. It. McCarthy. $1.
Naples—William lladlock to Herbert Manchester. $1 etc.
Fort land—G. li. Fickett to G. F. Wescott.
E. C. Richards to G. R. Fickett. $1 &c.
Peering-Julia K. Colley to E. U. Crocker. $1

&Cape

Elizabeth-N. H.

Dyer

to A.

N, Hawes.

:

N. R. Dyer to F. & H. Harford. $862.
N. R. Dyer to H. R. Cole. $32G.
N. K. Dyer to E. E. Dyer. Sill.
N. R. Dyer to W. T. Studley. $687.
N. R. Dyer to G. 1'. Wescott. $o60.
N. It. Dyer to H. 11. Waltou. $106.
N. R. Dyer to N. Nelson.. $246.
N. It. Dyer to A. A. Cole. $137.
N. R. Dyer to A. E. Dyer. $307.
N. R. Dyer to C. N. Trefethen. $107.
N. It. Dyer to Harriet T. Henderson. $110.
N. R. Dyer to J. M. Mason. $110.
N. It. Dyer to Helen F. Harrington. $14o.
N. R. Dyer to S. W. Fierce. $116.
N. R. Dyer to H. W. Rich. *111.
N. R. Dyer to C. W. Chadwick. $222.
N. R. Dver to Ruth E. Willard. $130.
N. R. Dyer to J. R. Marsh. $110.
N. R. Dyer to C. A. Tilton. $270.
N. R. Dyer to J. Trickey. $472.
N. It. Dyer to W. L. Bishop. $166.
N. R. Dyer In Clara Eaton. $1.12.
N. R. Dyer to J. Welland. $406.
N. It. Dyer to G. A. Trefethen. $260.
N. R. Dyer to E. E. Hurd. $170.
N. R. Dyer to Mary E. Walton. $111.
N. It. Dyer to M. W. Trefethen. $160.
N. R. Dyer to C. H. Spear. $771.60.
Standish-D. W. Seavey to Hattie V. Allen.

Elms in Blossom.
Elm trees blossomed in Portland April
30th. The following dates for former years
will show that the season is a little back-

The following officers were elected last
evening:
Commandaut—Charles F. Toble.
Clerk—Alfred II. Thompson.
Accountant—Win. E. Carter,
Mr. B. F. Lamb was appointed standard

Little Bandmen.
Legault’s Boys' Band serenaded Mr. Gibson and his guests at the Preble House last
night, and were invited to partake of a flue
collation. The band is composed of 21 boys,
from 7 to 12 years of age. They will give a
concert at City Hall next Friday evening,
and should have the good house which their

playing

merits.

Portland Club.
Tonight will be ladies’ night at the Portland Club rooms. The usual supper will be
served, and Grimmer’s Orchestra will be in
attendapce to furnish music for dancing that
will follow. Whist and other games will be
played, and it is expected that the reception
will be largely attended.

NEWS.

SCABBORO.
Dr. Bassford of Biddeford reported yesterday morning that diphtheria had broken out
in the family of Capt. C. F. Moulton, at
Dunstan’s Corner.
A girl, about 14 years
old, died Saturday, and Her little brother is
sick now with the disease. School in the
village lias been closed by order of the
hoard of health.

GRAND OPENING
—

(From HalVt Journal of Health.)
Baking powders properly compounded'
and containing pure cream of tartar, are
more convenient than yeast; and bread and
pastry made with them are just as wholeand far more palatable.
We are in entire sympathy with the manufacturers of the Royal Baking Powder—who
commenced and are vigorously conducting
the war against the use of adulterated baksome

ests of the public.
We do not hesitate to say that the Royal
Baking Powder people deserve the gratitude
of the community whom they are endeavoring to

protect._
MARRIAGES.

In tills city. April 28. by Rev. 8. K. Perkins.
Henry C. Carey anil Isabel G. Gallagher, both of
Portland.
In Boston. April 25, by Rev. F. T. Whitman,
Frank 11. Deerlng and Miss Helen N. Bnrnel, both
of Gorham, Maine.
In Ellsworth. April 7, Geo. A. Lynch and Miss
Carrie M. Moore.
In Sedgwick. April 3, Charles Closson and Miss
Nellie M. Wood.
In West Gouldsboro, March 22, Peter L. Hill
and Mrs. H. A. Havey.
In Union, March 31, E. S. Baicom and Mary E.
Gould.

FOR

Dongola Button

styles,

5000 yards
“
5000
“
5000

500

large

500

Turkey

“

“

25c

$3.50 Raglans, very stylish, marked down to $3.00
“
“
11
“
11
2.50
3.00
Plain Circulars, all sizes, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up

yards Linen Crash for
Striped Summer Skirting
Fancy Bordered Window Shades
Cents’ good White Shirts

II cents yard
39 cents
50 cents

9,15 and 17c
4, 5, 6c package

good Writing Paper.for

Envelopes

RINES

BROS.

100 Doses One Dollar

uffcwly

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does noteml hore.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable iu so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

to

lathe bane of so many lives that here is where
wo make our great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
*thers do not.
Carter's Little Livor Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One

or

two

pills

make a dose.

strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
who
purge, but by their gentle action please all
isethem. Iu vials at» cents ; five for $1. Sold
mail.
y druggists everywhere, or sent by

They

Ridgely,

bearer.

Component .No.
Captain—Charles F. Toble.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small PHI, Small Bose, Small Pff*8,

-

ME.

ocBtf

60acres:
SALK—Farm in Falmouth,
cuts about 20 tons of hay:nice buildings; 6
road.
Trunk
of
Grand
miles from Portland, on Une
For particulars, iuqulre on the premises, A. P.
Wharf
House
7
FIELD, or S.CHKNKRY, Custom
Portland.
of

FOB

—

im ALE-The very best Gent's $3.00 shoe
to be found in this city. Congress. Bals and
Button. This shoe is warranted 111 every respect,
solid leather Insoles and counters, mat top, seamless. Button holes worked with silk. J. P.
WELCH. 421 Congress St._20-1

Maine.

C. W. AIM'S
dtf

Wiscasset,

WALK—To close an estate,

a

Dll* PifTlPITV Steady sales. We want reliable
IlHl I BW11D. parties as sole Agents In every
County to sell the unequalled Dtuinuerer lly
drauliv Self Working Washer, dlllerrnt from all
others, does Its own work to perfection without
labor or Injury to clothes; saves from #60 to #300
anuually to families, hotels, etc. A trial convinces the most skeptical. No one seeking a
Agency should fall to apply with stamp
or particulars at once.
DANNMEYKK M'F'O
CO., New York City.
aprl2eodlm*

firofitabie

HlHiNEHH I'll A Nil EM.

MAi.E—4U50 l.uvs fixtures anil furniture
of first class lodging house, located at South
fs«H
Boston, furniture
End,
nearly new, rooms let well
W. E. CAltKUTHKKS-,
bargain at the price.
11 Court street.tq

a

WAl.K-gtfoO buys fixtures and furniture
old established lodging house. Hi
by present owner 8 years; paying upward #60 per month. W. F. CAKKUTHKItS, 11
Court street, Boston.___1-1

ISOMof
rooms;

an
run

HA I.E—#2000 buys one of tile best
boarding, sale and balling stables in the city
of Boston; 4o stalls; 35 regular boarders; 26 at
the rate of #0 per week, balance at #5; this Is a
bonanza; 3 years lease, 2Vs years to run and be
renewed; rent only #1100 per year; a fortune for
somebody. W. F. CAKRUTHEKS, 11 Court ISt.,
Boston.27-1

FWK

buys
FWK
tures, tools, and good will of
the state of
stores

to

know

have

we

it a trial. WM. H. WHITTIER. "Health
Food Depot," 112 Center St.30-1

furnished cottage at Diamond
the season. Address
or
stating location, number of rooms, rent, Ac. H.
M. CALL, 16 Free St., City.30-1

WANTED—A
Peak’s Island lor

One lot of Dress Goods, the price has always been $1.00 per yard.
Fine French Camel's Hair, 42 inches wide. This is a great sacrifice
on fine Dress Goods aud ought to sell them quick for the extremely
low price of 59 cents per yard.

451 CONCRESS STREET;
CORNER ELM ST.
eodtf

stock, (lx
of the best
Massachusetts,
provision
located In a smart city 4 miles out of Boston, fine
horse and team, trade #260 per week, will stand
the most thorough Investigation. W. F. CAR26-1
KtjTHEKS. 11 Court at., Boston.

WANTED—A

a

green grass.
The <*K. A

and

W.” Lawn Ura»N Need.
mixture of the finer-leaved grasses, and rec
ommended for lawns, public parks and pleasure
grounds. Wholesale and retail.
KENDALL A WHITNEY.
eoduw
mayl

BOARDING HOUSE FOR SALE
IN

KENNE HUNK PORT, VIE.

CHANCE; 13 rooms In first-class ord.r:
partly furnished; accommodates 30 to 40;
near the depot, post office, and river, where tide
flows; very pleasant; price *2700, cash *900; or
will rent for *36o, $150 In advance.
Address W.
SCOTT, JR., Box 59, Kennebunkport. No agents,

RARE

dSt-

myl

myldlt

—

______1

in nitrogen,
hikIi grade fertilizer,
phosphoric acid, potasli and other elements of
combined
in
proportions expecially
plant-food,
adapted to promote a luxuriant*growth of dark
rich

A

experienced
general
figures. Address B., 67 Winter

1

for.

Federal a.4 Tcutplr Sli.

d2w

Secretary.

announce to all in distress by disI ease of whatever Dame,or In search
of a sure way to wealth, that the C. V. Baths
for family protection, or public practice, and
sale of outfits. m-stands without a rival.
a*.,, 4i:» e*scall on J. m.
E. ANIDKOSIS.
For.Iiiml.
■rCM HI-,

I IUDL'I V

"kowhegan,

Shout,

Maine.myldlw*

About 17 acres ol land, all laid
lor about one-half what It
will bring by the lot; or a part of the same at a
houses at a good trade; all
two
good bargain; also
within eight minutes walk of the centre of the vil1-2
lage. E. J. PENNELL, Saccarappa, Me.
MALE

—

Foil
out in house lots,

people

to

buys furniture

hale—#500
house, 13 rooms, rent low,
Fou
lioardcrs, actually worth

corner

et, West Somerville to Boston, also time table
Ivory memorandum, three or four dollars in
1-1
change. Please leave at this office.

WANTED—The
large stock of Turkish Rugs,
all
of
off
a

to

»e

asked for It. W. F.
8t., Boston.25-1
BOA HD.

seven and
ease,

kinds
cast
clothing; will also
pay cash. Send orders t» M. DKGROOT, 94Vi
Middle St.
26-1
TO

LET

TO

airy

good

rooms,

M Its.
2*-4

references
given.
carriages;
CHARLES STANLEY. Wlnthrop, Me.
and

IKflAf-E HELP.
once; three
WANTED-At
and three sales girls.

millinJOHN E. PALM-

first class

ers

EK, 643 Congress street.30-1
TI7ANTBD—Situation by
widower’s

family.

changed. Call

at

a

competent Ameri-

City
country, references ex30-1
No. 3»u Cumberland St.
or

milliner.
week

experienced
WANTED—An
dress with references tor

Ad-

Mile

one

LI NEK, Press Office.

27-1^
housework at 47

girl to do

WANTED—A
BRACKETT ST._27-1
WOH AN WANTED -At once,
smart saleswoman;
SALEM
experienced in the
at
to JOHN E.
business.
millinery

a

one

PALMER,

Apply

once

2fl-l_

Congress street.

r»43

house-

general
capable girl
WANTED—A
work ; must he
good cook and laundress.
20-1
8T.
at 121)
for

a

SPRING

Apply

cookand girl to do chamber
work. Also young man to work In stable.
Call at CUMBERLAND HOUSE, 168 Green St.,

WANTED—One

3IAI.E

HELP.

drug
by
position
WANTED—A
young man; two years experience. AdWest Buxtoi.. Me. 30-1
store

in

a

dressC. L. LOMBARD,

Man who understands wood
good position to right
SCANLAnT 31 Kennebec
28-1

WANTED
working machinery;
Call at O. H.

party.
street, city.

__

man of some experience
Apply to T. B. POL28-1
Clark and Danforth streets.

young
WANTED-A
In the drug business.

LARD,

corner

WOOD
who

W OKH i: KM

Men

WANTED

are good mechanics and understand
smoothing hardwood work. E. T. BURROWS it
CO.
_25-1

collect small

to

pictures
WANTED—Men
copy aud enlarge in crayon, India Ink and
and outilt free. Address
water
to

color; salary paid
references lor particulars EASTERN COPY1NG CO., 21 Main St., Bangor, Me,14-tt

address

TO

—

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
of the finest stores tn the city;

street; one
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story: rent low to the right
party. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, 164 Brack-

street.apr28-2m

LET—2 houses
Danforth
HOI’mem
St.; lower rent Stetson’s Place; lower and
rent No. 60 Anderson
house
ItTO

on

St.; little
bv
upper
self No. 49 Hanover St.; 3 rents in Block No. 57
Hanover St., all In good order, containing modern
Improvements. Enquire o ELIAS THOMAS A
A CO., No. lid Commercial street.
28-1

LET-Up-stairs
of stable,
TO one-half

rent of six rooms, and
Sebago water in bouse,

8t„ Deerlgg. Enquire of J. B. DONMaple
7H < '<iiiiiiitin-i-.il St
I*. ,rt l-iiv.l
ou.tf

on
NKI.I.

fllO LET -Chambers for light storage; also
J. storehouse Union Wharf. Call oo WHARFINGER, head of wharf, or SYLVAN SHI RT28-1
LEFF, 2V1 Union Wharf. Portland, Me.
LET-A story and a half house in the
western part of the city. Enquire at 321
SPRING STREET.28-1

TO

tenement of
rooms. 87Mi Myrtle
TOSt.LET-A
Apply to J. W. CLAPP, 20 Myrtle St.
6

28-tf

1.1ST—Two
TO
also
lot of
GEORGE

tenements to let at Woodfords:
a
land for sale. Enquire of
26-1
RACKLKEF, Woodfords.

CTOKETO LKT-On Commercial street,
ly head Union Wharf: lower floor let separate
if wanted. .1.11. TRUE, 202 Commercial street
or J. DROWNE, 36 State street.26-1

house and
miles from
Station,
location, Sebago water,
Congress
stables. Apply to ANDREW HAWES, Stroud
water-26-2

to

very desirable up-town rout; also
rent of 6 rooms at 14 Mayo St.
30

PIANO, Press
1-1

FARtl

LKT-A lower tenement of seven rooms in
western
of the city, pleasantly located In
a good neighborhood; sun all day. Inquire at 154
CL A RK B TREET.
1-1

part

exchange a good Martin. PenT|7ANTED—To
v v
nell & Co. phaeton for a horse; carriage can
be seen at CHARLES E. WHITNEY’S, No. 91
Preble street.

_1-1

TO LET-A large front room, on
second floor, with best of table board; a line
room for man and wife or two gentlemen. No 66

Room

1-1

Free Street.

LET-Furnished rooms from *1.00 to
52.50 per week with bath room privileges.
1-1
95 INDIA ST.
HALS—One standing top phaeton In
good order. Apply to O. 8. HANSON,
1-1
Stroudwater.

TO

FOR

PALACE-CAR
P
Pnnt
nary exposures.
on application to
11. H. HAY A SON,

Sample

cards

TO
LET-A large well-furnisbed front
locatiou;
second floor; One
TO
67 SPRING ST. 26-1
board If wanted.
room

on

Apply

RKNTOH I.EASE—Two good two story
houses with ells and stables on Ocean St,
Woodfords: Sebago In both houses; nine acres of
land. Address C.H. ALLEN, Btandlsb, Me., or

TO

W. II. WALDRON, Portland.10-4

I.KT-The spacious chambers 30x120,
B. B. Farnsworth A Co„ In Woodman
20-tf
Block. GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

TO

over

eod2m-lstor4tlip

Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of the Police ExrfUfE
X auditing Board will be belli at tlie Common
Council Room, lu tlieCity Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING, May 1.1888, at 7.30.
JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.
d7t
upr24

First Class Tea aud Coffee Salesman,
with good established trade.
man. Address

Liberal terms to

right

A. B-, 23 Hamilton St., Boston.
d3t
apr28
I

os

POUND.

I’ AND

FOUND—That

the robins

before the

come

colds and coughs go because those who have
the colds and coughs neglect to get a bottle of
Way’s Compound Syrup of Lungwort. Price only
25 cents. Wnen well pleased tell your neighbors
what cured you.30-1
prevery early Spring, that
LOMT—That
ulcted by the weatherwlse, and paluful reminders of
fact
readers to
was

the
still warn our
procure Newell's Mixture which can lie taken wltb
great advantage for rheumatism aud neuralgia,
aches or pains. C. WAY & CO., sell It, 00cents.
30-1

as a gift.
pearls,
rewarded by returning to 208 DANFORTH
STREET,30-1

of Glass Ware, Just race
In low priced sets. Water Pitchers, Tumblers
also Cheese Plates. Comports, Cake Stands,
Bowls etc., at MITCHELL’S 6 CENT STOKE
620 Congress St. More of those Quart Cans at
« cents still left.28-1

POUND—Barrels

thousand rolls of late styles of
at extremely low prices fi, 6,
a roll: nice gilt wall papers at
7,
the low prices 12 V4 and 16 cents a roll. Call and
see them at COLKSWOKTHY BOOK STOKE. HI
28-2
Exchange 8t.

Forty
Koom Papers
FOI*
8 and 10 cents
D—

birch edgings that
Please send
WATSON, 61) Llucoln St.
27-1

cords dry
FOC*D—200
have been housed all
order
L.

your

to

J.

winter.

nut from end of Coupe Axle. Anyone finding same on the street will be well
paid by leaving at FKKNALD A SAWYEK'S
STABLE, 697 Congress Street.2-13

LOstT—A

W. AND 0. GRAND,
THE EI*K*»T

10 Cent
ON

THE

Cigar

MARKET.

Warranted Long Havana Filler and Hand Made,
having attained a large reputattnu In Boston
Is now placed before the smokers of Portland. It will be for sale bv all the
leading cigar dealers In the city.

TRY IT AND YOU WILL BUY NO OTHER.

H. H.RICKER&CQ.,
Wholesale Agents,

396 FORE STREET.

apr7

THIS WEEK !

Directors of the Diamond

Island Association wilt receive appllcatlns for lease of the
THE
restaurant
and

o«u3m

LEADERS

Restaurant—Great Diamond Island.
a

building
turnlshlugs for the seaThere are now upwards of tlfty cotthe Island and this presents a line opening to the right person, not only for tlie present
but for future buslues. Address
E. L. GOD1NQ, Box 1714.
apr28dtf_
son

of 1888.

tages

on

LET.

TTOUSE with stable connected, both
8s Britcwctt

In

flrst

»tre^5t,By

TO

LEASE !

Alter March l, lSSS.Ihe

$1.50 Unmask Napkins for 1)1) cents.

50 cent Unmask Towels for 25 cents.
I'hnmols Towels fort-leaning slUer.
Milk liathing Towels.
Plaid Linen for children’s dresses.
We are having a large sale of the choicest styles of new Scotch aud American
Binghams, French aud American SatInes, Scotch Sackings, French Dress
floods, with Trimmings to match.
Our 25 ceut All Wool Dress Woods are
the best In the country.

International House, J. M. DYER i CO.,

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
janStf

511
ap24

11H8CELLANKOI8.

262 Middle St.

AINTS.

WANTE3D.

Exchange^

LET- Lower part of rent 667 Congress St
Apply at tile HOUSE, from 2 to 4 p. m. 24-1

TO
oldest and best line of
Tinted Leads In the market.
Nearly 20 years’ practical tests
have proved them to bo the
economical
most durable and
paints to use. Ground In pure
linseed oil from the best pigments, to the consistency of
ordinary white
lead, to which
t he required
amount of linseed oil must be
added before using. They will
crack, peel or chalk off, and
are warranted to stand all ordiTho

men of energy and hones“Gately's Universal
Educator,” a thorough
complete encyclopaedia and business guide; Indorsed as such by every
one that has seen It, and by every paper of national reputation In this country and Canada The
It is a carefully
Botton Ueralel says of the book:
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy It will get their money's worth.’’ -V. E.
Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom In
America can afford to be without this great work
It Is the most complete,
as a book of reference.”
plain and practical educational work ever published, and is indispensable to the family and
library. Gately & Co., 61)2 Washington St.,
feb2i)d3m
Boston.

WANTED—Young
ty to take orders for
and

a

LET

a

apto_

near

LET-Cottages at Peak's Island, partially
TO
morning, between Danforth St.
furnished, six rooms each. Inquire at No.
LOMT-Sunday
and State St. Church, Ladles gold pin set
114 OXFORD STREET.30-1
with
valued
The Under will be

at

FOR SALE—In Scarboro equal distance between Portland and Saeo, two story
house and stable, land to suit purchaser from 6
to 76 acres; cheap for cash. Apply to M. D.
1-2
M1LL1KEN, West Scarlioro.

TO

place

Pleasant

HOARD

Uke Marranocook, 2 Vi story house, large
SllUlEK
board, pleasant drives, horses

ex-

changed for

LET—A
SAI.E-Very fine tone, nearly
PIANO*FOR
one-third octave, cabinet
TO convenient
GEO. K. JUNKINS,
standard make: call
Room
grand, cherry
Apply
or

let well,
dollar
Court

every
CAKBDTHKKS, 11

St. 26-1

—

4, Centennial building,
office.

lodging

of

rooms

plenty

know that I have

Between Lord’s candy store, Congress
LET-The Thomas Qulnby
LOST
street, and
Spring and Park streets, TOgrounds, at Stroudwater.
1%
red leather wallet, containing commutation tickSt.
flue

new,

one

in

one to

as stenographer and type
WANTED—Position
writer by young lady with practical experioffice work and
ence also
in

ett

lpan iEu
rroiecuon ana tree Trade; a
» »
few first-class agents for this work, containing articles on both sides of the question by more
than sixty of the most eminent authorities on the
subject, from the time of Adam Smith down to
on
the
sell
mv
auction
SHALL
farm at public
present, adopted by a Democratic House and
a Republican Senate as the standard
THURSDAY, the third day of May next at
authority on
this question; at *2.60 the work Is so cheap that
10 o’clock in the forenoon, containing one liundred acres of mowing, tillage, pasture and wood- ; Its sale will probably reacb a round million; terriland suitably divided; 2 storied house 36x32, ell | tory can be secured in Cumberland, York, Andros20x16. woodhouse 32x16, barn 51x34, and car- I coggin and Kennebec counties, by immediate application to L. C. GATCOMB, 40 Exchange street.
riage house 22x30: pleasant location for summer
tioarders or good place for poultry or dairy
1-1
In
100
trees
bearfarm; good water;
young apple
successful agent (young man
ing. strawberry paten, raspberries, currants,
Ac.;2 running brooks across pasture: a mineral
preferred) to take charge of a State, and
travel,hire and train agents for oue of our new
spring, water could be brought to house by windbooks. Must be a man of education and good
mill. Also another lot containing 20 or more
business ability, willing to work bard and desiracres, 15 of it covered with young and thrifty
growth of bard wood and over 400 hemlock trees ous of making large money. Salary and commission. Give age, full particulars of experience
suitable for timber; also 6 or 7 tons of hay
and salary wanted. Security required. Send tills.
In barn, one horse, one mowing machine, one
CASSELL (Si COMPANY, N B. B. S. D.
wheel rake, horse hoe, plows, barrow, pitchforks,
104 and loti Fourth Avo., New York,
hoes, &c., &c. If stormy postponed to first fair
myleod3t
day.
Gorham, April 18,1888.
isaI.E
English cured slack salted polWM. M. DYER.
lock *3.00 cwt.. 600 or 1000 lbs. *2.00 cwt.;
orders
mail
0.
Auctioneer.
G.
by
promptly tilled. E. DOW, 389 CumWEEKS,
dat
berland street, Portland, Me.
H. E. TAYLOR &
raayl
CO., 400 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass., wholesale dealers in pickled, dry, smoked and dry fish.
ENGLISH lawn fertilizer.

Foil

it— The

HAI.E-11,000

man-

MARKED DOWN FOR THIS SPECIAL SALE.

I

WANTED.

AUENTM

City.25-1

LET-Furnished house in upper portion of
the city, containing Darlor, sitting room, dining room, kitchen, four chambers, bath room,
store room, large woodbouse, double cellar with
furnace and wash room, gas and Sebago. Apply
to W. E. ULMER, 188 Middle St.
30-1

llrlli.li

PORTLAND

FOUN-

59 Cts,, 59 Cts., 59 Cts., 59 Cts.
ONLY 59 CENTS.

mylu3t_

STREET,

Bar-

;
correct at

A

514 CONGRESS

»

gain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE
DRY, Blddeford. Me.

WANTED—Every

mT c. mTa.

PHOTOGRAPHER

uiuugs

know that large
stores at large rent, require large prolits.
Our low rent and small expenses enables us to
sell you first-class Boots and Shoes at very small
profit. Call and get prices atJ. P. WELCH, 421
26-1
Congress St.

STATED meeting of the M. C. M. Association
will be held in the Library Room, Mechanics
building, on THURSDAY EVENING, May 3d, at
R. B. SWIFT,
7.30 o’clock.

LEADING

an

WANTED—Everybody
delicious fresh hread, made especially for
from "Peeled Wheat Flour." Dou’t fail to

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

myl

THE?

Me._

WANTED—The

25 CENTS A PAIR.

UAMCTCn
nwIfIO I CU)

Exchange Street.

HAILEY.
marl!

_#5-1

FOK
K MALE OK EXCHANtiK
FAK 'IPli; I’KOI’KKT Y-A large and
comodlous house with L, containing twenty finished rooms, suitable for a convenient boarding
house, can easily be changed into separate tenements, is nicely painted and blinded, is within
four minutes walk of depots, schools and church,
stores and mills. Lot is 70x100 feet. Stable with
3 stalls, Sebago water, good drainage; will sell at
a bargain.
Enquire of or correspond with G. D.
13 3
WEEKS, Gorham,

us,

Emiy Oxford, new; Clark’s So. 1; Beauty of Bebron; Early ltose; Pride
of America; for sale by
KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Odd Fellows’ Benefit Association.
At the meeting of this association held last

Gorham, Me.

give

SEED POTATOES.

Lieut.—James T. Jolmstou.
Ensign—Charles J. Butler.
Component So, 13.
Captain—Fred G. Mitchell.
Lieut.—Jason M. Studley.
Ensign—Charles H. Cloudman.

FOK

ladles to attend Loverlug’s
special sale of human hair goods; 300
former
price $2.00 for 97 cents
bangs,
shingle
and 26 to 37 cents: hair ornaments 10 cents; sale
for one week. LORING’S PARIS HAIR STORE,
518 Congress St.30-1

_

Component -Vo. 6.
Captain—H. K. Colesworthy.

The fine eight day marine clock on the engine of the steamship Govino was set to work
by Henry Bussell of this city.

SALE TO-DAY.

Portland, Me., May 1,1888.

Lieut.-Albert li. Ferry.
Ensign—John B. Brown.

Salesroom 18
r. O.

with

Black, Tan and Slates.

GEO. W. TRUE.
W. TKOTT KING.
M. F. HICKS.

1.

MALE—A small farm containing twenty
acres with the buildings thereon; situated
miles from Gorham
in the town of Gorham, 11
Village and 2Vi miles from Sacearappa. For further Information apply to THOMAS JONFIS,

WANTED.

to close them out at once and will make the price
for TO-DAY 25 cents a pair.
The colors are

Dissolution of €o|>artucrslii|».
flVHE copartnership heretofore existing between
J. the undersigned uuder the name and style of
GEO. W. TKl'E & CO., Is tills day dissolved by
mutual consent. Any one of tile copartners Is authorized to sign the firm name in liquidation.

No. 2.

evening, J. Henry Crockett, the secretary,
tendered his resignation, owing to business
engagements, which was accepted, and Wm.
Mr.
E. Plummer was elected in his place.
Crockett has held the office since the organization of the association and lias been a
hard worker for its welfare.

ULV/VCQ,

About forty boxes of last season’s Silk Taffeta
and German Lisle Gloves were carried over. The
qualities are such as sold at 50 and 62 cts. There
are not many of any one kind, therefore we wish

are

$640.

C. Peeling.

Grand Canton

nDrilV/

A

ACHE

FOR

Far Male— Vulunblr Hold Properly.
GORHAM HOUSE, at Gorham, Maine.
Buildings In excellent condition; house contains 24 rooms, flnisbed, furnished and ready for
use; plenty of good water on the premises; the
only notelln the village or vicinity; conveniently
located lor travellers, and a pleasant home for
summer boarders and visitors; Furniture will be
sold with the house If purchaser desires; premises
occupied as hotel for ten years by present lessee,
For further
whose ill health compels a change.
information Inquire on the premises of MRS.
REBECCA A. BUZZKLL. or In Portland of Messrs
Charles Davis, Jr. First National Bank or Charles
J. Walker.
apr28d 3w

I

HEAD

St._2(1-1

MALE—A first-class grocery aud provision business in one of tlie best locations
In the city of Portland. A good cash trade all established. Store new. rent low; goods all fresh
and new; first-class fixtures. Anyone wishing to
to
go Into a well established business will do well
address “B,’’ care of this office.26 2

piazzas, 17 rooms, bath and furnace, stable; desirable for residence or a summer boarding house;
Insured for $4,600; price $4000. Apply tolfon. H.
INGALLS. Wiscasset.apl2eodlm*

FARM ATJUCTION

SICK

winter

house with two acres of land; view of
bay and hilli beyond; 3-story house, broad

—

Gloucester—W. H. True to A. F. Cole.

*Wm.' Finkham

i

r
myl

Headache, yet Carter s Little Liver Pills aro
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the Stomach stimulate the
itver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

"II

brick house, in block
containing 12 finished rooms; gas,

THE

«

CUKE

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant^

—

TC

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such a/
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after
eating. Pain iu the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has beeu shown iu curing

sou MAI.E
two story

bouses,

mFOK

a

apr26

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

sion

Sarsaparilla

Sarsaparilla

—

Street. • EMM
of two
sebago,
furnace and modern conveniences. For particulars apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial
2(1-1
Block.

I

In

and must say it

Hood’s

The two story Iran
;
J; 03 Melbourne street, with duble lot of land
alpleasantly situated in a good neighborhood;
of
corner
Melbourne,
No.
61
so the frame cottage
Willis St. ;snug and convenient; both the above are
desirable and can be bought on easy terms. BEN20-1
JAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange street.
[30K MALE

5, 8 1-2, IO, 12 l-2c yard FOB

strong.”

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

mai.e-a lot of glazed frames, second
JT baud, suitable for forcing beds. BERLIN
271
MILLS COMPANY.
isok

FOB

Checked and Plaid Nainsooks

If you feel tired, weak, worn out, or run tdown
from hard work, by Impoverished condition of the
blood or low state of the system, you should take
Hood’s Sarsaoarilla. The peculiar toning, purifying. and vitalizing qualities of this successful
medicine are soon felt throughout the entire system, expelling disease, and giving quick, healthy
action to every organ. It tones tne stomach, creates an appetite, and rouses the liver and kidneys.
Thousands who have taken it with benefit, testify
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla "makes the weak

work,
Sarsaparilla, with the best results. As a health invigorator
and for general debility I think it superior to anything else.” A. A. Rikeii, Utica, N. Y.
“I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla for loss of appetite,
dyspepsia, and general languor. It did me a vast
amount of good?’ J. W. Willefokd, yuincv, 111.

land

MALE
House and lot 180 State St.
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Pine street; for
feb22tf
terms apply to J. S. RICKER.

LADIES’ PARASOLS VERY LOW.

120 sheets

build

feet front on State and 5u leet on CumberSt. Apply to WM. YOKKE, Gas Works.
^

J;

FOK

50 cents

10

Strength

Makes the Weak Strong
and dizzy, having no appetite
I took Hood’s
and no ambition to

Sts.__271

1710R SALE-A desirable

neaiea pump, inspirator ana

14 years 7 months.

"Feeling languid

sewer

Water Co., in fact an ideal summer home; price
$1800. Apply to L. A. GOUDY, Cor. Pearl aud
Milk

MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with

READ OTHEEt BARGAINS BELOW.

In North Turner, April 23. Mrs. Clara Child,
aged 84 years,—widow of the late Capt. William
Child.
In Yinalhaven, March 25, William Roberts, aged
95 years 5 mouths.
In Thomaston, March 22, Capt. Wm. 8. Colley,
aged 06 years.
In Rockland, March 28, Win. H. Witham, aged
70 years 10 mouths.
In Union, March 27, Sarah A., wife of J. O.
Cobb, aged 69 years 11 mouths.

bottle of Hood’s Saris one of the best medisaparilla,
cines for giving an appetite, purifying the blood,
and regulating the digestive orgaus, that I ever
heard of, It did me a great deal of good.” Mbs.
N. A. Stanley, Canastota, N. Y.
"1 had salt rheum on my left arm three years
suffering terribly, i took Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and the salt rheum has entirely disappeared.” H.
M. Mills, 71 French St., Lowell, Mass.

-Furnished cottage on Diamond

supplied

130

LADIES’ MISS.DIHS, ALL SIZES, VERY CHEAP.

In this city. April SO, Reuben A. Wills, aged 33
years 4 mouths.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from ids late residence, No. 34 Howard street.
In this city, April 30, Ellen, widow of the late
Edmund Green, aged 80 years 8 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In 8carboro, April 29. Chas 8. Tibbetts, aged 66
years 4 months,
In Scarboro, April 29, Clara M. Doughty, aged

Hood’s

MALL

1
drainage,
Island; line location, perfect
Isok
Willi pure water by Diamond Island

FO

12-quarter Turkey Red Covers, form1.29 each
erly $2.50, now

500

Address or call during business hours, C. A.
DCNI.AP, 342 Commercial St.28-1

K MAI.E-A gentle horse, all sound. Apply
to OSCAK SKILLINGS, at S. W. Larrabee
& Soil., 250 Commercial

Spreads marked down to
98c each
“
59c
Honey Comb Spreads only
Oil Cloth for Table Covering 21 c yard

Red Remnants

2, at lOa.m., we sha 1
of. W. H. H. Merrill,
stock of monuments
entire
Deerlng’s Bridge,
and headstones, comprising a large assortment of
styles and sizes. Sale positive.apJ7dtd
his

Inch Star

MALE—48

YOU

size Bed

quality

Extra

BV AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY. May
ON sell
at Marble Works

BICYCLE
Bicycle; will lit any rider; newly enamelled;
given instructions In riding.

Dress Satines marked down to 10c yard
“
this year’s American Chambrays 9c
pretty Curtain Scrim marked
61-2
down to

“

MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES

—

BED SPREADS AND TABLE CLOTHS IRKED DOWN.

DEATHS.

“I have taken not quite

J. W.
28-1

great variety and prices.
TURN Elt, 663 Congress, corner Oak St.
In

Boots

TRADE J
Many Bargains in Stain fai the People!

______

Health and

E«;CiM

MAI.E—Ladies’Bright
FOK
Boots, $3.00, $2.50, $2.00, $1.60; the latest
the best goods; also Childrens’ .School

SPRING

ing powders.
Before committing ourselves, however, we
made tests of a sufficient number of baking
powders to satisfy ourselves that the substitution of alum for cream of tartar in their
composition has not been over-estimated,
while a careful examination of the Royal
Baking Powder confirms our belief that Dr.
Mott, the Government Chemist, when he
singled out and commended this powder for
its wholesomeness, did itwiiolly in the inter-

RATCmWCl-Light Brahmas
$1.50per 13; Brown Leghorns $1.00 per 13.
30-1
J. M. GOODING, YannoHthville. Me.
MALE-0 thoroughbred
English Pug
Pups from small Imported stock, $10each;
3 thoroughbred Newfoundland male pups, from
5 thoroughbred Enextra large breed, $8 each:
glish Mastiff pups from extra large breed beauties
II.
Rockland, Me.
each.
M.
KAN
LETT,
$15

«UCn**HB.

•

F.I.IMIUW.

FOR

price $40; purchaser

WHY BAKINC POWDERS ARE BEST.

SI 3u

®'New

187-1,
1879,
1882,
1885,

SUBURBAN

was

vided each evening.
The fair will open with formal exercises at
3 o’clock iu the vestry on India street.
Sup*
Tho principer will be served at 6 o’clock.
pal feature of the evening’s entertainment
will be the Rogers statuary; something entirely new for Portland.

ward: 1871, April 30; 1873, May 18;
May 3; 1877, April 23-27; 1878, April 21;
May 4; 1880, April 25; 1881, April 25;
April 25; 1883, April 27; 1884, April 20;
April 25; 1880, April 23; 1887, April 25.

ments were announced:
First Sergeant—Frank H. York.
Sergeants—Edward M. Thornes, Charles t.
Davis, Charles R. Phlnnev, Hugh Lappln.
Corporals—George C. Jose, Charles Collins, B.
H. Farnsworth, Edward L. Brown, Charles E.
Miiler, A. W. Andrews.

MALE—1 Dieobold Sale, 40 In.
new. In perfect, condition ; price $30. J. M. GOODING. VarmmitiiMe.30-1
vlllc,
l»K

SAVE
high, 25x28, nearly

___28-1

B. Mallett, James H. Banks, W. A. Mitchell,
James Rodick, J. P. Merrill, Geo. P. Field.
Portland Cadets.
At the meeting of the Portland Cadets,
held last evening, the following appoint-

AUCTION MAI AM.

I'OK MALE.

I30R

gubernatorial convention.
The following is a list of the delegates to
the District Convention from Freeport: E.

nominated as president,
Lincoln
as you all know, and after his nomination
he never made any speeches. This accounts
for Mr. Lincoln’s not coming to Portland to
make a speech as he told me lie would.”
After brief remarks by 1 nomas Wiley toe
meeting adjourned, having extended a vote
of thanks to the speakers.

is

hand each morning,
and potted plants.

WEEK

NEXT

_

Thfl Indies

on

At the Cumberland Republican caucus,
lield Saturday evening, these delegates were
elected to the First District Convention:
Sylvanus Porter. O. S. Thornes, M. P.
Sweetsir, D. L. Blanchard.
The Raymond Republicans liave chosen
George M. Leach and Joseph C. Sawyer to
represent them at the Portland Convention
for the First District; and R, T. Smith and
Henry Harmon as delegates to the State

college boy.

engaged for only one
want to clear out the entire stock before Saturday night and put the
winmoney in the Savings Bank for next
ter’s need. Fresh home made candy will be
er, as the

We are pained to announce the death of
Mr. Reuben A. Wills, which occurred at his
late residence on Howard street yesterday
morning at 5 o’clock. Mr. Wills was employed In the Pkess Office as a compositon
and during his employment earned the reputation of being one of the best compositors

centimeters, giving

ation."

tance

A Washington despatch to the Boston
Journal has the following concerning the
launch of the new cruiser at Philadelphia,
Saturday: “There was lying at anchor near
the wharf at which the Secretary of the Navy
and the Congressmen took the steamer to
proceed to Cramp’s Yard a vessel that was
very interesting and an important practical
object lesson to tne free traders, who only
last week insisted that we have not and cannot have a merchant marine. The object lesson was furnished by the beautiful ship It.
D. Bice, of Tbomaston, Me., Captain Jordan.
The ship was a noble vessel of 2200 tons, with
three sparesail yards across, bound for Hiogo,
Japan, with a cargo of petroleum. She was
then loading with petroleum. Mr. Dingley
and Mr. Boutelle, who were of the launching
party, iovfully pointed their free trade associr tes to the practical refutation of their theories witli respect to the American merchant
marine.”

I

framme,

feature of it is that it has no organization.
Certain people with brains have informally
agreed to come together and discuss different
subjects, and the last two dinners have been
exceedingly interesting. At the dinner last

N. P. Willis.

j

j

Congress street, was referred.
The petition of John F. Hughey, Mary F.
Hughey and Daniel E. Bowen for the extension |of Island Avenue, Long Island, a dis-

among others present were Senator and Mrs.
Manderson, Gen. Van Vliet, Mrs. Elizabeth
Stanton and Mrs. Willis, widow of the late

:

MAY DAY CARNIVAL.

Washington has rather a notable new dining and talking club, known as the “Six
o’clock Club.” It meets and dines every
Thursday at Willard’s Hotel. The curious

Thursday Commissioner WTebb presided, and

i

Today is both May Day and Arbor Day,
and the Bosworth Relief Corps have arranged
an admirable cantata called the .“Flag of our
Union” for presentation this afternoon and I
evening. Reserved seats can be secured dur- i
ing the day at Stockbridge’s. The following
are the features of the cantata:
“Vive L’America"—The company.
“Marseillais Hymn”—Rena Foss Jennie Wilson,
Lottie Williams.
"Palmetto Tree"-Maud Craig, Mattie C. Meicher, Bertlia Tarbox.
"in the Clouds tbe Battle Raging''—Mattie C.
Melcher, Maud Craig, Bertha Tarbox, Berilia
flvatt.
"The Loyal Blue”—May Thompsoa, Celia Quinn,
Bertlia Hyatt, Carrie Scott, Josie Knight, M. u 1

wooa

study.”

i

also furnished with what is termed his condition. This is a technical term to represent a feature of the Sargent system which
is very interesting. It has has been already
shown that measurements arc taken of both
It
the size and the power of the muscles.
has been noticed that when in the case of
healthy persons the measurements of the
of the
various muscles are added
size
the sum
expressed in centimeters is expressed by numerals very nearly identical
with the numerals which express the sum of
tiie measurements of the power of the muscles expressed in kilograms. The difference
between the two, i. e., between the size of
the muscles aud their power, between the
potential strength and the actual strength, is
termed the condition. If the strength is not
equal to the development the condition is
called minus; if the strength is greater than
the development, it is termed plus. The
best coudition is slightly plus. Too much
plus shows that the strength is more than
the muscles can really afford, and that the
man is working "on nerve” as the expression
is; too much minus shows that the muscles
are not healthy and are not furnishing the
power that they should.
So the student labors not only to straighten
his line on the chart, but also to give himself
the slightly plus condition which is the
healthy condition, l’rof. Whittier gives an
example Illustrative of the effects of training on the condition. One student when
first measured hud a total strength of 375.9
kilograms, and a total development of 483.5
centimeters, giving a minus condition of
107.0
After five and a half months of training his total strength had come up to 498.7
kilograms; and Ills development to 4U6.3
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